VALVES AND THEIR APPLICATIONS
By M. G. SCROGGIE, B.Sc., M.l.E.E. (Eng.)

No. 3: MULLARD HEPT0 DE FREQUENCY CHANGER I R5
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HIS is a miniature all- glass sin gle-ended
heptode with a fil amen t co nsumption one
twelfth that of a pen -Lorch bu lb.
An
obvio us role for it is in portable receivers,
especially of the " personal" calibre.

In this country the triode-hexode is so popular
that not everbody may be sure about how to use
the heptode, or pentagrid, particularly as there
are several different kinds. So here are a few
notes on the IRS .
The prescribed ran ge of H.T. vo ltage is 4,5
to 90, but g1+g 4 (used as the oscill ato r anode)
must be limited to 67i, by a dropping resistor
if necessary.
!SK.Cl
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Th e amplitude of oscillation is not at all
critica l, and there is littl e to be ga ined by
strivin g earnestly to keep ·it at optimum all the
time ; it is generally more important to
economise in H.T. current. The amplitude is
measured by a micro-ammeter in series with RiAlthough 2001-tA is recommended, the effective
optimum, with Vg 2 +g-i, =4S or so, is nearer
1001-tA, and there is not much loss of signal even
at SOi-tA. Fortunately the optimum increases
with Vg2+g 4 • The less oscillator voltage on
g2+g.i, the better; the reaction coil should be
comparative! y small.
A.G.C. may be applied to the IRS; the grid
base is rough ly one fifth of Vg 2 +g 4 • It is
important that the g3 -to-cathode impedance at
oscillator frequency should be low, otherwise
the action of g3 may be upset by oscillator
voltage from g 2 +g4. It is true that it can be
neutralized out by a few pF from g , to g 3 , but
there is no need for this complication if the
previous condition is fulfill ed.

_ __.__...___.___.___.__ _ _ H.T.

~...,.,,.,11/\,--__...-A.C.C .

This skeleton circuit diagram is merely to
show how the valve should be connected ; the
details of tun ing arrangements can fo ll ow conventiona l lin es.
An alterna tive scheme, for
making the whole mutual conductance of the
valve effective in th e oscillator, is to take the
.T. lead from the l.F. tran sformer via the
oscillator reaction coil instead of direct. Any
voltage-dropping resistor mu st be in se rted on the
g 2 +g 4 side of the reaction co il and shu11ted by
th e by-pass capacitor. It is then not available
for sharing with the screen of the I.F. valve.

+H

Normally, ho wever, the oscillator section is
quite capab le of providin g sufficient am plitude
without help from the I. F. anode. Such help,
too, is liable to be varied by A.G.C. bias on g3 •
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TRANSISTORA Challenge

to

the Radio Valve?

The announcement of a replacement for the ordinary radio valve in
the form of a germanium crystal amplifier/oscillator may well . prove to be
the most important electronic development of the past decade .

•

From reports, it would now appear that after some 41 years of unchallenged supremacy, the radio valve as we know it today, will be superseded in many applications by a seemingly simple crystal unit capable of
performing efficiently all the normal valve functions. This new device,
referred to as a transistor, and not unlike the well-known germanium
or silicon crystal in appearance, works on an entirely new physical principle
discovered during the course of fondamental . research into electrical properties of solids.
·
Being housed in a cylinder less than an inch long and about as thick
as a pencil, this unit has neither vacuum, glass envelope, grid, plate, nor
cathode. Two hair ' thin wires touching a pinhead of semi-conductive
material such as germanium or silicon mounted on a metal base are the
-principal parts of the unit. Since there is no cathode to heat up, the transistor starts to work the instant the current flows. To make the unit operate
as an amplifier or oscillator, all that is required is two low voltage, low
current bias voltage sources.
As can be readily realised, this tn;msistor will provide some exceedingly interesting possibilities for the design engineer. For whilst it has
been successfully demonstrated in telephone, television and radio receiver
circuits, there ore definite limitations at this laboratory stage of development, which will preclude its widespread commercial use , .
One of these concerns the available power output. This is limited to
approximately 50 milliwatts for a push pull stage, although greater output
is possible by using a combination of transistors and ordinary output valves.
Another limitation is in regard to operating frequencies. Due to the effect
of trtmsit time in tne crystal, the upper frequency is now limited to l 0 me.
In addition, certain other circuit difficulties manifest themselves in that the
input impedance is relatively low, whilst the output impedance is very highthe exact opposite conditions to those encountered with the radio valve.
However, -as the possibilities of this device have not yet been fully
explored, it is reasonable to assume that as more experience is gained in
both their use and manufacture, these limitations will be of only a temporary nature.
Although at · this stage of development there appears to be no
cause for expecting that this device will result in the wholesale replacement of existing rndio valves, it does seem likely that certain valve functions may be taken over by transistors, much in the same way as has
already been done by silicon and germanium diode crystals. Thus, this
latest discovery in the ever-expanding electronic and radio field, may well
usher in the beginning of the end of the "radio valve" era.
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BUILD YOUR OWN

,S ENSATIONAi.

SIGNAL TRACER
AND SAVE

Brand new test equipment-made by
one of Australia's leading manufac• turers-now offered at practically

I
SCO:
O
P
- - - - - -.......-......
e

A high-cl3:ss inst~u_ment-deslgn!'d for laboratory production
~ork-rad1~ serv1c~ng, etc. mbullt amplifiers with contmuous variable gam control on both horizontal and vertical
plates--linear time base, having frequency range from 35 to
40.000 cps-adjustable in nine steps-with switching for coarse
control-and a continuous variable control for fine adjustment-operates on 220/260v. AC 50/60 cycles--uses (1) 902
(2) 6J7, (2) 5Y3, (1) 884-finished in black-crackle fini5h steel
case-with carrying handle-metal hood and graduated scale
for E.R. tube included-12" x 91" x 7~"-weighs 20lb. Originally priced £37/10/-. Plus tax.
£
291618
"HURRY"-"OUR PRICE"
Brand new. Not ex-Disposals. Fully guaranteed.
lets forwarded on request). (Freight Extra).

"I VALVE KIT"
Only 4~" x 5~" x 2"-Fits in
pocket-complete with instructions, and all parts, including
batteries. Kit
£2/19/6.
Phones
32/6. Freight
2/-

"4 VALVE AC KIT"
Modern
Hi-gain
superhet,
circuit-all midget parts complete kit includ. cabinet,
etc. £13/12/6. (Freight extra).

Midget Reinartz Coils

Screw-Driver Type
Terminal Strips

Special October Offer
"BRAND NEW COILS"
Coil Kit, includes R.F. Aer.
Osc., and I .F.'s- sold separately
would cost 43/9. Our price for
the 5 units, 30/-. (Post 1/-).
Midget 150/ISOv 30 mil.
Trans. .
19/6
Midget Filter Chokes
8/9
Midget 8 mfd. Electro's
3/ 9
Midget Single Gang Cond's 12/6
Midget Two-gang Conds
19/3
Midget Three-gang Conds 25/6
Midget Trimmer Conds
1/1
Midget Off-on Switches
2/9
Midget DP47 Dial with
Knobs
.
7/11
M;idget Valve Sockets 7d & ltd.
M;idget ! watt Resistors (to 3
meg.)
9d.
M;idget 1-3 watt Resistors
10 meg. (USA)
1/4
1 watt Resistors to 10 nieg. 1/2 watt Resistors to 2 meg. 2/3 watt w /W Resistors
1/9
5 watt W /W Resistors
2/Volume Controls. All sizes 4/9
Volume
Controls
with
Switch
7/6
Amphenol Valve Sockets I/Rubber Grommetts
2d.
Resin Core Solder (Roll) 1/Hook-up Wire. Any color
(yard)
2d.
Minivox
3
vafve
AC
Chassis . .
. 6/6
Minivox 3 valve Cabinet 23i6
2000 ohm phones.
New 32/o
Rola 3" pm Speakers, with
trans.
2bJ4
Rola 5" pm Speakers, with
trans . .
.. ..
. .... .
10" and 12" Speakers also
Available.
Full Stocks Red Line HiFidelity Trans. and chokes
also available.
(postage extra on above)

• Comparative intensity of the signal Is seen directly
on the meter-quality of the signal is heard on thr
Speaker.
e Simple to operate-uses only one connecting cable
no tuning controls.
e HIGHLY-SENSITIVE-uses an improved vacuum tub '
voltmeter circuit.
e Built-in Hi-gain A.mplifier-Alnlco Speaker, large, easy
to read U" meter.
e Tube and capacity resistor net work are built Into
· probe.
e Completely Portable, measures 5!" x 6!" x 9", weigh>

e

iaccessible
,::;s standard easy to get Batteries, which are readil:v
to replace.
The Kit complete with all

e

i~t ~h~ve

1

parts, circuit, etc., ready to wire

(freight extra) .

1

kit custom built, fully wired, tested, etc ..
is also available at (freight extra) £11/17 /6.

Instrument Probes

"2 VALVE KIT"
Covers both B/cast and S/W
Bands-All
pa_rts
lnclud.
phones. Complete Kit £8/12/6.
(Freight extra).

"3 VALVE AC KIT"

As used in famous "Tom
Thumb"
and
"Minivox"Special iron core-single hole
mounting-Size 1" x 1" x 1~' '.
6/9 each. Post 3d.

2

(Pamph-

x 5~'' x 3?!". Complete kit
includes all mi~get partsvalves, spkr, and coloured
leatherette cabinet - £10/12/6.
(Frei!l'ht extra).

8~"

Kit comes assembled. By self
construction you become fully
conversant with the circuit and
working, etc.

HALF PRICE

CATHODE RAY OSCILLOSCOPE

~

Socket Wrenches

Highly polished me.ta! case
with Polythene ends-for
button base valves, etc
8/6 ea., post 6d. 1" to I", 6 pieces. Complete
As above, fitted, wired, with with handle, etc, 5/8 set.
choice of 9001, 1T4 valves,
etc . .
37/6 Post 6d.

"MIDGET
PORTABLE AMPLlflER"
Only 9" x 6" x 51" - weighs 12lb.
Two inputs, 7 watt output. Ideal
for steel guitars, small halls, portable work, etc. Wired: ready to
operate.
Speaker extra
£18/7 /6
(Freight Extra).

m:~mUx~
2 Terminal 1/3. 3 Terminal 1/5
4 Terminal 1/6. 6 Terminal 2/1
10 Terminal 2/8. (Post extra).

SPECIAL
Ol'l'ER

English Side-Cutters

A "Lucky" Buy allows us to
offer this Bargain - Hurry Stocks may not last-A 5-Valve
Portable, completely assembled
ready to wire. Less valves and
case
142/Case
421;
valves,
£5/2/10.
(Freight Extra). Blueprint, 1/-

TOOl.S
Set (7) d/ended spanners 2/11
4" cres. shift snanners
7 /10
6" elect. pliers .
6/ 2
H" Multigrips
7/ 6
10" tin snips
.
9/1
Thousands of other types of
Tools available. (Postage extra)

Hi-Fidelity PP 807
Amplifiers
Wireless World-Radio Hobbies-complete kit, including
pre-amp stage-Red Lihe transformers and chokes-highest
quality componl!nts-write for
quote-stating speaker type,
etc.
Cross-over network-for above
500-600 cps-400 c/o-supplied
to order.
All types of pick-ups available.
Amplion-Goodman - Rola
10" and 12" Speakers.
Write for quotes.

=>-

si", 6/6.

6~",

7/2.

Instrument Cases

6" x 51:" new steel
grey crackle finish cases.
for VTVM's, oscillators,
22/6
etc.
Post Gd. (Freight Extra).
9" x

TUBES -- TUBES -- TUBES -- TUBES
1H4
17/10
1J6
18/10
1L4
20/3
IPS
22/4
INS
22/4
20/6
1R5
ISS
20/6
1S4
20/6
20/6
IT4
12/9
2X2
3S4
20/6
20/6
3V4
22/10
3Q5
5U4
19/3
5V4
19/10
5Y3
14/7
9001
21/21/9002
21/9003
9004
5/9006
5/VRIS0/30 21/-

5BP1
6AC7
GAGS
6AK5
6B6
6C4
6C5
6F6
6F8
6G6
l;H6
6J5
6J6
6K7
6J7
6K8
6L6
6L7
6N7
6R7
6Q7
6SA7
6SH7

37/6
21/26/26/18/4
26/1973
17/10
21/3
29/9
19/3
16/9
26/2Q/4
18/4
19/10
21/21/6
21/7
20/9
19/9
19/4
19/6

6SJ7
6SK7
6!'N7
6SS7
6SQ7
6V6
6X5
7C7
12SF7
12SK7
12SQ7
80
807
811
813
837
866A
832
AVll
1616

18/4
18/4
23'/6
18/9
18/4
18/10
20/10
17 / 3
19/3
19/3
18/4
14/7
16/6
85/115/25/29/6
110./14/9
80/-

Postage
Extra

KIT BUILDERS
We will quote you for any kit that you require. Write
and forward details kit reqfired. Should you desire, we
will for a small additiona charge, custom-build, wire,
and check your .kit for you.
Radio Kits, Amplifiers, Public Address, Intercommunication Systems, Communication Receivers, built, modified
or repalred.

265 Military Rd.,
Cremorne, N.S.W.

Au.stralia's Leading Radio Hou.se.
Same Day Mail Order Service.

XM7063

Sorry, No C.O.D. ·
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Atom

SmaJherJ

By B. G. MILLS, B.Sc., B.E.
In the new science of Nucleonics, atom smashers are the
major tools of the nuclear physicist. To explore ·the mysteries of the atom, several types are now in use or in the
course of construction, and this article describes briefly the
operating principles of the newer machines.
Since the end of the war has lifted
the brake on fundamental scientific re·
search, there has been a renewed and
greatly increased interest in high energy
accelerators or atom-smashers. This in terest, of course, reflects th e successful
practical application of nuclear physics in
the form of the uranium pile and the
atom bomb. Many new ideas for accelerators have been put forward , and a
great variety of machines are at present
under construction. These two articles
describe briefly the principles on which
the new machines opera~e .
The large and impressive Van de Graaf
electro-static genera ors which usually
grace the pages of an article on atomsmashers have been found wanting when
the highest energies are required, as it is
found too difficult to generate a D.C.
voltage in excess of about 4 or 5 million
volts across a discharge tube. The scientist has, therefore, had recourse to
machines such as the cyclotron, which
produce particles of high energy by
mearis of a very large number of successive accelerations across a relatively low •
voltage.
The cyclotron itself, in its
original form, suffers from severe limitations in energy, but as it is the basis of
more modern developments, it will be
described in some detail.
~~THE AUTHOR~~-·

B. G. MILLS graduated in Science
in 1940 and in Electrical Engineering in 1942, from the University of Sydney. He joined the
staff of Radiophysics Laboratory,
C.S.l.R., in 1942, and until 1946
was engaged in radar developmental work, particularly in regard to receiver and display systems.
In 1946 he transferred
to the newly-established Radiophysics Valve Laboratory and has
been engaged in research work
on high energy electron accelerators.
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Fig. 1.-A -view of a typical cyclotron.

The Cyclotron
In Fig. 1 is a photograph of a typical
cyclotron , and in Fig. 2 a diagram of
the essential components. Two flat, hollow electrodes, commonly called dees because of their shape, are placed in a
vacuum Chamber and arranged in the
uniform field of a powerful electromagnet so that the lines of force are at
right angles to the paper. A radio frequency oscillator is connected to these
electrodes, producing an alternating voltage of the order of 100 K.V. between
them.
Ions are produced at the centre of the
structure by a low pressure discharge,
and are accelerated by the electric field
· between the dees. Because of the presence
of a powerful magnetic field exerting a

side thrust on the charged particles, they
describe arcs of circles within the <lees.
The important properly of this motion
is that the radius of the circle is proportional to the speed of the particles.
so that the time taken to traverse a semicircle within the dees is independent of
the speed and a function only of the ratio
of ·the charge to mass of the particle and
the magnitude of the magnetic field. - \
By making a half-period of the oscillator frequency equal to this time, a particle which crosses the accelerating gap
in one direction when the electric field
is at its maximum, will return to the
gap at the other side of the centre when
the field is at its maximum in the opposite direction. Thus each crossing of
the gap will increase the speed of the
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vast increases in energy. The idea is
quite simple.
When ·the ions have lagged sufficiently
far behind in phase, they settle down
in a stable orbit, crossing the <lees when
the electric field is zero and th us undergoing no acceleration. T his is illustrated
in Fig. 3, where the accelerating phase
and the phase which results in a stable
orbit is marked. The orbi t is stable because any slight change in frequency or
magnetic fi eld intensity will result in th e
ion arriving at the dee gap when there is
sti ll an electric field present which will
either increase or decrease the energy and
therefore the mass of th e ion, until it is
once again crossing at the phase of zero
fi eld.

NEGATIVELY

CHARGeo .

Dlif'L&TING
ELECTR.ODE

RADIO

FREQUENC'r'

OSCILLATOR

Fig. 2.-The eSsential components of a cycJo..
tron.

particle and it will spiral further away
from ·the centre tintil it can be removed
·by a charged deflecting electrode placed
near one of the <lees.
With a peak dee voltage of 100 K.V., a
. singly-charged ion, after 50 revolutions,
would have crossed the gap 100 times
and would have. an energy of 10 M.E.V.
The unit of energy, when dealing with
atom-smashers, is commonly taken as the
million electron volt or M.E.V., and it
is the energy which an electron would
acquire after acceleration through a
potential difference of one mill~on volts.
There are three types of ions which,
by virtue of their physical properties, can
be usefully employed in a cyclotron, the
proton or hydrogen nucleus, the deuteron
or deuterium nucleus (deuterium is the
isotope of hydrogen of mass two), and the
alpha par.tide or helium nucleus.
All
three have their particular uses in
nuclear experimen'ts.
.

Thus by gradually decreasing the oscillator frequ ency or by increasi ng the magnetic field, it is possible to accelerate the
ions trapped in this stable orbit. T he
practical appli cation of -this pri n cip le is
leading to the development of quite a
number of different types of acce lerator
generally
term ed
"synchrotrons" . by
analogy with a synchronous motor.

The Synchrotron
The most straightforward application
has been in the freq uency-modulated
cyclotron or synchro-cyclotron. Here the
ions are allowed to be trapped in the
stable orbit from the begi nning, and are
accelerated by decreasing the oscillator
frequency whilst keeping the magne tic
field constant. Theoreticall y, th ere is no
limit to the energy which may be so
attained, but in practice the size of the
electro-magnet r equi red is the li miting
factor. One great advantage is that the
dee voltage ca n be much smaller than
in the conven ti onal cyclotron.
So far the most successful machine of
this type is ·the 184in. cyclotron at the
U niversity of California, which acceler-

·..._TIME

Fig . 3.-lllu strating how the ions Jag behind
the accelerating phase and settle in a stable
orbit undergoing no acceleration.

ates deuterons to an energy of 200 M.E .V.
and alpha particles w an energy of 400
M .E.V. (the energy is double with alpha
particles, as they carry twice the charge
of deuterons).
A photograph of the
machine is given in Fig. 4. The dee
voltage is .only 15 K.V. and th e ions make
some 10,000 revolutions in the magnetic
field. The oscillator frequency is varied
between 12.6 and 9 megacycles at the rate
of approximately 120 cycles per second
by means of a rota'ting mechanical vacuum
condenser.
Successfu l accelerators using the synchrotron principle have also been constructed for electrons, and in these it is
the magnetic field which is varied instead of the oscillator freq uency. Because
of their small m ass, electrons behave
quite differently from t~e heavy positive
ions when -they are accelerated.
A velocity practically equal to that of
Jigh t is attained very quickly (a million
volt electron has a velocity nearly 95 per
cent. th e velocity of light), and thereafter
their velocity remains practically constant
and th eir mass continues to increase
steadily as they gain energy. Th us, if
the oscillator frequency is fixed, all high
energy electrons have orbits of n early the
same diameter, .. and the magnetic field
need on ly cov~r a very small annular
ring, great ly decreasing the cost of the
magnet. This is illustrated in Fig. 5,

Limitations of Cyclotron
A limitation on the energy that can
be imparted by a cyclo tron is imposed
by the relativistic increase in mass of
the ions when their velocity becomes comparable with the velocity of light. With
increasing mass the ions take an increased time to complete their semicircular orb its within the dees and therefore the ions which started out at the
peak of the dee vol.rage, lag behind in
phase and are eventually no longer
accelerated. This limit occurs · at about
15-20 M.E.V. for deuterons.
For a · long time it was thought that
this was a fundamental limitation which
could be only partially overcome by
ever-increasing values for the dee voJ.tage,
a very expensive procedure. It was left
to a Soviet physicist, V. Veksler, in 1945,
to point out first a theoretical way round
the difficulty and thus pave the · way for
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F:g, 4.
This new 184in.
cyclotron in the
Radiation
Laboratory of the University of . California has accelerated particles to
energies of hund reds of million
of electron volts.

*
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The Cavitron

CO-A.'XIAL.. TO

MICROWAVE OSC.

Fig.

5.-The essentials of an electron synchrotron.

where the elements of an electron synchrotron are shown.
The vacuum chamber is in the form
of a doughnut placed between the magnet pole pieces and the dees are replaced by
a section of resonant transmission line
arranged around the doughnut as shown,
with a single accelerating gap at one end.
This arrangement is possible because a
very high frequency is employed for the
oscillator, resulting in a resonant section
of small dimensions. The electrons may
either be injected at a high energy-in
practice quite a difficult matter- as they
have a tendency to strike the walls of
the doughnut instead of settling into
their desired orbit, · or else released by
a small electron gun placed inside the
doughnut at a low energy and accelerated
to a few million volts by the betatron
principle, to be described in the second
article.
The latter is the method which has so
far been employed in practical synchrotrons. The varying magnetic field required for acceleration is produced by
applying a low frequency A.C. voltage
across the magnet coils. A bank of condensers is connected in series with the
coils to form a system ,resonant at the
supply frequency. Electrons ai;e injected
when the magnetic field is near zero and
increasing.
The high energy electrons which are
present when the field is at its maximum
value are not used directly, but are
allowed to impinge on a tungsten target
suspended within the doughnut, producing high energy X-rays. Orbi·t expansion
coils through which a pulse of cunent
is sent at the a ppropri<jte time cause
_ the electrons to strike the target.
A 70 M.E.V. electron synchrotron constructed at .the General Electric Research
Laboratory in America is shown in Fig.
6. One designed for 300 M.E.V. is under
construction at the University of California.

6

A proposed electron accelerator employing the synchro tron principle, but
with several novel feat ures, is the cavitron. This is expected to yield the very
highest energies in an extremely compact
machine. Acce leration takes place within
a resonant cav ity of the sph ere and reentrant cone type shown in Fig. 7.
The very intense magnetic field necessary to produce an electron orbit of sufficiently small diameter to fit inside the
cavity is to be produced entirely by an
air core coil carrying a very large current. In order to increase the electrical
conductivity of the cavity walls and the
field coil, the whole structure is to be
immersed in Iiqui_d helium. This results
in a tremendous decrease in the power
dissipation required to reach a given
energy. A design has been worked out
for a ·500 M.E.V. machine.
Although representing spectacular increases in energy, it is not expected that
any of these machines will give very
much further information about nuclear
structure. On theoretical grounds an
energy in excess of 600 M.E.V. is necessary
before experiments likely to produce revolutionary discoveries in the field can
be carried out. This is being attempted
at the University of Birmingham, where
a synchrotron is under construction,
which it is hoped will accelerate protons
to an energy of 1,000 M.E.V. The project is being undertaken by Professor
Oliphant, leading a team consisting
largely of Australian scientists from
The COu ncil for Scientific and Industrial
Research.

Fig.

7.-The resonant cavity and
orbit in a cavitron.

electron

By utilising a ring-shaped magnetic
field, as in the electron synchrotron, the
tremendous cost of a magnet necessary
to produce the uniform field of a synchro-cyclotron is avoided. However, in
sary to vary the magnetic field at:1.d oscillator frequency simultaneously over a
wide range, leading to design problems of
great complexity . . Few details of the
machine are yet available.

American Projects
Far overshadowing this, however, are
two projected American machines modelled
on the. same lines, but vastly bigger.
They are intended .ro· produce 10,000
M.E.V. protons. So far the projects are
only in the design stage and it will probably be many years before they are in
operation. Although the designs have
been carried out quite independently,
both machines are reported to be of the
same size; that is, 160ft. in diameter, and
having a 12,000-ton magnet. The estimated cost is about £5 million each. In
Fig. 8 is shown the construc!ion of these
machines. The varying magnetic field
in this case is produced by suddenly connecting the magnet coils across a powerful D.C. generator. The generator is
order to maintain the size of proton orbit
constant during acceleratio11, it is neceseffectively shorted, b ut because of the
large inductance of the coils, the field
takes several seconds to reach its maximum value, during which time the protons are accelerated. When completed,
these machines will undoubtedly advance
tremendously our knowledge. of nuclear
structure.
(To be continued.)

RADAR NAVIGATIONAL AID

The 70,000,000-volt synchrotron in . the G-E
Research Laboratory.
This machine accelerates particles to higher energies than do
present-day betatrons, compai'ed with respect
to the weight of materials composing the
machine, Fig. 6,

According to a recent Civil ·AviatioR
Department report, the radar navigational
aid - Distance
Measuring
Equipment, is to be used on Australian
air routes .
The development and application of
this equipment, toge ther with details
of the Australian Air Line tests to
prove s uitability of the system was
g iven in the March and April, 1948
issues of RADIO SCIENCE.
Limited copies of these issues are
s till available, a nd can be obtained
by wr iting direct to our Subscription
Department, Box 5047, G.P.O. Sydney.
The price of each issue is 1/ -, and
this can be remitted in either postal
notes or stamps.
·
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RADAR AIDS TO NAVIGATION

AIRPORT APPROACH CONTROL
By JOHN G. DOWNES, B.Sc., A.M.l.E.E.
In this final article of the series dealing with the application
of microwave radar equipment to airport approach control,
the instaUation in the Control Tower at· Kingsford Smith
Airport, Sydney, will be considered.
In this part of the installation there
are the units of the radar equipment
proper which are complementary to those
located on the airfield, and also the replotting equipment by which the picture
received on the radar is transmitted to
the flight control officer in a suitable
form.
The units of the radar equipment
proper consist of an antenna to receive
the pulses, at a carrier frequency of 60
me., which are transmitted across the ·
airfield from the radar there; a synchronizer unit which performs similar functions to the corresponding unit on the
airfield, described in the preceding
artkle; two Plan Position Indicator units,
one for the radar operator and an
auxiliary unit located actually in the
control tower for the use of the flight
control officer; and the associated power
supply units, control and junction boxes,
and the like.

Receiving Antenna
The receiving antenna mounted on the
Control Tower is a 4-element horizontal
array of the Yagi type. Figure I is a
photograph of the aerial. This type of
aerial has highly directive properties and
the reasons for its use are to provide high

Fig. 1.-Yagi relay rece1v1ng aerial on Con-

trol Tower,
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gain for signals· from the .transmitting
dipole across the airfield and to discriminate against noise coming from
other directions which would, impair the
quality of the signal.
As described in the previous article
of this series, the synchronizer unit comprises a number of sub-units, as follows:
L-F amplifier, video amplifier, automatic
frequency control, sweep generator, and
range mark pulser. Of these sub-unit~,
the first three have already been described in connection with the field installation. The signal from the receiving
aerial is applied to the input of the L-F
amplifier, and is then amplified and detected in the way already described. The
video amplifier of the tower installation
differs somewhat from that at the airfield
radar, being modified to differentiate the
received video pulses, i.e., to reduce their
duration. This modification results in a
clearer picture on the indicator screen.
The sweep generator and range mark
pulser circuits have an important part
to play in the presentation of the picture
or display on the screen of the Plan
Position Indicator (P.P.I.).
The purpose of the sweep generator is
to produce a sweep current which, when
fed to the deflecting coils of the P .P .I.
cathode ray tube, causes ·the beam to
trace across the tube screen at a definite
rate, displaying echoes at their correct
relative ranges in a manner which' will
be discussed when we come to consider
the indicator. The desired sweep current
is of an intermittent saw-tooth wave-foirm,

and the method of achieving it is as
follows:It will be of assistance, in studying the
action of the sweep generator, to refer
to Fig. 2, which is a block schematic
drawing of the circuit, and to Fig. 3,
in which .the principal wave forms are
depicted.

Flip-Flop Multivibrator
It will be recalled from the description
of the modulator unit that there is available from this unit a pulse of relatively
low voltage which coincides precisely with
the instant of transmisiion of ·the radiated
pulse. This small triggering pulse is fed
to a stage in the sweep generator known
·as a flip-flop or one-shot multi-vibrator.
This circuit resembles somewhat the conventional multi-vibrator, or square-wave
generator, but differs, in that it does not,
of its own accord, produce a series of
square waves; in other words, it is not
free running.
The flip-flop multivibrator circuit produces a single "squarewave" only when a triggering impulse is
applied to it; this is illustrated in Fig. 3.
The commencement of the "square-wave"
coincides with the instant when the trigger is applied.

In the usual flip-flop multi-vibrator
circuit the square-wave terminates at a
time dependent on the constants of the
circuit, the stage then rever-ting to its
original "stable" state at any time after
which it may again be triggered. In the
present equipmi;nt, however, a terminat-
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Fig. 3.-Waveforms in sweep generator.

ing pulse is applied to the multi-vibrator,
bringing the square-wave to a finish or
completing the cycle at some instant before its natural terminating point. The
original of the terminating pulse will
be made clear later.
We therefore have a square-wave, of
which the start is coincident with the
radiated pulse. This wave is applied to,
and in effect made to "switch on'', a
valve in the anode circuit, of which is
a series combination of resistance and
capacitance; as a consequence t he capacitance commences to charge in the usual
exponential manner. T he steadily increasing voltage across the condenser is
applied to an amplifier of several stages,
having negative feed-back and the outpul of the ampl ifier is fed to the sweep
coils of ·the indicator. The feed-back
assists in making the sweep current linear
with respect to time.
It is necessary to terminate the sweep
at an instant corresponding to the maximum range which has been selected; in
ot her words, the square-wave which has
been applied to the sweep control valve
must finish at that inscant. This is
achieved by applying the saw-tooth sweep
vo ltage to another flip-flop multi -vibrator
stage. This stage is normally in a stable
state, but when the applied sweep voltage reaches a certain level, the stage is
triggered , providing an output which is
the terminating pulse previously referred
to, and which, when applied back to the
original square-wave generator (multivibrator), causes the latter to comple.te
its cycle.

The square-wave produced in the sweep .
generating process is applied also to the
anode of one stage in the video amplifier.
Consequen tly, the amplifier is operative
only during the period of the sweep,
which is, of course, the only time during
which i·t is required. By rendering the
amplifier inoperative at all other times,
unwanted signals are prevented from
causing any disturbance (background
illumination) on the screens of the indicators.
The maximum range which is normally
displayed on the radar operators' indicator may be varied between 15 and 20
miles, while ·that on the flight control
officers' indicator may be varied independently between 4 and 8 miles.
The method of varying the maximum
range is to ad just the gain of the corresponding sweep amplifier by changing the
amount of negative feed-back.

Range Mark Pulser
The purpose of this sub-unit is to
provide pulses accurately spaced in time
by known intervals, corresponding to convenient ranges, as for example, 5, 10,
15, and 20 miles. These pulses are fed
into the video amplifier and appear on
the screen of the indicator as concentric
circles, which provide convenient references for the measurement of the range
of echoes. The action of the indicator
in producing these range circles will be
explained slmrtly. The \circles may be
seen in Fig. 4.
The output of the square-wave multivibra.tor in the sweep generator circuit
is used to initi ate the generation of the
range mark pulses. It is applied to the
grid of a so-called squelch tube, which
is coupled to a self-oscillator stage. When
there i.s no input to the squelch .tube,
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radial trace on the screen rotates at a
corresponding rate. Assuming that no
signals are applied to the cathode ray
tube grid, the appearance on the face
of the tube will be that of a rotating
arm or line of light, leaving behind it a
glow which is brightest at the line itself
and gradually falls off in intensity as
the distance from the line increases.

*

Method of Operation
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the action of the latter is to prevent
the operation of the self-oscillator, but
with a square-wave applied to the squelch
.tube grid, the oscillator immediately becomes operative at its natural frequency .
The squelch tube thus has the function
of an electronic switch .

tube, oscillation commences immediately.
This means that the first range mark
occurs precisely at zero range, as is necessary if the series of range marks is to
be accurate.

The oscillatory action is arranged to be
very strong, and as a consequence, the
oscillator output is a much-distorted sine
wave approximating to a square-wave
oscillation. This oscillator output is differentiated by a transformer, resulting
in a succession of pulses, alternately positive and negative, being produced at the
oscillator frequency. The differentiated
pulses are applied to a biased ca th ode
follower, the negative pulses are cut off
and posi-tive pips only appear at the
output, whence they are fed to the video
amplifier as already described.

The Plan Position Indicator, as its
name implies, presents the positions of
r e flecting objects in the form of a plan,
of which the centre point is the radar
itself. Bearings and distances to reflecting objects can therefore be read off with
great ease.
The cathode ray tube used is of the
magnetic-deflection type, a deflecting or
sweep coil beipg mounted around the
neck of the tube. When the sweep coil
is unenergised, the beam of cathode rays
if correctly focussed, produces a small
spot of light at the centre of the tube.
The brightness of the light spot may be
varied by changing the potential of the
grid of the tube. When the sweep coil
is energised, -the beam of cathode rays
is deflected from the centre of the tube
towards the wall; the direction in which
this deflection occurs depends on the
orientation of the deflecting magnetic
field and hence on the angular position
of the sweep coil. The corresponding
effect on the face of the tube is a straight
trace of light extending radially from
the centre of th e · tube towards the edge.
The ·trace is visible as a line because
of the long-persistence property of the
screen material, which continues to glow
for a short time (of the order of a
second or so) after the removal of the
impinging cathode ray beam.

The oscillator frequency is chosen in
accordance with the range marks to be
produced. For example, if marks at 5
mile intervals are required, the period
of the oscillator · is adjusted to a value
equal to the time required for a radio
wave -to travel 5 miles (go and retprn).
The combination of squelch tube and
oscillator is such that as soon as the
square-wave is applied to the squelch

Fig. 6.-Radar operators' enclosure and units
of the Control Tower radar installation.
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The Plan Position Indicator

The saw-tooth form of the current in
the sweep coi I ca uses the spot of light
to move radially at a uniform rate outward from the centre of the screen. The
outward deflections occur in synchronism
with the transmission of pulses from the
radar, and their frequency is 750 per
second. The duration of the outward
sweep is equal to the time o,f travel of a
radio wave and to and from the most
distant objects which it is proposed to
detect with the radar.
If now the sweep coil is rotated around
the neck of the tube a-t a radially slow
uniform rate, the effect will be that the

The method of operation is to rotate
the sweep coils in synchronism with the
rad ar antenna , some relationship having
been fixed oetween the direction of the
beam of radiation and -that of the deflection on the face of the indicator;
e.g., the deflection may be at top dead
centre of the screen when the aerial
points due north.
When a signal from a reflecting object
reaches the radar, the corresponding video
output is applied to the cathode ray tube
grid, causing the intensity of the light
spot to increase. ~t will now be clear
from the preced ing description that when
a reflection is received from ·an aircraft
in a particular d irection, a bright spot
of light will appear in the corresponding
direction of the screen, and further, this
spot of _light will be at a distance from
the centre of the screen, which is linearly
proportional to the range of the reflecting object. Hence the position of the
aircraft or other object is indicated to
scale on a plan, as required. The appearance of the screen of the tube is seen
in Fig. 4, in which echoes from several
airc1:aft can be clearly seen.
Actually, because the beam of the radar
antenna is not a straight line, but rather
a narrow cone, a reflec tion from a relativel y small object such as an a ircraft
appears on the tube screen as a small
arc of light, occupying about 5 deg. Th is
arc of light is intensified each tirr_ie the
sweep passes it, and is persistent enough
to be visible until the sweep reaches it
again; the interval between successive
paintings of the ech:i signal is about 2!
seconds.
As has been mentioned already, it is

Fig. 7.-View of plotting console, with cover
raised. The Selsyn pullrys and the plotting
stylus may be J!een. (The second cathode-ray
tube is intended for use with a long-wave
radar installation.)
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transmi tting unit and one or more receiving units, and has the property that when
the shaft of the transmitter is rotated
through a given angle, the shaft of the
receiver simullaneously moves through an
equal angle. The transmi.tter unit consists of a two-pole single-phase rotor, and
a 3-pole stator, the 3 windings of the
latter forming a Y-c0 nnected 3-phase
arrangement. The shaft is coupled to
the rotating element of which it is desired
to transmit the angular position , and the
rotor is connected to a supply of alternating current. With the rotor in any
given position, its magnetic field will cut
the three stator coils, producing voltages
in each, which arc all in phase, but which
differ in magni.Wcle because of the different disposition of the rotor relative
to each stator. This is illustrated in
Fig. 5.

Fig. 8.-View of Daylight Display Unit.

necessary for the indicator sweep coils
to rotate in accurate synchronism with the
radar an tenna. This is achieved by the
use of Selsyn motors, and for the benefit
of those readers who are not familiar
with the operation of such motors, a brief
description will be given.

Selsyn Motor System
A Se lsyn system usually comprises a

The 3-stator winding of the transmitter are connected to the corresponding windings of the receiver, which is
identical in form to the transmitter unit.
This is shown in Fig. 5. The rotor of
the receiver is feel from the same A.C.
supply as that of the transmitter, so that
both rotor currents are in synchronism.
The voltages from the 3-stator windings
of the transmitter cause corresponding
currents to flow in the 3-receiver stator
windings and the magnetic fields of the
3 windings combine to form a resultant
field which has a certain definite angular

orientation. The rotor, which, it will be
remembered, is energised, is driven round
to a position where its own magnetic
field, in combination with the resultant
stator field, produces no force on ·the
rotor. At this position the rotor is in
equilibrium and there is only one such
position in 360 deg. of rotation.
Should the transmitter shaft be rotated
through some angle, the relative voltages
in the transmitter stator coils will change,
causing the resultant field in the receiving unit to rotate and driving the receiver
rotor through the same angle. The system thus acts so as to transmit angular
movement.
In the radar system being described,
the transmitting Selsyn is driven from
the rotating antenna through. a 1 : 10gear. Buried cables across the airfield
connect this unit to the receiving Selsyn,
which drives. the sweep coils of the indicator through 10 : 1 gearing. By the
use of these gears any error in transmission of angular position by the Selsyn
system is reduced to one-tenth of the
value obtained with direct drive; consequently, the rotation of the sweep coils
is closely in synchronism with that of
the antenna.
It may be noted that the introduction
of gearing means that a given position
of the Selsyn rotors and hence of the
sweep coils, can correspond to any one
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Fig. 9.-View of Daylight Display Unit with
front cover removed.

of 10 positions of the antenna. To resolve this ambiguity, a system of cams
and contacts is used at ·the antenna and
the indicators to ensure that the sweep
coils can interlock with the antenna in
one way only.

Replotting Equipment
The final stage in the Approach Control Radar installation is that involving
the transfer of information from the
radar operators' indicator to the Flight
Control Officer in the form most convenient for the latter.
The principal requirements which the
final display system must provide are:(1) It should be large enough to be
easily seen from a . distance of some
feet.
(2) The displayed information must be
clearly visible in daylight and under
artificial light.
(3) The position, identity and movement of all aircraft in the control
area should be dearly displayed.
(4) No unnecessary distracting matter
should appear on the display.
A .re-plotting equipment which fulfils
these requirements has been constructed.
The radar operator is seated in a darkened enclosure at a desk or console in
which is mo.unted the Plan Position Indicator. This enclosure is depicted in
Fig. 5, and a close-up view of the console, with the top cover raised, is shown
in Fig. 7. The operator follows on the
face of the "tube the movement of aircraft detected by the radar by using a
stylus, which holds a pencil of the
Chinagraph variety, suitable for writing
on glass.
To the tip of the stylus are connected
two v ery light wires, each of which is
wrapped around a pulley on the shaft

RADIO SCIENCE, October, 1948

of a Selsyn transmitter unit and kept
taut (see Fig. 7). Consequently, as the
stylus is moved over the screen, one or
both Selsyn shafts are rotated. The two
transmitting Selsyns are connected electrically to two corresponding Selsyns in
the Daylight Display Unit. · This unit
has a vertical paper screen some 15
inches in diameter, over the surface of
which a lightweight writing point can
move. This writing point is suspended
by two thin wires a t.tached to pulleys on
the shafts of the two receiving Selsyns.
The action of the system is such that
when the operators' stylus moves across
the face of the C-R tube, the writing
point moves in a precisely similar way
across the screen of the Daylight Display
Unit. The external appearance of the
Daylight Display Unit is seen in Fig. 8,
while Fig. 9 illustrates the unit with
front cover and screen removed; in the
latter picture the pulleys which drive the
writing point may be seen in the top
corners of the unit.
The radar operator plots the movement
of each aircraft in turn. The mark left
by the stylus on the tube face allows
each plot to be continued on from the
point at which it was previously left.

Daylight Display Unit
The method by which thi; writing
point marks the screen of the Daylight
Display Unit is as follows:-The writing
point is metallic and rests lightly on the
surface of the paper screen, which is
kept moist and is impregnated with a
mixture of potassium iodide, starch and
sodium carbonate.
When the radar
operator makes a plot on the tube screen,
he simultaneously presses a button which
causes a voltage to be applied to the
writing point of the Daylight Display
Unit. Electrolysis occurs at the contact
between the point and the moist paper,
and free iodine is released, which discolours the starch and causes a dark mark
to appear on the paper. The aotion of
the · sodium carbonate is to cause the
plots on the screen of the Daylight Display Unit to fade after a lapse of some
5 minutes. This prevents the screen becoming filled with a confusion of plots,
and ensures that the Flight Control

Fig. 11.-Close-up view of the screen of the
Daylight Display Unit; the coast outline and
range circles are faintly marked, while the
plot of an aircraft circling the airport may
be seen.

Officer has only the most recent information on aircraft positions and movements.
Fig. IO shows a technician preparing
the impregnated paper for mounting in
the Daylight Display Unit.
Fluorescent lamps built into the Daylight Display Unit behind the screen
allow it to be dearly seeu. under all
lighting conditions likely to be encountered.
An outline map of the control area and
range circles are etched on to a Perspex
window immediately in front of the
paper screen, allowing the position of
aircraft .to be determined. The appearance of the screen is shown in Fig. 11,
in which a plot of an aircraft circling the
airport may just be discerned.
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Among the thousands of metals, the alloy Kovar occupies a
unique position in that it was developed specifically to join
metal to glass. The importance of this means of joining
glass and metal in high quantity production of radio, radar
and other military electronic tubes has been incalculable.
Among men or materials there are
many roads to fame. An alloy called
Kovar has . achieved deserved distinction
because it expands with heat at the same
ra te as hard glass. This fortunate fact
enables permanent, glass-to-metal joints
to be made or re-made easily, ·quickly,
with average skills.
Many modern electrical devices operate
within air.tight enclosures. In some cases
the enclosure is evacuated, in others it
co ntains' a special gas or vapour. Often
it has the sole purpose of protecting
vital elements against the damaging
effects of moisture and dir-t. Lamps,
radio tubes, ignitron tubes , ·x-ray tubes,
refrigerators, transformers, and meters
are equipments · in which a sealed enclosure is an essential part. Even small
transformers and combat equipment function better when in vacuum-tight cans.
All of these enclosures have one feature
in common-current must be carried into
and out of the enclosure and the electrical
leads must be insulated. This must be
done without sacrifice of tightness. Glass
at once suggests itself as the insulating
material, .because it is gas-tight, but to
be usefully applied, it must make a
vacuum-tight seal with metal. For lamps,
photo-electric cells, and observation windows, glass is particularly useful for its
satisfactory characteristics of visible light
transmission.

Fig. 1.-.A n i dea of the r~nge of seals possible with Kovar is given by these typical
metal-to-glass seals now in regular production.
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Expansion Factor
In sealing glass to metal, the most impor-tant factor is the match in expansion
of the two materials. Glass, being brittle,
cracks if unduly stressed. The range of
expansion co-efficients among both metals
and glasses is great, although there is a
considerable amount of overlap. Certain
glasses have a rather low co-efficient of
expansion. This is matched closely only
in unalloyed metals, by the expensive
molybdenum and ·tungsten. These two
metals seal into hard ' glass (res'stant to
thermal shock), but offer manufacturing
difficulties in machining and fabrication,
and their cost is excessive.
Prior to the advent of Kovar, seals of
glass to metal were limited to small areas,
or to soft glass, and often had questionable mechanical properties.
Usually
these seals were made of feather-edged
copper, in which the metal is made to
absorb all the stresses arising from difference in expansion. Because copper
_;_i_malgamates with mercury, the copper in
seals exposed to mercury vapour (as in
rectifier tubes) must be plated with a
mercury-resistant metal. This introduces
additional expense and offers questionable protection. Other disadvantages of
copper were the high degree of skill and
tedious low-temperature baking 0r degassing of the seals required by the housekeeper (feather-edge) technique. Highchromium-iron alloys seal only into soft
glass. This combination offers inadequate
resistance to thermal shock, and such
alloys are difficult to fabricate.
An alloy for sealing to low-expansion
hard glass must embody the following
properties:!. Must seal readily into hard glass, which
is highly resistant to thermal shock.
2. Must have substantially the same expansion from low temperature to the
annealing temperature of the glass.
3. Must produce a permanent and gastight seal.
4. Must be easily machined or fabricated
to permit the use of small and intricate shapes.
5. Composition mtist be controllable to
permit duplication of results.
6. Must resist mercury attack.
7. Must be -usable without need for
feather edge on tubular or intricate
shapes.

Fig. 2.-Sealing Kovar to glass is a simple
operation ]ending itself to high speed produc ..
tion methods and requiring no unusual skills.
In (a) the glass tubing is formed under heat
to mate with the Kovar part. The Kovar and
glass both spinning in the flames of the glass
jets are brought together in (b). The seal
between Kovar and glass remain in the
flames until the glass flows sufficient to ensure complete joining and dissolving of the
oxide coating of the metal into the glass,
making a mechanically strong bond as in (c).

8. Must be relatively inexpensive, eliII!inating restraints on size.
9. Must be weldable, solderable, or brazeable to other metals. '
Kovar supplies all these needs. It is
an alloy of 29 per cent. nickel, 17 per
cent. cobalt, and 54 per cent. iron, pro-
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duced in the induction furnace. By care·
ftil control of composition, the expansion
of a hard glass is matched with precision.
The two Kovar seals in Fig. 1 show the
approximate commercial size range now
practicable.
In mechanical properties and in work·
ing and fabricating characteristics, Kovar
is quite typical of the nickel alloys. Annealed, .its tensile strength is about 70,000
pounds per square inch, with a hardness
range of 160 ·to 180 Brine!!. It can be
forged, rolled, drawn, and machined, and
therefore is available in sheet, wire, tubing, cups, eyelets and other miscellaneous
shapes.

High Resistivity
Kovar has a high electrical resistivity
· (45 microhms per cm.) and is ferromagnetic, having approximately the same
magnetic properties as annealed lowcarbon steel. It is more resistant to corrosion than ordinary steel, · but is inferior
to stainless steel in this respect. A high
degree of resistance to scaling or to corrosion is not required by present Kovar
applications. However, there have been
no cases in which the usefulness of
Kovar has been limired by corrosion. It
can be joined to other metals by brazing,
soldering, or welding. Brazing is commonly used because brazed joints are reliably vacuum-tight and can withstand
the moderately high temperatures encountered in sealing Kovar to glass.
The seal between Kovar and glass is
a chemical bond. The seal is heated and
the surface oxide that has been formed
on the Kovar part is dissolved into the
glass at the glass-Kovar interface. This
forms a perfect hermetic seal, permanently vacuum- and pressure-tight under
all climatic conditions. The process is
basically ·quite simple. The part to be

sealed is designed to prevent sharp corners at points to be sealed. The Kovar
part is annealed in a decarburising atmosphere to remove the effeots of cold
work and to eliminate residual carbon
at and near the surface. The part is then
brought to a dull-red heat in an oxidizing
atmosphere until a thin adherent oxide
film is obtained. Molten glass may .rhen
be applied immediately or it may be reheated for sealing in a separate operation.
A final sealing operation is shown in
Fig. 2.

Ease of Manufacture
One of the outstanding features of the
Kovar-to-glass seal is the ease of manu facture. This results in low scrap loss
and a more satisfactory product. Unlike the feather -edge seal, should the
operator fail to make a good Kovar seal,
it can easily ·and quickly be re-made
without loss of the materials.
Another feature of the seal is sturdiness. Because the match between the
co-efficients . of expansion of glass and
Kovar is accurate, the 2arts can be designed for rigidity and strength. An
electronic tube, for example, does not
deform under atmospheric pressure when
pumped out, and stands relatively great
abuse wi-thout mechanical failure. The
experience of Kovar seals in combat
equipment, where ruggedness is at a
premium, has been excellent. These features can be used by the design engineer
in many ways, to increase useful life, to
improve appearance, to increase rating,
to decrease weight, etc. An X-ray tube,
for example, in which a feather-edge of
copper was sealed into the glass, was redesigned to use a Kovar seal. This conversion resulted in a saving of 10 per
cent. factory scrap and eliminated 10 per
cent. of field failures. To these savings

The
Midget
Three
Gang Variable Condenser as used in the
''Countryman's Five''
Battery Receiw•r.

must be added the savings of th~ extra
costs of making field replacements.
In military operations, equipment must
function under adverse conditions. Temperature range from sub-zero to tropical
heat. High humidity, inseots and fungi
contribute to rapid deterioration of such
equipment as communication and rangefinding apparatus. To shield against
these deteriorating influences, total enclosures usirig Kovar-glass seals for leads
were applied to transformers, resistors,
capaciwrs, condensers, vibrators, switches,
receivers, transmitters, and various other
electrical components. Adequate protection was given to sensitive instruments
and their performance improved . The
small seal shown in Fig. 1 is a type of
terminal used in such an enclosure. It
must be able to withstand the heat shock
of soldering or immersion in cold seawater without failure at the other extreme. The seals must remain rugged
and permanently pressure- and vacuumtight.
Thousands of experiments now being
conducted in laboratories throughout the
country are contributing new applications
and uses for Kovar. The ease of. rolling,
forging and spinning Kovar into many
forms and shapes, enhances its use in a
number of diversi.::i.ed fields of application that are continually expanding.
Kovar-glass seals in particular materially
contribute to the successful operation and
long life of equipment in the fields of
television, electrically operated and controlled appliances, private and public
communication systems, production machinery and other electronic applications.
The experience gained in the war use
of Kovar, together with its sturdy simplicity, will make for superior peace-time
products where glass-to-metal seals are
required.
Data courtesy "Westinghouse Engineer"

ROBLAN COMPONENTS
Now available to YOU everywhere are
ROBLAN midget two and three gang
variable condensers, which are of higher
quality and lower price than any other
manufactured in Australia.

* 9- 370 mfd ± 2%.
* Highequipment.
Q - admirably suited for broadcast and S.W.
* Ball beorings ensure long service life.
* Insulation of highest grade imported British bakelite.
* Tracks with standard H type dials.
* Lowest priced 3 gang o.n the market.
Manufactured by ROBERTSON & LANSLEY PTY. LTD.
LE'ICHHARDT, N.S.W.
Trade Enquiries to · ELE'CTRONIC INDUSTRIES
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A Technical Survey of Latest Overseas Developments
H.l.F.A.M . . . . LATEST V.H.F. A-M SYSTEM
Since the introduction of the F-M
method of transmission, considerable controversy has taken place in regard to
the mer~ts of this system as against using
A-M transmissions on the same frequencies.
Many · engineers have held the
opinion that these high frequencies could
be utilised more economically for A-M
instead of F-M transmissions.
In order to study the radio service
possibilities of such a system, particularly for sr..:ill communities, an experimental station, W9XHZ, has been erected
in U.S.A. This operates on 87.75 Mc.,
with a radiated power into the aerial of
200 watts.
The term "H.l.F.A.M."
(high -fidelity A-M) has been evolved to
describe the new service.
The transmitter uses a non-directional
aerial, which is mounted some 795 feet
above sea-level. J.t consists of eight coaxial units mounted vertically and hanging down from the tower platform, and
has a power gain of approximately 10.
It gives vertical polarisation, which has
advantages when small vertical aerials are
used for reception.
In the area served by the transmitter,
the field strength is high, ranging from

250,000 to 5,000 uV / metre. The 50-uV
per metre contour is about 25 miles, with
200 watts of radiated power. The maximum power output of the transmitter
is 500 watts. The fidelity charaoteristic
of all components was specified as: 3 db
from 30 to 10,000 c/ s. A compression
amplifier is used in order to maintain a
relatively high modulation level. The
fidelity characteristics of the studio equipment is -lclb from 30 to 15,000 c/ s.
The use of A-M permits the use of inexpensive converters with the standard
broadcast band receiver.
The circuit
arrangement of such a converter is shown
in the accompanying diagram. The problem was to build a highly stable oscillator with a frequency stability of 0.002
per cent., and also maintain a high
signal-noise ratio in the mixer stage.
The frequency . stability was obtained
by using a chimney type of construction
which maintains a flow of cool air at
room temperature pas_t the oscillator com- '
ponents. An Invar oscillator coil and
zero-co-efficient capacitors are used in the
oscillator ·tank circuit. In all cases the
oscillator stabilises after 10 minutes.
The inexpensive converter used for the American experiments in A-M broadcasting to
small communities on 87.75 Mc.

V. H.F.
AERiAl

IC> fl

*

Circuit
diagram
of the converter
unit. The input
frequency is 87. 75
Mc. and the output 1500ke.

*
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To-date very satisfactory operation has
been obtained with the radiated power
of 200 watts, and there has been no
·trouble from atmospheric interference,
because the frequency used is inherently
immune.
Man-made electrical disturbances cause very little interference at
88 Mc and higher.
Due to its nature, H .I.F.A.M. needs a
much narrower band of frequencies than
F-M. This permits the assignment of a
greater number of stations on a given
frequency spectrurri. The number assigned will depend, of course, on the
highest modulation frequency.

-Courtesy "Wireless World".
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at about 50 me. and is very high at 105
me.
While undoubtedl y the superconductive
bolometer will never replace the usual
radio receiver, it is, however, interesting
lo speculate that superconductivity experim ents have shown that resistance
noise may be reduced by about 8 to 1().
db in certain cases. Probably noise reductions of a sim ilar nature can be made
in the first r-f stage circuits of radar receivers, th ereby in creasi ng their sensitivity far below the normal limits.

SUPERCONDUCTIVE DETECTOR
At a recent meeting of the Franklin
Institute, Dr. Donald H. Andrews announced that superconductive rectification could detect radio signals in the
region of 50 to 110 megacycles. Previously, the bolometer low temperature
detector had only been known to operate
around the Jong-wave and broadcast band
spectrum.

Transition Temperature
The superconductive bolometer is a
new instrument developed by the John
Hopkins University for the detection of
infra-red radiation. The rectification of
radio energy was an accidenta l discovery
made in the spring of 1947 by Major
Clark and Dr. Andrews. The bolometer
consists of a minute ribbon of columbium
nitride cooled to a temperature of -259
deg. centigrade, or about 14 deg. Kelvin.
It has been found that in cooling some
metals there is a certa in tran~tion state
when radio signals may be detected.
The property of superconductivity was
discovered at the University of Leyden in
the Netherlands. Upon cooling, a few
metals and alloys below the 7 d eg. Kelvir..
a state is reached .where the resistance of
the metal drops from its normal value to
zero. It is known, for example, that an
electric current induced in a doughnut
shaped lead ring will keep travelling
around the ring as long as it is cooled
to super-conductivity. This phenomenon
appears to violate physical reasoning since
at these low temperatures it would be
more probable that all electron, molecular and atomic motion would be arrested.
The low temperatures necessary for this
work can only be reached through the
use of liquid helium and hydrogen. The
super-cooled liquid is then placed in a
cryosta t which is attached to the bolometer.
The bolometer is prepared by
cementing a very small strip of columbium ni tride to the top of a copper block
with bakelite lacquer. The copper block
is in contact with the liquid hydrogen.
The bolometer is then placed in a copper shield with only a rock salt port or
window.

Courtesy "CQ' ..

"Electronic Tracks" For Aircraft.
A

flake

graphite bolometer having
high sensitivity.

extreme

ficiently sensitive lo pick up the heat of
the flame of a single candle at a distance
of abo u t 20 miles.
Making a slight change in the temperature and connectinp- the amplifier to a
loudspeaker allows the bolometer to detec t local broadcast stations. A tuned
circuit is p laced in series with th e bolometer. The sensitivity of radio wave detection varies and genera ll y drops off at
about 1600 kilocycles. New experim ents
have shown that the sensitivity is restored

An air navigation and traffic contror
system, called "Tricon" is being developed
by General Electri c engineers.
Using
triple coi ncidences of pulses as the base
of the system , a master station and "slave'"
units, a 50-mile section Ga be scanned
with triple coincidence about once a
second.
An a irplane in the area continually
estab lish es its position by means similar
to the block system in railroading. The
master station thus has complete data on
a given sector and transmits the informal ion lo the instrument panel of each aircraft in the area.

Detects Infra-Red
When the internal temperature of the
bolometer is maintained at the critical
transition temperature any heat producing radiation
(particu larly infra -red
radiation) passing through the window
and falling on the columbian strip will
change the effective temperature and vary
the resistance between normal and superconductivity. Th is change in resistance
is converted by a voltage drop into a
pulse which is then amplified in the
usual fashion by a Class A audio amplifier. The change in temperature may be
less than a ten-thousandth of a degree".
Thus, a bolometer of this type is suf-
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The Telecine film scanner shown above was an outstanding exhibit at the recent British
Industries Fair at Olympia, and was designed for televising of motion picture fiJm with the
highest possible desrree of definition and picture quality.
The scanner (left) contains two film boxes, a vision unit and sound unit. The film is continuous.ly scanned by a cathode ray tube, the light from which is focussed on to a multiplier
photo-cell. The sound track is scanned by a standard sound film projection lamp and photocell. Interlacing is obtained by the use of double optical system, and as the film moves continuously throusrh the gate, one half of the scan is obtained by the movement of the film itself
and the other by the frame time base of the tube. The scanner is equipped to take ordinary
positive film and will handle reels up to 3,000 feet in length.
The manufacturers claim that in this specially designed scanning system, mechanical drive,
and fully corr..ected amplifier circuits, they have evolved a method of transmitting films which
will become accepted . as practical and technically correct throughout the world.
·
Courtesy 0 Electronic Engineering"
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Al.I. BATTERY RECEIVER
I

sents a large factor to the average listener,
it is essential that the current drain of
the receiver be kept at a minimum, consistent with good performance. To permit some measure of control over this,
a special "economiser" circuit has been
included, and this operates on the IT4
screen grid circuits of the R-F and I -F
amplifiers, as well as altering the back
bias resistor value. Such an arrangement
is simple but very effective, and allows
the current drain to be considerably reduced when only low volume is required.
So much then for the general considerations.

Circuit in Detail

The tuning section of the receiver.

The controls are: Tuning, On-Off and Economiser Switch,
and Volume Control.

Here are full constructional details for a, modern five valve
all battery receiver. Incorporating an RF stage to ensure
maximum sensitivity, a special economiser circuit and the
latest 1.4 volt valves, this is a design which should interest
all country readers requiring high performance in conjunction with economical operation.
The problems of the country listener
are entirely different to those of the city
.dweller, and consequently certain factors
have to be taken into consideration when
designing a receiver for such operation.
First and of paramount importance is the
question of selectivity and sensitivity.
Whilst during -the daylight hours, normal
listening is restricted to perhaps one or
two nearby transmitters, the situation in
the evenings is entirely different. Here
the sky waves from the various transmitters come in.ro being, due to ionospheric
reflections, thus permitting the reception
-0f distant stations.
Since in many areas, interstate stations
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operating on nearly the same frequencies
may be received at approximately equal,
strength, it is essential, in order to prevent interference, that the receiver roust
be sufficiently selective to separate all
these stations. For this reason the addition of an RF stage is practically a necessity for the country receiver. In addition
to providing the required selectivity, it
also improves the signal-to-noise ratio
and enables many distant stations frequently missed with a srn:iller receiver,
to be heard at reasonable strength.
The other important consideration is
that of economical operation. Since the
frequent replacement of batteries repre-

As can be seen from the circuit diagram, the valve line up consists of 1T4's
in the R-F and I-F amplifier stages, a 1R5
converter 1S5 combined diode detector,
A.V.C. and first audio, and a 3V4 output
valve_ Although such an arrangement
permits little variation from what is generally considered normal practice, there
are several points of interest in this circuit.
In the r-f and i-f stages it will be
noticed that the 1T4 screens are connected together, and fed from the B plus
line through a .025 meg and 5,000 ohm resistor connected in series. The 5,000 ohm
resistor is connected across one section of
the switch, and as this forms part of the
"economiser" circuit, further reference
will be made of this when dealing with
the output section.
The converter stage uses a 1R5, and
since the connections here are somewhat
unusual, the following explanation should
be of interest: As this valve has no
separate oscillator plate, it is usual for
the screen grid to serve the dual-purpose
of screen and oscillator plate.
Under
90 volt operating conditions this screen
voltage should be 67-! volts. Consequently,
instead of returning the screen direct to
the 0.P. connection on the coil, as is
usual, it is now fed through a .01 meg
resistor. It should be further noted that
the .01 mfd. screen by-pass condenser,
instead of being connected between screen
and earth, is now wired directly across
the screen dropping resistor.
The 1S5 serves as a combination diode
detector and first audio amplifier. As
this valve contains only one diode, this
is used for both the A.V.C. control as
well as detection. The A.V.C. circuit is
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The circuit used follows standard practice and is capable of excellent resultc. The four switch sections (SWL-SW4) a.re part of the 4 x 4 rotary
switch, and~ should be connected up as shown. The numbe·r s around each valve diagram indicate the socket connections.

the conventional series arrangement, with
the control voltage being obtained from
D .C. voltage drop across the diode load
resistor and applied only to the r-f and
i-f stages. The converter stage is lefl
uncontrolled, allowing this valve .to be
operated at maximum gain, thus ensuring high sensitivity at all times.
Although some constructors may consider it preferable to control all three
valves, it will be found that the con·
nections shown will be quite satisfactory
for most purposes. The efficient A.V.C.
action on the R-F stage will prevent any
possibility of the converter stage over·
loading and conseq ently there will be
li.ttle danger of distortion, etc., occurring
on strong signals.
The diode load consists of a .5 meg
potentiometer, which also serves as the
audio volume control. If required, this
circuit may be modified to include a .05
meg resistor and .0001 mfd condenser
in the " hot" end of the volume control
to act as an R-F filter. Such a precaution
is often advantageous when high gain
audio stages are employed. The audio
output is applied to the 1S5 grid via the
.02 mfd. condenser. The necessary grid
bias for this valve is provided by the
10-meg resistor connected from the grid
to earth.
The constants shown for the pentode
section , that is screen resistor, 3-meg,
p late load, 1-meg are those recommended
by the valve manufacturers for this particular application, and they should be
used if maximum gain is to be realised
from this stage.
The output stage comprises a 3V4
valve-a logical choice in place of the
often-used 3S4, mainly because it can be
operated with 90 volts on the plate and
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"Economiser" Circuit

resistor is the only one in the circuit, as
the second series resistor is now effectively
shorted out. This arrangement applies
the normal bias voltage to the 3V4 thus
permitting maximum output to be ob·
tained. At the same ·time the screen circuit switch is "open," which means that
the screen feed consists of the 5000 ohm
and .025 meg resistors in series, thus re·
ducing the screen voltage in this section
of the receiver.

The "economiser" circuit includes a
4 x 4 rotary type switch which in addition
to controlling ·the 1T4 screen and 3V4
output bias voltage, also provides a convenient ON-OFF switch for the "A" and
"B" batteries. Whilst these two battery
connections are self explanatory, it should
be noticed ·that the No. 1 pin on all
switch sections is left blank.
When the switch is turned to the No. 2
contact, the set is in the normal operating
position-that is the 450 ohm back bias

On turning to posj.tion 3, the section
across the bias resistor is open, thus
forcing the current to flow through
the
additional
series
resistor
and.
increases the bias on the output
valve, which under normal conditions
draws some 75 per cent. of the total receiver current. Simultaneously in the
screen section, the switch is now connected
across the 5000 ohm meg resistor, thus
shortening it out and so raising the screen
voltage. This action .tends to offset the

screen. In the case of the 3S4 with 90
volts on the plate, maximum screen voltage is 67.5 volts, and consequently, if
used in this circuit, it would be necessary
to use a series dropping resistor to reduce the screen voltage to the correct
limits. Actually the 3V4 is the better per·
former of the two and its distortion figures
are considerably less than with the 3S4.
I

PARTS LIST
l Chassis, 7-} x 6 x 2
l 3 gang tuning condenser
l Tuning dial to suit
l Aerial, l RF and l Osc. Coil
2 455kc. l.F.T's.
Condensers:
l 25 mfd Electrolytic
l 8 mfd Electrolytic
3 . l mfd Tubular
3 .05 mfd Tubular
l .02 mfd Tubular
l .0 l mfd tubular
l .004 mfd tubular
3 .0001 mfd mica
l padder (Variable or .0004 mfd
Mica)

Resistors:
l l 0 meg -} watt
2 3 meg -1- wett

2 meg -} watt
l l meg -1- watt
2 . l meg -} watt
l . 025 meg -} watt
l .0 1 meg -1- watt
l 5000 ohm -1- watt
l 450 ohm -1 watt
l 300 ohm -1- watt
l .5 meg potentiometer
Valves:
2-1T4, l-lR5,l-155, l-3V4
Batteries:
1- 1 .4 volt A battery
2-45 volt "B"
Sundries:
5 miniature sockets, 2 terminals,
l -4 x 4
rotary switch, 3
knobs,
nuts
and
bolts,
hookup wire, braided wire,
solder lugs, etc.
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lowered output gain resulting from the
overbias condition of the 3V4. However,
since the total screen current of the two
1T4's is rather small in comparison to the
output pla.te current, there is essentially
no Jost economy in raising the screen
voltage when the set is switched to the
"economiser" position.

Constructional Details
The actua l construction of ·the receiver
is not difficult and the layout of the
various components on the 7~ x 6 x 2
chassis can be readily seen from the vari ous photographs. The tuning dial, which
is the recently released Efco vertical
type, is mounted on the ex.treme righthand side, with the miniature three-gang
Roblan condenser immediately behind.
Three tuning coils are used-one Aerial,
one R-F and one Oscillator, and although
miniature components were used in the
original receiver, the larger variety would
serve equally as well providing the layout was altered to accommodate them.
It will be found that the gang condenser is not fitted with small trimmers,
and as these are necessary so as to enable
the tuned circuits to be accurately
aligned, they should be mounted either
on the gang, or, better still, across the
respective terminals of the coil, as shown
in the underneath photograph.
However, make sure in mounting them that
the outer plate is the one connected to

This underneath photograph shows the ]ocation of the various components. For convenience,
the three trimmer c·ondcnsers have been connected across the respective coil windings instead of
being mounted on the gang condenser.

earth. If connected incorrectly, it will
be found that the trimming is altered

each time the adjusting screw is touched
with a screw driver.

SLV/21
Sl.V/21 VERTICAi. ST.RAIGRT LINE DIAi.
Latest EFCO Release
Dimension 6-§-" x 4-§-".
Scale glass in two colours.

L~

Escutcheon opening 3-!-"
x 2-!-".
Condenser Calibration H .
& AW.A.

Suitable for the "Countryman's Five" Battery
Receiver described
in
this issue of RAD I 0
SC IE NC E.

The E'FCO
MANUFACTURING CO. PTY. LTD., ARNCLIFFE, N.S.W.
Please Mention RADIO SCIENCE when Replying to Advertisements.
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The wmng should cause little compli·
ca.tioa, as with the layout sl10wn, all components can be readily mounted directly
onto the various coil .terminals, valve
sockets, etc., without the necessity of
any mounting plates. All leads should
be kept short and direct, with .the plate
and grid leads well separated to prevent
any chance of feed-back.
When earthing the filament minus pin
on the valve socket, also ensure the central metal sleeve is earthed, as this
forms a partial shield betwen .the plate
and grid pins. The leads to the volume
control should be made with shielded
wire, with the outer braid earthed at
severa l points.
As this receiver was designed primarily
with the view that it would be fitted
into a console or mantel cabinet, it is
suggested that a high-class permagnetic
speaker be used with it. This should be
preferably a 6-inch or larger type, and
fitted with a 10,000 ohm. output transformer. The .004 mfd. condenser con·
nected across the speaker is to prevent
any audio instability, and in addition
forms a simple tone corrector, improving
the frequency response. This value is
not very critical and may be varied from
.001 to .006 to give the best results.
The battery cable is brought out
through the rear of the chassis, and to
prevent any misconnections these should
be colour coded. The batteries required
are 2-45 volt ' "B" and a 1.4 volt "A"

battery. In cases where the set is to be
used fairly continuously, it is preferable
to buy the larger heavy duty variety,
in place of the smaller portable
types. Although slightly dearer, the increased operating hours more than offset
the extra cost.
When the wiring is completed and
checked over for any possible errors, con·
nect up the "A" battery and switch on. If
the wiring is correct, the filaments should
be seen glowing dull red in subdued
lighting. Ensure the speaker is connected,
then switch in the "B" batteries. As a
safety precaution at this stage, wire a
small torch globe in series with the "B"·
minus lead to act as a fus e, should there
be any high tension short circuits.
Loosen
off
the
trimmers
approximately half-way, and if everything
is in order you should be able to hear
some broadcast stations coming through.

Alignment Procedure
The next step is to align the various
tuned circuits. Tune in a station at the
high frequency encl of the band and
check the aerial and r-f trimmers for
maximum output. Next tune in a station
at the low frequency end of the band
and adjust the aerial coil slug for maximum output. At th e same time loosen
off the dial drum and adjust the dial
pointer to register correc: ly on the known
station.
Agai n re-tune the receiver to a known

station at the high frequency end of the
band and position it correctly by means
of the oscillator trimmer. Check the
aerial and r-f trimmers for maximum
gain. Then, if the coils, tuning conden·
ser and gang are accurately matched,
it will be found that the various stations
are received at their allotted dial position.

In Conclusion
As this set has been designed mainly
for country use, it is essential that a good
aerial and earth system be used if the
maximum results are to be obtained.
In most cases an aerial about 50-60 feet
long, and erected as high as possible
sho uld be sufficient. It will be found that
the height factor is more important than
length, as ·too long an aerial usually
damps the input circuit, frequently up·
setting the alignment and selectivity. In
mounting the aerial make sure it is kept
well away from any building, metal roofs ,
etc., since the effective height of the aerial
is simply its height above the surrounding objects.
The earth connection, which is a necessity with any battery receiver, should
be taken to piece of piping, buried several
feet in the ground, ana preferably in a
damp spot.
Under these condj.tions, yoa will be
assured of good listening and should have
little trouble in hearing those often
elusive and borderline stations.

NEW &. USED DISPOSALS EQUIPMENT

PARALLEL LINE
OSCILLATOR

101 TRANSCEIVER UNITS
Transmitter, less volves and
meter, 37 /6 F.O.R.
R.F. meter for above, 10/extra.
Receiver, less valves, 37 /6
F.O.R .
Brass Carrying Case supplied free, if both units are
purchased.

Complete with two CV63
valves. Tunes the 144 me.
band and higher.
Lecher
bars are silver-plated, 42/6
Postage 2/6 extra

955 VALVE AND SOCKET
12/6 post free ·

BUZZER
Combination buzzer and
microphone transformer.
3 I - ea. post free

954 VALVE AND SOCKET
I 5 I - post free

AVAILABLE ALSO AT:- No. 5 ROYAL ARCADE, SYDNEY

PARAGON .BADIO
245 PARRAMATTA ROAD,
HABERFIELD, SYDNEY, N.S.W.
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Radio Valves repl.aced by

Transistor-New Crystal Amplifier
The introduction of a new crystal device designed to perform
efficiently nearly all the functions of an ordinary radio valve
may prove to be one of the most important electronic developments of the year. New, for the first time since its
invention some 41 years ago, the radio valve has a rival in
a tiny, seemingly simple unit called a "transistor."
This new amplifying device known as
the TRANSISTOR (TRANSfer resISTOR)
is essentially a triode form of the wellknown germanium crystal diode. Operating on entirely new physical principles
and capable , of many functions of the
electronic vacuum tube, but having
neither an evacuated envelope nor a hot
cathode, it was discovered by members
of the Bell Telephone Laboratory staff in
the course of fundamental research into
the electrical properties of solids. The
n ew discovery now answers a question
scientists have been pondering for many
years-how
to
make semi-conductors
amplify and thus provide a simple, more
rugged and smaller device that can perform the many functions of a vacuum
tube .
Because of its unique properties, the
transistor is destined to have far-reaching
effects on the technology of electronics
and will undoubtedly replace conventionJ.I
electron tubes in a wide range of applications. "\'\Tith the elimination of heater
and filament circuits, lighter and smaller
radio receivers will be possible as the
transistor only requires two low voltage,
low current bias voltage sources to operate
as an amplifier or oscillator.
Under typical operating conditions it
draws only 0.1 watt from the bias sources
(about the tenth of the power consumed
by a flashlight bulb) and delivers 25 milliwatts of useful output, thus having an
overall efficiency of 25 per cent.
In its present experimental form the
Transistor is a . metal cylinder 3/16-inch
in diameter and %-inch long, and not unlike the well-known germanium or silicon
crystal in appearance. It has no vacuum,
no glass envelope, no grid, no plate, no
cathode and therefore no warm up delay.
It will serve equally as well either an
amplifier or an oscillator.
Inside the cylinder is a block of germanium soldered on a metal disc, and to
which it makes low resistance contact
with the upper face of the germanium at
points 0.002-inch apart. See Fig. 1 and 2.
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Circuit Applications
As far as circuit applications are concerned, the transistor may be corn pared to
the conventional vacuum tube triode if
the emitter contact is considered as the
control grid , the collector contact as the
plate, and the semi-conductor base as the
cathode.
An input signal in series with a small
positive bias voltage (approximately 1.0
volt) is applied between the grounded
face and the input cat whisker (Emitter).
A large negative bias voltage (approximately 45 volts) is applied between the
ground and output (Collector) point contact. The output signal appears across
the load resistor in series with the negative bias.
In this manner a power gain of 100
(20 db) is obtained between the input and
output of a Transistor.
Gain can he controlled by varying the
amount of bias applied to the emitter
contact in much the same way as the gain
in a triode can be varied by changing the
grid bias.

Present Limitations
The present transistors have voltage
gains of approximately I 0-roughly the
equivalent of a medium-mu triode. However, there are several limitations on its
use at this stage of development. The
first is the amount of power which can
be developed in the units. The power
output is restricted to about 25 milliwatts
per unit, or 50 mw from a pushpull stage.
A transistor capable of developing several
watts output does not seem feasible at
present. Parallel operation of two or more
units is possible however, and could be
used to increase the power to a load
several fold.
The second limit is the maximum frequency at which it will operate satisfactorily. The upper frequency of operation
is limited to about JO Mc by transit time
with the germanium crystal. Whilst the
.transistor is at present useful at audio,
video and the lower radio frequencies, it
is unsuited for vhf and uhf applications.
Furthermore, the noise generated within
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Fig. !.-Crystal triode (A) consists of two
cat whiskers connected to a separate input
and output circuits as shown in diagram (B).

a transistor is appreciably greater than
that produced in vacuum triodes.
However, the maximum frequency and
the power limits of the transistor have
not yet been explored and it is quite
probable that with the knowledge gained
from more experience in their use and
manufacture both figures will be raised.
The remaining temporary obstacle to
their immediate use is engineering this
new device into the circuit. One of the
principle problems requiring development
is matching the input and output impedances of the transistor to the circuit.
The input impedance of the transistor
is low (200-1,000 ohms) because the bias
in the input circuit causes current to
flow in the forward direction through the
point contact of the emitter. On the
other hand the output impedance of the
transistor is much higher (10,000 to
100,000 ohms) than the input impedance
because its bias causes current to flow· in
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the reverse direction through the point
contact of the collector.
These imped ance levels are the opposite of those for vacuum tubes and require a new approacl1 to the coupling
circuits between amplifier stages. Intensive work on this problem is under way.
The future outlook for the transistor
appears to b e definitely established. Having a long (yet undetermined) life, instant
operation (no filaments to heat up). small,
compact size, and requiring only moderate
voltages in the power supply, these transistor units will have many radio and
communication applications when they
pass from the research laboratory and
are p laced into p1~xluction.

times this speed is known from estimates
of their thermal velocities.
The negative bias applied to the collector causes a very small current to flow
from the germanium in the absence of
hole conduction produced by the emitter.
When the positive bias is applied to the
input, however, holes are attracted to the
output point contact, which is biased
negatively, and these are absorbed, thus
increasing the current in the output circuit.
Variations in the input current
change the number of holes released toward the collector and thus vary the output current proportionately . The transistor circuit thus closely resembles a
grounded-grid triode circuit.

Practical Demonstrations

In a grounded-grid vacuum triode the
current from the cathode is controlled
chiefly by the potential between it and
the grid (ground); the plate potential has
little effect. In the transistor the positive bias (about I volt) of the emitter
(ca thode) causes a small current to flow
into the semiconductor.
The negative
bias (up to 50 volts) of the collector
(anode) is made large ehough so that it
withdraws about the same current (a few
milliamperes) from the semiconductor.
v\Thile the collector is a poor emitter of
electrons, it is a good collector of holes.

Laboratory demonstrations to date emphasise the many uses to which the transistor may have in wire communication as
well as its read y adaptability to the electronic techniques of radio and television.
In one demonstration ~ transistor w;i s
used to amplify the electrical speech waves
travelling between two telephon es, a fun ction now performed by vacuum tubes.
In another the audience heard a radio
broadcast from a commerc ial radio set
re-built so as to operate entirely without
vacuum tu bes but using, instead severa I
of the tiny transistors to provide amplification. A transistor was also used to
generate a standard frequency tone, thus
demonstrat ing its role as an oscillator ~
These demonstrations have indicated
that the new device is useful in a regular
broadcast receiver to replace all valves
when a power output level of not more
than 50 milliwatts is required. For larger
outputs a vac uum tube amplifier stage of
the usual type can be added.
As the transistors can amplify o-:er a
wide range of frequencies including the
very high frequencies u sed for video.
They can replace any of the valves in
a television set for example where the 50
milliwatt 10 Mc limit ratings are not exceeded.
In addition they can be used as repeaters enabling television programmes to
be transmitted over ordinary telephone
wires. This should provide a simple
means of linking many cities into a television network just as the telephone lines
now furnish radio networks. At present
television can be sent from city to city
only over a coaxial cable or microwave
radio relay systems.

Process of Conduction
Although a great deal of information
has been amassed regarding the operation
of this unit, the exact process of conduction is still a debatable point. However,
the following theory based on experimental data should be of interest.
During experiments it was found that
there is a thin layer of electrons at the
surface of the germanium. This surface
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Fig, 2.- A crGss section of a transistor, showing method of construction.

layer would prevent the penetration into
the body of the semi-conductor of an externally applied field and thus account
for the smallness of the changes in resistance observed in the capacitor experiment. The field created by these surface
electrons causes the formation of holes
in the adjacent material, and these holes
conduct current.
'Vhen a single point contact is made,
the surface layer determines the conductivity for reverse currents or small forward
currents.
For large forward currents
there is an increase in the concentration
of carriers (electrons and holes). Jn
either case (forward or reverse current)
a large part of the current is carried by
the surface conducting layer within an
area of interaction very close to the point.
Within this area the conductivity, which
is mainly by holes, is much greater than
elsewhere in the semicond uctor. The
second point contact for the transistor is
added within this area of interaction.

Transistor Characteristics
In a unit, the positive point contact
causes the release of holes in the surface
layer of the germanium , which is prepared
in a similar manner lo a high backvoltage rectifier. These holes spread away
from the point, flowing in all directions
along the surface (but not into the body
of the semiconductor). The holes reach
the other contact point, 0.005 cm. away,
in less than a ten-millionth of a second.
T hi s is the transit time that limits present
performance to frequenc ies below about
ten megacycles. From this observation,
it is estimated that the holes travel at the
order of 100,000 centimeters per second.
Higher applied potentials and smaller
spacings, as used in vacuum tubes to increase high-frequency performance, may
reduce this transit time. That there are
holes capable of moving from 10 to JO()

Not Universal Substitute
At the present stage of development,
the transistor will not substitute for all
vacuum tube applications. Consider for
example the case of an ordinary cascaded
resistance coupled amplifier.
Normally
the grid leak resistance of a succeeding
stage is made as high as possible in value
(commensurate with frequency response)
-considerations to minimise its shunting
effect on the. plate resistor of the preceding stage.
Cascaded transistors would require
transformer, direct valve or some other
form of coupling since the input impedance is only 1/10 or so of the output impedance.
Aga in because the transistor
output is limited to about 50 milliwatts
and since current portable battery receiver
designs provide up to 250 milliwatts of
power for driving the loudspeaker, a
vacuum tube power amplifier would have
to be included in these applications.
An in tercsting and important feature
in the use of trans istor, however, is that
since the input and output circuits are
connected through the crystal element, no
180 deg. phase reversal occurs between
the two voltages as in the case when
vacuum tubes are employed. This can
result in important design changes in
television circuits where phase reversals
produce positive and negative pictures
when signal levels are sufficiently above
transistor noise levels but below output
power requirements.
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BECEN'I OVEBSEJIS CIBCUl'IS
Compiled from overseas technical journals, the following
three circuits should be of interest to all radio experimenters.
Although of an unusual nature, only standard parts are
required, and consequently they should offer little difficulty
to the average enthusiast.

EFFECTIVE DIVERSITY ADAPTOR
One of the most annoying characterist ics of short-wave reception is the fading
encountered on weak and distant signals.
This fading is caused not only by the
fluctuation of signal amplitude at the
receiving antenna, but also by change
-of polarization of the radio wave. An
effective way to minimize the fading en·Countered on any one antenna is to use
two or mere antennas located a few wavelengths (or more) apart or of efficient characteristics. Sufficiently different
characteristics ma)" be obtained by using
one vertical and one horizontal antenna,
two horizontals at right angles to each
other, or a beam and a long wire antenna.
The two antennas cannot be simply
connected in parallel and attached to the
receiver, as under some conditions the
two signals might be actually of good
strength , but out of phase, causing cancellation of the signal and apparent fade-out_
Although receivers wi.th dual r-f
.and i-f channels have been made
for diversity reception, the cost of
;;uch
an
arrangement
is
out
of
-reach of most amateurs.
The alter•native to using duplicate receivers is
to switch the receiver from the antenna
to the other as the signal fades. As this
cannot be done manually with any satisfaction because of the delay in the human
nervous system, an automatic electronic
-switch may be constructed and put to
work by wiring up the simple circuit to
be described.
This circuit automatically switches the
two antennas back and forth, searching
in tently for a signal. As soon as the re-ceiver finds one on either antenna, it
'keeps the switch .thrown to that antenna
as long as the signal is of satisfactory
-strength. If the signal fades, it switches
inst;:intaneously to the other antenna,
which in most cases will restore the signal ·to normal strength again. As the
receiver tunes in various signals in the
band, the unit always chooses the antenna with the greatest signal strength.

lied Eccles-Jordan scale-of-two counter.
This counter is a circuit similar to a
multi-vibrator, except that it responds to
low frequencies, including d.c.
Since the time constant of the feedback network is infinity when one tube
is conducting, the other is cut off, and
will remain so indefinitely. A pulse from
another source introduced into the circuit will cause the counter circuit to
reverse. This circuit is generally called
a flip-flop. The 6AC7 which was conducting will be cut off and the 6AC7
formerly cut off will conduct. Since only
the conducting 6AC7 will allow antenna
signals to pass, an instantaneous switch
of antennas is acomplished in the common r-f output circuit of the two 6AC7's.
The tube used to generate pulses is a
6SC7 double .triode. The two triodes
obtain positive feed-back through the
common cathode resistors and the coupling condenser CS . The overall configuration is that of a cathode-coupled
multi-vibrator with one short time constant (R lS and C7), and one long time
constant (CS and Rl7).
This results
in the generation of short duration pulses repeated several times a second. The
pulse output is differentiated by C3 aml
the grid-to-ground resistors in the 6AC7,

'"
2>0'~
.
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the flip-flop of the 6AC7's, being actuated
by the leading edge of the T3 pulse.
In order to stop the switch when a
signal appears, a lead is brought out
from the A.V.C. bus in the receiver. This
goes to the 6SC7 double triode d.c. ampli·
fier through a voltage adjusting circuit.
The output of the 6SC7 is connected to
the grid return of one triode o[ the
6SC7 pulser tube. When as little as .05
volts of A.V.C. is developed in the
A.V.C. system, the pulser tube stops, and
allows the 6AC7 amplifier tube which
caused the A.V.C. ·lo remain conducting.
The voltage adjusting circuit contains
a potentiometer which serves the dual
purpose of compensating for the normal
voltage present on the A.V.C. system of
various receivers and adjusting the level
at which the A.V.C. stops the switch. For
easy adjustment to suit various receiving
conditions, this control is brought out on
the front of the chassis.

Circuit Details
Two antenna input terminals are provided for each antenna system.
A
balanced feed line is connected to "ANT"
and "A". An unbalanced antenna, such
as a long wire, is connected to ANT and
"A" is grounded.
A coil of about 20

,,,
•0'

6SC7

g•')

I() "'

(frDmRec.I

Eccles Jordan Scale-of-Two
Counter
The nearly human action of the unit
is achieved by using a 6AC7 amplifier
tube connected to each antenna, with
the d.c. tube circuit arranged as a modi-

Circuit diagram of the diversity adaptor. The value of RS is 2700 ohms, 1 watt. The coil L,
is a 20 microhenry choke or 50 turns of No. 30 enamelled wire on 9/16in. form, spaced by wire
diameter. The exact value of this coil is not critical.
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microhenries shunts the input to reduce
the possibility of cross-talk from nearby
broadcast stations.
Its value is not
critical and it may be omitted if no
powerful stations are in the vicinity.
The impedance of the antenna is not
of great importance, but in general the
higher the impedance, the more the output of the unit. Any frequency from 3
to 30 megacycles will be passed by the
6AC7's without using any tuned circuits. If greater antenna selectivity ' or
an improved signal-to-noise ratio is desired, a tuned circuit may be connected
between ANT and "A", with a grounded
and inductively coupled to the antenna
feed lines.
A small Neon bulb with a limiting resistor is connected across each 6AC7 plate
resistor and serves to indicate which antenna is being used at any moment. These
bul.es arc mounted through the chassis in
rubber grommets near the proper antenna
terminals and associated amplifiers.
The filament circuit requires 6.3 V.A.C.
at 1.5 amperes. The plate supply may
l:>e any voltage between 200 and 300 v.
d.c. and draws about 15 ma. The 6SC7
tubes draw very little current. Most of
the 15 ma. is used in the conducting

6AC7. The plate and fi lament power
can usually be drawn from the communications receiver unless it is .a small
Transformer fairly hot.

Putting It Into Operation
The unit may be tested for proper
operation with only the tubes in place
and the power leads connected. Turn
the sensitivity control (RI4) to the
ground end and set the balance control
(R7) near the middle of its range. Turn
on the power and watch the Neon bulbs
as the set warms up . One bulb should
be on and .one off. Turn up the sensitivity control until a regular flickering
is noticed in the Neon bulbs.
If the b:;ilance control is properly set,
the bulbs will light alternately, showing
the switching is taking place. lf they
do not alternate properly, but only sit
still and flicker , adjust the balance control. The best setting of the sensitivity
control is where the Neon bulbs blink
on and off two c>r three times a second.
When the unit appears to be working
properly, connect the antennas, receiver
input and A.V.C. lead. Readjust the
sensitivity control if necessary and you
are ready to go.
Courtesy "CQ"

SIMPLE AUDIO OSCILLATOR
A unique circuit for a simple audio
oscillator was described in a recent issue
of "Wireless World". The oscillator is
of the R.C. feed-back .type, but differs
from the conventional circuit, in that a
single variable element is used as the
frequency-determining control.
The circuit, shown below, also utilises
an automatic gain control arrangement
to stabilise the output voltage. Basically,
the oscillator is a two-stage amplifier
with cathode coupling. Since the grid
swings of the two tubes are opposite
and very nearly equal, even harmonics
are practically eliminated. The plate
loads are small, however, so .the Ip-Eg
characteristics of each tube are not
linearized and the over-all slope can be
reduced by the application of grid bias
without increasing the distortion appreciably.

The bias, which serves to reduce the
gain, is obtained with a grid leak and
capacitor in the usual way, but in order
to reduce the phase distor·tion and assist
the symmetry of the two stages, most of
the leak is made common to both grid~.
It must be remembered that this arrangement has a long time-constant, and
several seconds are required for it to
charge up when the oscillator is switched
on, so that oscillations do not start as
soon as the tube is warmed up.
With the constants shown, the two
ranges are from 35 to 800 cps., and 700
to 16,000 cps., with the output being
flat withia 1 db . throughout the two
ranges.
By adding other capacitors, it is possible .to increase the range of the oscillater so that with four bands, coverage
can be had from 5 to 120,000 cps.
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EFFECTIVE NOISE REDUCER
Modern phono pick-ups, amplifiers
and reproducers have excellent fidelity
throughout the audio range . Unfortunately, hiss, scratch, hum and other background noises usually accompany the desired sounds to spoil what is otherwise
life-like reproduction.
Two types of noise reducers are now used
in high-fidelity phonograph reproduction
and broadcasting. Each is capable of
causing as much as 20 db. drop in background noise.
They range from complicated 15-tube
circuits for broadcasting to simple 3-tube
affairs which give excellent noise reduction with good response for home phonograph reproduction.
Fig. 1 is the
schematic of the latter model.
The first tube is a 6SQ7 voltage amplifier whose diode plates are used to provide control voltages for the two 6SJ7
electronic gates.
For convenience the
diode plates are shown as independent
rectifiers, DI and D2 . The triangular
component of each rectifier is in each
case ·the 6SQ7 cathode .

the high-frequency harmonics whose inclusion is desirable for good reproduction.
If higher frequencies were permitted to
operate the gate, the high-frequency
noise itself would be able to open the
gate. This of course would nullify the
action of the circuit.
The parallel-tuned circuit Ll-C6 the inductance L2 and the capacitive reactance
of the first 6SJ7 comprise a low-pass filter.
The varying grid bias causes a change in
the tube reactance which changes the
upper cut-off frequency. When this frequency is high enough , fundamentals
and harmonics of high-frequency speech
and music are transmitted ·through the
amplifier .
The other 6SJ7 is connected as an indu ctive-rcactance tube. This reactancetogether with condenser C8 and th e circuit capacitance - forms a high-pass
filter )Nith variable cut off frequency , depending upon the instantaneous grid bias.
The bias voltage is derived from D2, the
second diode plate of th e 6SQ7. After ·
filtering, it contains only harmonics of
low-frequency speech or music.
Lowfrequency noises such as rumble and hum
do not operate the gate because these
have negligible harmonics.
Several refinements are included in this
suppressor . . Whea SI is op.ened suppressor action is removed. S2 limits the amplifier frequency range for reproduction
of very noisy records. S3 is a ganged
push-button switch, added to demonstrate
the effectiveness of the suppressor. When
switched to B the circuit becomes a lowpass filter. High frequency noise along
with high-frequency sound components
are attenuated.
-C@urtesy "Radio Craft"

Operation of the Gates
The a.c. component of the 6SQ7 plate
current flows through the control fil_ter and
high-frequency control circuit and is rectified by one of the diode plates (shown
as the r ectifying element Dl). FUNDAMENTALS of desired high frequency
components are filtered out and applied
at varying bias to the control grid of the
first 6SJ7. The filter allows only a narrow band of frequencies near 3,000 cycles
to control the high-frequency gate. This
band was selected because it was found
to contain the fundamentals of most of
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NEW CATHODE-RAY TUBE
A recent development in cathode ray tubes is the application
of an aluminium coating ta the fluorescent screen.

This

forms a conducting and light reflecting surface and improves
operating characterstics.

An important development in cathode
ray tubes, particularly with reference to
those used as television picture tubes, is
the aluminized screen. A smooth and
very thin coa.ting of aluminium is applied
to, the back surface of the fluorescent
screen, thereby imparting to the screen
some highly desirable characteristics. The
film is thin enough for the electron beam
to penetrate it when sufficiently high
gun potentials are employed-say, over
10,000 volts-and at the same time the
aluminium forms a conducting and lightreflecting surface and thus overcomes
many difficulties that have been experienced in the past with cathode ray tubes.

Racks
of Television p i c t u r e
tubes which have
just been "aluminized". The aluminium, which is
vaporised on the
back of the
fluorescent screen
inside the tube,
acts as a reflector to improve
light
output,
image detail and
contrast.

Elimination of Sticking .Potential
In order to appreciate ·these factors,
some discussion is necessary concerning
the ordinary cathode ray tube. This is
shown in diagrammatic form in Fig. 1.
The tube consists of a heater which
heats the cathode, causing thermionic
emission from its oxide-coated face. A
capped cylindrical electrode serves as a
control grid to determine the amount of
current flow, and a focusing cylindrical
electrode and an accelerating electrode
(in the form of an inner conductive coating on the glass walls of the tube) serve
to confine the emitted electrons in the
form of a beam and to project them at
high velocity against the fluorescent
screen because of the positive potentials
a pp lied to the electrodes.
The electrons, upon striking the screen,
cause it to emi.t light in proportion to
their numbers and to the energy with
which they strike, that is, in proportion

This diagram shows the essential parts of a
cathode ray tube. Fig, 1.
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to the beam current and the screen potential. The question will naturally arise:
"If eleotrons are proceeding from the
cathode to the screen, how do they, then,
return to the cathode once more, since
the screen is essentially an insulator and
cannot conduct electrons from its centre
portions to its edges and thence to the
positive end of the power supply?"
In the early days of cathode ray manufacture, a very thin and transparent conducting metal was first deposited on the
glass face of the tube and the phosphor,
constituting the fluorescent screen, was
. thereupon deposited on this metal film.
The latter was then connected together
with the second or accelerating anode to
the position end of the gun power supply.
Eiectrons impinging upon the phosphor
passed through it to the metal film, and
then flowed along it to the terminal
connection.
It was found, however, that this metal
film could be eliminated and yet a continuous flow of electrons maintained to
the screen. Further investigation revealed
that the mechanism providing the return
path was that of secondary emission; the
beam electrons striking the phosphor dislodged other electrons from it, and these
(secondary)
electrons
then
returned
through the space inside the tube to the
wall coating and thence to the positive

end of the power supply, and through
it back to the cathode connected to the
negative terminal, and so on.
There is one difficulty with this means
of obtaining a return path, and that is
that the number of secondaries emitted
per primary bombarding electron depends
upon its velocity. Below a certain minimum velodty, no electrons are emitted;
above this velocity. more than one secondary per primary electron may be emitted;
and at a certain higher gun potential
and hence beam velocity, the ratio of
secondary to primary electrons will drop
to unity. This potential may be but a
few thousand volts, depending upon the
phosphor and its distribution on the
glass.
Above this critical potential the ration
will drop below unity. This means that
more primaries will arrive at the screen
than are returned by secondary emission.
As a result, if the gun potential-as
applied between the cathode and the
accelerating anode-exceeds this critical
potential, the screen will remain at the
latter value. by momentarily accumulating more primaries than it emits secondaries, and thus float below the accelerating anode in potential.
This critical potential is called the
sticking potential. One may apply 10,000
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volts to the accelerating anode; if the
sticking potential of the screen is 4,000
volts, then so far as tb.e screen is concerned,
this is the effective gun voltage, and the
light emitted from · it will be on the
basis of a beam energy at the screen corresponding to 4,000 volts rather than to
16,000 volts aotually applied to the gun.
This is an unfortunate situation, for
it renders ineffectual the use of high gun
voltage in order to obtain more light.
It is a particularly unfortunate restriction in the case of projection picture
tubes, where gun (actually screen) potentials of from 20,000 to 60,000 volts are
necessary to produce a ~ufficientl y bright
picture to compensate for the reduction
in intensity produced by the optical enlarging system.
In the past the sticking potential could
be raised to nearly the above high values
by suitable preparation and thickness of
the phosphor, but the sticking potential
was not stable and tended to decrease
with time. The use of the aluminium
film has changed this, and also produced
several other desirable results.
When aluminium is used to back the
phosphor, it is true that energy is extracted from the beam electrons as they
pass through it. Hence, for beam potentials below about 10,000 volts, there is
little advantage, if any, in aluminizing the
screen, bu.t on the other hand, there is
little need for doing so, since the sticking
potential can be maintained sufficiently
close to the applied gun voltage.
Above 10,000 volts or so, the energy
extracted by the a\umjnium film is relatively small. At the same .time the film
acts as a conductive return path and
essentially eliminates the secondary emission mechanism otherwise necessary.
Since the film js connected to the gun
supply, the adjacent phosphor is held up
to this potential, and therefore receives
the full impact of the beam.
A film of from 500 to 5,000 A is
sufficient for the purpose. Aluminium
is employed because it is readily vaporised
and deposited as film, has good lightreflecting characteristics, is fairly permeable to electrons, and does not react
with nor spoil ·the phosphor.

Optical Advantages
There are several other equally important advantages of the aluminized
screen. The phosphor emits light in all
directions into the tube as well as out
through its glass face. The light emitted
into the tube from any part of the screen
is reflected from the glass wal ls on to
other parts of the screen that may otherwise be dark. This decreases the overall
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contrast ratio of the · reproduced scene
and causes it to lack snap and brilliance.
With the aluminium film , such light
is directly reflected back out through the
same portion of the screen, thereby not
only increasing the light intensity of
the desired portion of the screen, but also
jmproving the overall contrast ratio . The
result is a contrasting picture that is
easily seen in a well-lighted room; i.e.,
it is not readily "washed out" by a high
ambient light intensity.
To obtain this reflecting effect, the
aluminium film must have a smooth surface next to the phosphor. Unfortunately,
the surface of the latter is quite rough.
It is therefore necessary to coat the phosphor first with an organic film to fill in
all irregularities, and ·then the aluminium
is deposited on this smooth surface and
thus forms a specular surface itself.
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There are at least two other advantages
of the aluminized screen. One is its inherent elimination of the ion spot. The
atoms of the residual gas tend to adhere
to an electron, forming a heavy negativeion cluster. This cluster, owing to its
mass, moves relatively slowly to the screen
and is therefore not appreciably deflected
b'y the magnetic deflection coils. As a
result, ·the centre of the screen is constantly bombarded by such clusters and
turns brown. The aluminium film stops
these slow-moving ions without being
appreciably affected itself, and thus
eliminates the ion spot.
The second advantage is that the picture is perfectly steady on the screen, and
is not affected by moving the hand or
any other object over the outer face of
the screen. Without the film, the insulating phosphor is sensitive to the
capacity effects of such objects, and in
turn affects the deflection of the beam.
This effect is possibly of more importance
in the case of a cathode ray oscilloscope,
where a rule may be applied to the tube
face to measure the amplitude of the
wave reproduced on the screen.

Conclusions
The aluminized screen represents an
important advance in the cathode ray
tube art, and is being adopted by many
other companies besides R.C.A ., who developed it.
One important practical
effect is that it makes the projecFion
tube more efficient, and riarticularly in
the case of the · direct-viewing tube, minimises the need for operating the television receiver in a darkened roo:o.. Thus
it removes one of the objections raised
to the use of television in the average
home.
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TROUBLESHOOTING
RECEIVER DISTORTION
This is the first of two articles dealing with the various types
of receiver distortion, its causes and how it may be eliminated. This information should prove invaluable to the
radio serviceman and assist in developing a systematic
method of distortion trouble shooting.
The prime requisite of a radio receiver
is that it be able to deliver from its
loudspeaker an intelligence which is as
nearly identical to the intelligence which
is super-imposed upon the carrier wave
of the broadcasting station as is possible.
To achieve this, .the output voltage fed
to the speaker must be identical in every
r e:;pect, other than amplitude, to the
voltage wave comprising the modulation
envelope of the carrier. Any condition
which brings about a deviation from the
original, wave-form will introduce distortion into the intelligence received.
These are essentially three (3) types of
distortion, i.e.:(1) Harmonic Distortion- also referred to
as amplitude, or non-linear distortion.
(2) Frequency Distortion, and
(3) Phase Distortion.
Since the ear is very . insensitive to
phase distortion, it is of little importance
in receivers of sound only. Therefore,
in this ar.ticle we will be concerned only
with the first two.

Harmonic Distortion
This type of distortion is caused by
generation in the receiver of frequencies
not present in the signal. These frequencies are harmonics of the frequencies
present in the signal, and also frequencies equa l to the sums and differences
of those frequencies. These sums and
I~
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difference frequencies are known as intermodulation frequencies.
Harmonic distortion is brought about
primarily by improper operating conditions of the tubes, resulting in curvature of the dynamic characteristics, and
will generally be held to a minimum
if the grid bias, plate voltage, and load
impedances are correct, and the signal
voltage is not so strong as to cause overloading.
Overloading of any particular stage
occurs when the signal voltage is so high
as to cause the normal range of operation on the dynamic transfer characteristic of the tube to be exceeded. If the
signal becomes sufficiently strong, the
plate current may cease to flow entirely
during a portion of the cycle.

Frequency Distortion
Frequency distortion is the result of
unequal amplification of the different
frequency components of a signal and
results from the dependance of circuit
impedances upon frequency, causing . attenuation of some frequencies and accentuation of others, and is generally held
at a minimum in circuits not containing
transformers or other inductors. There
need not be frequency distortion in reactance or transformer coupled stages,
however, if the reactors or transformers
are properly designed. Impedance mis-
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Fig. 1.-A simplified schematic diagra m of a receiver showing recommended check points in the
order in which the tests are made. T he test s are made with a signal tracer while a signal is
bein g fed in to the input of the receiver.
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Fig. 2.-lf the vacuum tube voltmeter indicates tht::' presence of a voltage drop across
the grid resistor, the grid condenser is probably Ieakina.

matches in audio stages are also a source
of frequency distortion. If a signal rich
in harmonics is fed into a stage with
mismatched impedances, some frequencies
will be reinforced and others will be at•tenuated. The load impedance of an audio
stage should be high for maximum voltage
output, .b ut where current is involved,
distortion will be introduced by any mismatch of impedance. Consequently, the
load impedance is designed to effect a
compromise between power output and
distortion.
Distortion can ongma te in any stage of
a receiver, including .the speaker itself.
The experienced serviceman can often
recqgnise the peculiar kinds of distortion
associated with certain troubles, and can
go directly to the source without the aid
of any instrument other than his ear. In
most cases, however, much valuable .time
will be saved by the use of test equipment. In a great m any cases it is impossible to locate and properly r emedy
such troubles without the aid of proper
test equipment. An oscilloscope is a very
desirable instrument to have access to
for such work, although a signal tracer
with a detector probe will often lead the
serviceman to the ·trouble and require
less time to use than the oscilloscope.
A modulated signal generator is, of
course, a MUST. The writer also considers a vacuum tube voltmeter to be
an essential instrument for servicing
modern receivers, and especially so in
shooting distortion •troubles. If one does
not have access to either a vacuum tube
voltmeter or an oscilloscope, he will waste
many hours of val uable time at best, and
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THE NEW
SUPERTRACER!!
This is the most modern, up-to-dote and efficient service instrument that anyone could desire. It is eosyto-use and gives rapid and accurate location of faults
in radio receivers and similar equipment. It speeds up
testing, servicing and production and will rapidly detect
faults which render a rece iver inoperative or which make
it intermittent or locking in sensitivity or which cause
oscillation, distortion or hum.
It is on attractive, accurate ly constructed instrument,
housed in a brocade finished steel case measuring 14-}"
long by 8-l" high and 8-}" wide over controls . The
front panel is heav ily etched brass with ra ised nickelploted lines and lette rs on a wine-coloured ename lled
background. This striking, but dignified colour scheme,
odds prestige to your organisation and sets the seal of
rel iability upon your shop equipment.
The instrument compr ises a two stage tuned R.F. amplifier, a diode detector and two stage A.F. amplifier and,
of course, a loudspeaker and power supply. In addition, a · vacuum tube voltmeter measuring up to 500
volts A.C. or D.C. at a resistance of l l megohms on
D.C. and l 0 megohms on A.C. is provided. The tuning
range of the R.F. circuits is 175 to 490kc., . 550 to 1550
kc., l .5 to 4 megacycles and 6.3 to 18 megacycles.
R.F . sensitivity is such that input voltage of the order
of a few m illivolts may be detected on all ranges so
that the instrument is suitable for use in any district
where alternating power mains ore available. A capacity type R.F. multiplier in the input circuits in conjunction with the V.T.V.M . enables stage gain measurements to be mode.
TEST PROBES : The R.F. test probe is fitted internally
with a very small series capacity of a few micromicroforods so that it does not produce on appreciative
detuning effect when applied to the grid or plate of
R.F . or l.F. stages in a receiver. The A.F. test probe
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• A "SUPER" SIGNAL TRACER
• A V.T.V.M. FOR A.C. OR D.C.
• A SERVICE SHOP IN ITSELF
is a conventional shielded lead for feeding A.F. into
the tracer or A.F. out from t he t racer for testing A.F.
amplifiers or speakers.
The D.C. probe conta ins a
series l meg. isolating resistor so that the V.T.V.M .
may be used to measure plate, bias or A.V.C. voltage
under actual operating conditions, without d isturbing
the action of a receiver.
VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETER : The V.T.V.M. features
a centre zero scale for direct voltage measurement so
that voltages which are either positive or negative with
respect to a receiver's chassis are instant ly indicated
without the necessity of reversing test lea ds or operating a reversing switch. Zero is at the left for alternating voltage ranges and operation covers the audio frequency range. Vo ltage ranges o re 0/5, 0/25, 0/ l 00
and 0/500 volts at on input resistance of 11 megohms
on D.C. and l 0 megohms on A.C . ranges. In conjunction with the amplifying stages of the trocer, the meter
will indicate R.F. or A.F. vo ltages down to a value of
less than 1 millivolt.
lndicatione ore provided by a
large, clearly marked rectangular meter with illuminated
scale fitted in on attractive modern plastic case measuring 4-l" x 4" . The V.T .V.M. and tracer may be
used simultaneously for observing signals at two distinct points in a receiver. This feature greatly facilitates location of intermittent faults.
POWER SUPPLY: Operation is from A.C. power mains
at a voltage between 220 and 260 volts and at a frequency between 40 to 60 C.P .S.
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Fig. 3.-Taking two successive readings as
shown above, the coup]ing condenser may be
checked. If there is a considerable difference
between the readings the condenser is probably faulty.

in many cases probably will not be able
to effect the proper cures at all.
.
Harmonic distor.tion is responsible for
the majority of the distortion troubles
in a. ~eceiver, and since tube operating
condit10ns are the chief cause of this
type of distortion, it is important to be
able to determine the exact voltages
which are applied to the various tube
elements. A vacuum tube voltmeter is
absolutely necessary to make these measurements. Many distortion troubles can be
located without any instrument other
than V.T.V.M.
Since distortion can originate in any
part of the receiver, time will be saved
by first localising the distortion to a stage
through the use of a signal tracer (see
Fig. I). For instance, if a signal taken
from the voice coil of a receiver is distorted and the signal appearing on the
~ontrol_ grid terminal of the output stage
is undistorted , then it is logical to assume .that the trouble is in the last
stage. H distortion exists at the grid
of the output stage, then the output of
the preceding stage should be checked,
then its input, etc., working back toward
the first stage in th is manner until the
distortion is localised. When the offending stage has been located, it is necessary
to test voltages, etc., in the stage where
the distortion exists rather than to make
haphazard tests throughout the receiver.
The tubes should always be tested first.
A defective tube is often the source of
distortion trouble and although a tube
tester will not [• oint out a defective tube
in 100 per cent. of the cases, it will do
so in the majority of cases. If -there is
any reason to doubt the merits of a
tube, it is better to check it by substituting a tube known to be good.

nected between the plate of one stage and
the control grid of the following s-tage.
In most cases, this condenser is not
"dead-shorted", but has a high resistance
leak, sometimes of the order of several
megohms. It would be a comparatively
simple matter to apply the test leads of
any voltmeter between the grid end of
the condenser and ll-in order to determine a "dead short", as the grid potential would be the same as the plate
potential of the preceding stage and
therefore a high positive reading would
be obtained on the meter. Logic points
out, however, that where the leak is
in the order of megohms, there would
be little use to expect a reading on an
ordinary low resistance voltmeter, as the
1-R drop across the condenser would be
equal to approximately the plate voltage
of the preceding stage the instant that
the meter became part of the circuit.
If a vacuum tube voltmeter fa used
(Fig. 2), the presence of any positive
voltage at the grid can be readily determined, as this type of meter does not
draw current from the circuit. It will
not be necessary to disconnect the condenser from the circui t. Where a leak
is suspected, the tube, wh ich has i ts grid
connected to the condenser in question
should be removed from its socket before
dismissing the possibility of leakage.
Flow of grid current may sometimes
reduce the voltage at. the grid to
minimum, or ·the bias which is developed
across the cathode resiStor may be sufficient to cancel out the positive voltage
which would o therwise be present. }[
must also be remembered that if a f.ixed
bias is being applied to the grid, that
this bias may be greater than the positive potential. The bias voltage would
be less negative than normally, if the
coupling condenser is leaking because of
the 1-R drop which will consequently
take place across the grid load resistor.
A comp:;irison should be made between
the bias supply voltage and the voltage
at the grid. A leaky coupl ing condenser
will be indicated if a considerable difference exists between the two readings
(see Fig. 3).

a

Overloading
As previously stated, overloading may
take place in one or more stages when
the amplitude of the input signal is

Coupling Condensers
No one method can be claimed to be
the universal solution to tracking down
the source of distortion in a radio receiver. Each case is an individual one
and poses its individual problems. It is
of paramount importance to utilise one's
knowledge of theory, together wi·th logic
and reasoning, in analyzing distortion
troubles. For instance, one of the most
common offenders in audio stages is the
leaky coupling condenser, which is con-
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Fig. 5.- A simplified circuit showing a combined second detector. AVC, first audio
amplifier.

excessive. In some cases, the signal may
swing the grid-voltage beyond the platecurrent saturation point. The grid may
swing positive and draw current, or the
grid voltage may swing past the plate
current cut-off point. An oscilloscope
is an ideal instrument for detecting such
conditions. A sinusoidal voltage £r01;n the
signal generator may be fed into the input
of a circuit and a comparison between
the input and output wave-forms will
detect the presence of overloading. lf
the serviceman does not have access to
an oscilloscope, there are other methods
of approaching the problem .
We know that the grid of a class A
amplifier shoul d never become positively
charged. A positive potential can be
read ily detected with t he V.T.V.M. and
indicates overloading (see Fig. 3). It
should be remembered that the grids of
a class ll ou · put stage may normally
swing positive during the cycle of operation.
A D.C. milliammeter can also be used.
\ \'c know that the average plate current.
flow should remain constant in a pushpull class A amplifi er. Therefore, the
read ing on a D.C. milliammeter placed
in the common ll
lead to such a stage
(Fig. 4) should remain the same and
over loadi ng will be indicated by any
fluctuation of the meter reading.
A V.T .V.M. connected to the plate
will also detect any current fluctuation,
since any cha nge in current flow will produce a corresponding change in plate
vo ltage, although the voltage change may
be very slight if the voltage regulation
is good . In a stage containing only a
single tube, overloading will not necessarily cause any change in the average
pla·te current, because both the negative
and positive halves of the cycles are
affected. An upward fluctuation of Class
A amplifier plate current will indicate
excessive negative bias, whereas a downward fluctuation of plate current will
indicate insufficient negative bias. Grid
current flow in a class A amplifier will
indicate either excessive signal voltage or
insufficient negative bias, or a combination of both.

+

A.V.C.
Fig. 4.- A d~c milliameter connected as shown
may be used to check the operation of a
push-pull class A amplifier.

Improper A.V.C. action may be the
cause of incorrect operation of the R-F
or 1-F stages.
The great majority of present-day receivers utilize the diode detector A.V.C.
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Fig. 6.-As explained in the text, the insertion of RI will often eliminate parasitic
oscillation.

system. A trouble often encountered in
this circuit is that of too strong an A.V.C.
action. Such a condition will not only
reduce the sensitivity of the receiver,
but serious distortion may result, especially if the A.V.C. voltage becomes strong
enough to bias one or more tubes beyond
their cut-off. If one or more R-F stages
should have its grid driven negative to
the extent that plate current flow ceases
entirely during the negative half of the
applied signal, the tube will tend to act
as a grid bias detector, and a form of
distortion known as cross modulation results. Two stations will appear to come
in together.
. Such a condition is not always the fault
of the A.V.C. action, however. The D.C.
bias supplied to the tube may be too
great or the fault may lie in the otube
itself. The cut-off point of remote cutoff, or variable Mu. tubes, which are
used in A.V.C. controlled stages, tends
·to approach zero grid bias as these tubes
age. New tubes should be substituted
before concluding that some other trouble
exists.
In a receiver operating normally, the
A.V.C. voltage developed may run as
high as 40 volts, depending upon the
amplitude of the signal and the number
of tubes under control. Generally, the
fewer .the number of tubes controlled,
the greater will be the A.V.C. voltage
developed for a given signal strength. If
i t becomes apparent that the A.V.C. voltage is too great, the A.V.C. diode tube
should first be checked by substituting
a tube known to be good.
A gassy diode will cause excessive
A.V.C. voltage to be developed. This
diode is often incorporated in the same
envelope as the 1st A-F amplifier triode,
such as in the 6SQ7, 7C6, etc. The
A.V.C. and, or the deteotor diode may
also be incorporated in a separnte envelope such as the 6H6 or 7A6. If the
tube is not faulty the diode load resistor
has probably increased in value. If this
load resistor becomes lower in value,
the A.V.C. action will not be great
enough; that is, the voltage developed
will not be sufficient, and a strong signal
may overdrive one or more of the stages
under control. The absence of A.V.C.
voltage is usually accompanied by fading
as well as poor tone quality.
In many cases, the volume control
potentiometer itself serves as the A.V.C.
load resistor as well as the attdio load
resistor, as shown in Fig. 5. It is im-
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portant that the potentiometer be of
the correct value, not only to assure the
correct A.V.C. voltage being applied to
the stages under control, but also in order
to preserve the time constant. If the
valu~ of the load resistor or any of the
associated filter condensers or resistors in
the A.V.C. line should change in value,
or if they are replaced with the wrong
values, the time constant will be upset.
The effective time constant, in seconds,
in an R-C circuit is equal to the product
of the resistance in megohms and the
capacity in micro-farads. The optimum
value of time constant is a compromise
v~lue which is sufficiently great to pro- ·
vide adequate filtering and yet small
enough ~o p:event too long a time lag
from bemg mtroduced, which, in turn,
would prevent the A.V.C. action from
~eeping p~ce with rapid fading and tunmg operations.

Effect of Time Constant
Generally, the time constant of an
A.V.C. circuit should not exceed 0.1 of
a second. Many receivers are so designed
as not •to allow an excess of about 0.06
of a second. Should the time constant
be too great, it will become difficult to
tune in stations accurately to the point
of resonance and the signal will be received with a plopping sound.
·
On the other hand, if the value of
time constant is too small, the gain of
the stages under control may beco~e
a function of the modulation, due to
insufficient filtering action. This condition will result in distortion due to the
audio frequency modulating the R-F signal, and may also result in howling, due
to feed-back.
A leaky by-pass condenser in the A.V.C.
line will reduce the A.V.C. voltage and
also lower the time constant. The slightest
leakage in one of the by-pass condensers
will seriously affect the voltage because
of the high values of resistors used in
these circuits. An absence of A.V.C.
~ction will usually be indicated by blastmg as the receiver is tuned and the
outpu.t will usually be accompanied by
excessive static-like noise.
If the small R-F filtering condenser
across the audio load resistor (Cl in Fig.
5) should become open , or be too low
in value, a high-pitched whistle or howl
will be intr?duced into the output. The
value of this condenser is in the order
of micro-microfarads. On the other hand
if the value of this condenser is too large'.

Fig.

7.-Resistor Rt will often improve a
receiver's quality,

the high frequency response will be
affected and a loss of volume will result.
Small filter capadtors are often (C2,
Fig. 5) connected between the plates of
one or more of the audio stages and the
ground. The same symptoms generally
apply to corresponding defects associated
with these condensers, as with tb.e detector R -F filtering condenser.
Howling will sometimes originate in a
push -pull stage, due to parasitic oscillations. This can usually be remedied
by inserting a resistor of from 25,000 to
50,000 ohms in the common grid return
lead (RI in Fig. 6). The filter components, especially the plate by-pass condensers, should be checked first, however.
Inherent frequency discrimination in
~nterstage audio transformers used may
introduce frequency distortion. A more
linear frequency response may often be
obtained by connecting a resistor across
the secondary winding of the transformer, as shown in Fig. 7. _Some receiver
manufacturers incorporate this resistor in
their receivers. The optimum value of
this resistor is that which will give improved frequency response without seriously reducing the amplification. This
value will usually lie between 100,000
and 500,000 ohms. The lower the value,
the better the tone quality and the lower
the amplification.
If the output transformer has been replaced, it is well to make certain that it
is the correct replacement, as a mismatch
to either the output tube or the voice
coil, or both, may result in serious distortion, and possibly loss of volume.
An R-C filtering network is often connected across the primary winding of the
output transformer that is used in conjunction with a beam power pentode.
This filter network is for the purpose of
giving the plate load the effect of a pure
resistance, and ·the values of the resistors
and condensers are therefore very critical.
If any component of this network becomes
defective, or is of the wrong value, serious distortion will result. If .there is
any doubt about any of these, they should
be replaced.
A by-pass condenser is not generally
needed across the cathode biasing re~istor in push-pull stages and usually one
is not used. Current fluctuations , however, due to mismatched tubes and uncancelled odd harmonics, can usually be
materially reduced by the installation of
a by-pass condenser, as shown I in Fig. 6
(Cl). The optimum value of this condenser may be determined by the following formula:1.6
R-C=F
Where R is the value of the cathode resistor
in ohms,
C is
the desired
Capacitance
in
Farads, and
F . is the lowest audio fre(!J.uency (in
cycles per second) to be by-passed.

(To be continued.)
Reprinted courtesy "Radio Maintenance''
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HARRY N. EDWARD ES, B.Sc., B.E.
The last link in the chain of any U.H.F. system is the receiver.
Whether this system be a communication link employing
A.M., F.M., video modulation, or a· pulsed radar, the same
basic requirements exist for the receiver.

0

The receiver performs ·the function of
extracting the inteliigence from the electro-magnS!tic carrier-wave. It contains a
means for amplifying the sm all U.H.F.
signals to a suitable level, and detectii;g
the modulation.
rurther amplification of the modulation
is invariably employed before feeding
the signals to an indicating device. This
latter may consist of a meter, loudspeaker
or cathode ray tube.
A complete receiving system comprises
an aerial, transmission line, receiver and
indicator. In radar applications invariably a common aerial is used for both
transmitting and receiving, a duplexing
system being employed.
Where a
separate receiving aerial is used, however,
the . r equirements of the aerial and feeder
are simpler. For example, the maximum
power handling capacity is insignificant,
which means that flexible cable feeders
are satisfactory if losses are not important. The size of the aerial is governed
either by the space avai lable or by the
maximum direotivity which can be
tolerated.
Although the particular design of any

AERIAL

Block diagram of
superheterody n e
receiver.
Most UHF receivers follow this
ba s ic
JayoutRadio
frequency
amplifiers are not
practicable ab~ve
l 000 Mc.
Automatic
frequency
control is often
employed.

r eceiver depends upon the wave-length
employed and the application, U.H.F.
receivers generally follow the same basic
lines. The superheterodyne principle is
usually employed.
In order to provide the basis for discussion of the various components, the
block diagram of a receiver is given in
Fig. 1. This ii; identical with the layout of a superheterodyne broadcast or
short-wave receiver. It is in the manner
of performing the vari_ous functions that
the U .H.F. receiver differs from the lower
frequency sets.

Receiver Properties
OUTPVT

The main properties of any receiver
are expressed by its sensitivity, selectivity
and fidelity. These are defined as follows:GIUD
TV'l/NG
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Sensitivity: This represents the ability
of the receiver to respond to small radio
frequency voltages and is denoted quantitatively by that voltage which must be
induced in the aerial to develop a standard output from ·the audio or video
amplified (usually 50 milliwatts).
Selectivity: This enables the receiver
to distinguish between signals to differing

frequenci es. It is expressed in the form
of a response curve formed by plotting
signal strength against carrier frequency.
The width of the response curve between
points 3 db down from maximum sensitivity is called the band-width. (It is
measured in cycles per second.)
Fidelity: Is a measure of the ability
of the r eceiver to reproduce the different
modulation frequencies. This is familiar
in audio amplifi er techniques and is expressed as a curve of relative output
audio (or video) frequency for a fixed
input. Transient response is important
in receivers handling short pulses or very
rapid fluctuations, such as radar and
television receivers.

Sensitivity
The sensitivity required of any receiver
depends upon the distance between transmitter and receiver, the transmitter power
.output; aerial sizes and feeder losses. For
some applications the sensitivity may be
carried to the limit for the sake of maximum operating range. On the other
hand, propagation considerations may
limit the range to a short distance, so
that economy would demand a receiver
of less than optimum sensitivity.
The sensitivity depends upon the
amount of radio frequency and audio or
video frequency amplification employed.
A limit is set to the audio or video gain
by puµi or feed-back, and in addition
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Fig. 3.- A neutralises triode followed by a
grounded grid amplifier provides a circuit
with a noise factor of 6db. at 200 Mc.

fidelity would suffer if too many video
stages were used. Feed-back also limits
the gain available to I.F. amplifiers,
although if the amplifier is divided into
two separate units, it will be less susceptible to oscillation. A limiting figure
for .the gain of a single 30 Mc/ s amplifier
is about 90 db, although it is possible
to attain about 120 db by careful design
and construction.
When high vaules of amplification are
employed, radio noise generated in the
early stages of th.e receiver registers on
the indicator. The presence of this noiseprevents ·the detection of other signals.
so that the ultimate sensitivity of a receiver . is limited.
Noise in receivers may arise from a
variety of causes.
Thermal agitation
noise is produced by the random motion
of the molecules of a resistance. It results in a random fluctua.ting r-f voltage
across the resistance. This voltage has

frequency components distributed over
the whole band of radio frequencies so
that the effective value of noise power
at the input of any receiver depends upon
the band-.width of frequencies which the
receiver will pass. The wider .the bandwidths the greater the effective noise voltage.
Since the thermal agitation noise level
can be calculated for any circuit, it is
used as a standard reference level for
determining receiver performance. Other
sources of noise are the valves employed
in ·the receiver Shot effect, interception
noise and induced grid noise occur in
valves.
The ultimate sensitivity of a receiver
is usually specified as a nois.e factor.
This represents the difference in level
between the actual noise power at the
receiver input and the noise power of
an "ideal receiver" denoted by KT df
watts. (The noise of an ideal receiver
is assumed to be all due to ·thermal
agitation in the aerial radiation resistance. The extra noise in practical receivers originates in the mixer, local oscillator and first few amplifying values.
Noise is generated in all amplifying
stages, but that from the initial stages
only is important, since it is amplified
most. At micro-wave lengths, noise from
these sources is far greater than thermal
agitation noise, as illustrated by .the following typical noise factors:-

Frequency Noise Factor Noise Factor
Ratio
db
Mc/s
200
4
6
3,000
15
32
I0,000
50
17
Since the noise power output increases
with band-width, for the same noise factor, a narrow band receiver has a better
ultimate sensitivity than one with broad
band-width.
Thus noise factor and band-width are
just as important factors in determining
the maximum range of a radar as the
peak power output of the transmitter.
Whilst the minimum possible noise
factor is desirable in radar receivers, television and frequency modulation systems do not have such stringent requirements. The transmission in such systems
is one-way and ranges are limited by
propagation factors. As against this, however, greater signal to noise ratios are
necessary than for radar. Ratios of at
least 20 to 1 are necessary to prevent

CERAMIC CARTRIDGE
CATWHISK ER
SILICON
f\AETAL BASE
Fig. 4.-A cross sectional drawing of a micro ...
wave crystal cartridge. The point of the fine
cats whisker bears on a polished silicon crystal.

Kingsley-New Miniature

DUAL WAVE COIL UNIT
This New Kingsley Dual Wave Coil Bracket
has not merely been reduced in size-it has
been thoroughly designed by Kingsley's Research Engineers. It is no mere adaption of
existing components, being engineered not
only from the electrical but also the. mechanical viewpoint.

***
**
*
The Kingsley Dual Wave Coil unit is photographed
here alongside a match box for size comparison.

**

D/W BRACKET GIVES ALL THESE
FEATURES:
Each unit is core tuned.
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Coils and wiring well protected.
Dimensions of unit: 3 ins. wide, 2 ins. deep, 1% ins.
high.
Ease of wiring Into chassis.
Stnrdy construction of unit.
1

Write for details.

Ask for-Insist on-DEMAND Genuine Kingsley Parts from your supplier.

KINGSLEY RADIO PTY. LTD.
380 St. Kilda Road, Melbourne, Victoria

'Phones: MX 1159, MX 3653
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the cathode. The input impedance is
low, but is not lower than that of a
conventional amplifier at high frequen cies; electronic loading causes a reduction
of input impedance of normal amplifiers.
A circuit embodying a grounded grid
amplifier is shown in Fig. 3.
Fig. 5.-A co·axial line crystal mixer.

distortion of reception by noise, whilst
in radar, signals far below noise can be
detected with a suitable indicator.

Overall Gain
When noise is the limiting factor in
receiver semsitivity, the overall gain employed is that necessary to register the
minimum useable signal on the indicator.
In radar sets a radio frequency gain
of about 120 db, with a video of approximately 40 db, are employed. In F.M.
and T.V. receivers about 30 db less gain
is required because of the higher signal
to noise ratios employed.

Radio Frequency Amplifiers
Radio frequency amplification is used
to improve the sensitivity and to suppress
the image response.
In general, r.f. amplification is employed only if the noise factor is improved. Without r.f. gain the noise factor
is determined by the mixer and the first
intermediate frequency stage.
Unless a valve employed as an r.f.
amplifier provides an improvement in
noise factor, compared with the same
valve used as a mixer, and also pi:_ovides
some gain, it is not profitable to use r.f.
am plifica ti on.
For frequencies up to 200 Mc/s, r.f . .
amplifiers are practicable, a neutralised
triode followed by a grounded grid triode
giving the best noise factor. Typical r.f.
amplifier tubes are the 954 acorn, 6AK5
and 6AC7 .triodes, RL37 grounded grid
triode and 6J4 triode. All are made with
very small electrode structures to provide
short transit tunes and low interelectrode capacitances.
Above 500 Mc / s it is possible to use the
d isc seal triodes GL446 (lighthouse) and
CV90 as grounded grid amplifiers in coaxial or cavi·ty tuners. Fig. 2 illustrates
an amplifier of this type. A noise factor
of 11-! db and a power gain of IO may
be obtained at 3,000 Mc/ s. However, it
is possibl e to obtain better noise factors
with crystal mixers and no r.f. amplification so -that r.f. amplifiers are not practicable above about 1,000 Mc/ s.

Frequency Converters
In U .H.F. receivers, as in lower frequ ency receive-rs, the converter or mixer
provides a means for beating the local
oscillator signal with the inwming carrier
to produce ·th e intermediate frequency
signal. A non"'linear devi ce is necessary
for this purpose.
Whilst pentagrid and h exode converters .
combine the mixing function with that
of local oscillator at lower freguencies,
separate units for mixer and oscillator
are employed at U.H.F. Triode mixers
are satisfactory up to 200 Mc/ s. The
local oscillator signal is injected into the
grid of the mixer through a very small
capacitance, and ·the latter tube is biased
to cut off by means of a by-passed cathode
resistor.
Local oscillators can be made from
.low output triodes up to 200 Mc/s.

Crystal Converters
For frequencies above 1,000 Mc / s, cry·
stal mixers are more suitable than valve
mixers. A crystal mixer consists of a
small crystal-cartridge fitted ir.1to some
form of co-axial line, wave-guide, or
resonant cavity, into which the local
oscillator is coupled by means of a
capacity probe. The crystal cartridge
contains a small piece of silicon with a
tiny tungsten cats whisker in CORtact
wiih it. Fig. 4 is a cross sectional view
of a typical crystal cartridge.
After
initial adjustment during manufacture,
the cartridge is filled with wax, which
gives it mechanical stability.
A crystal mixer assembly is illustrated
in Fig. 5. This is a co- axial line with
a matching transformer to provide maxi mum signal voltage across the crystal.
The position of the local oscillator inj ection probe is variable. An R .F. filter is
embodied in the output lead to the I.F.
amplifier. While this mixer has been
ore-plumbed to cover the differences in
impedance between different crystals,
others are provided with matching adjustments.
At 3 cm. wave-length, wave-guide
feeder~ are employed invariably, and

The Groundd-Grid Amplifier
In order ·to take advantage of the better
noise chara cteristics of triodes, the
ground-grid circuit was developed. The
grid acts as a shield between cathode and
anode when grounded and results in high
stability. The input signal is applied to
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Fig. 6.--A wave guide crystal mixer suitable

for 3 cm.

Fig. 7.-A typical 30 Mc. intermediate fre•
quency amplifier.

mixer construction is simplified. The
crystal cartridge is mounted across . a
wave-guide, whilst the klystron local osollator is mounted on the wave-guide with
a coupling probe projection through the
guide wall (see Fig. 6).
.
The crystal mixer and local osollator
contribute about 10 db to the noise factor of a 10 cm . receiver. About 3 db
comes from the local oscillator. It is
possible to balance this out by means of
a balanced mixer using two crystals.
Crystal mixers are usually operated
with between 0.1 and 0.5 mill amps of
crystal current. This is practically all
due to the local oscillator injection which
should be large compared with the signal
power for satisfactory mixing. Since the
loca l oscillator coupling should be light
to prevent excessive losses, an input w
the probe of about 20 millwatts is necessary.
The crystal mixer outpu.t impedance
presented ·to the I.F. amplifier is approximately 300 ohms. resistance, shunted by
l picafaFad of capacitance.
A disadvantage of crystals is their vulnerability to high signal inputs and their
use in radars places a very stringent requirement on the aerial duplexing unit.
(See later.)
Other mixing devices comprise diodes
and disc seal triodes (suitable for the
500 Mc / s r egion) , beam d'e flection tubes
an d velocity modulation tubes.

Intermediate Frequency Amplifier
The I.F. amplifier is responsible for the
selectivity and most of the gain of a
U .H.F. receiver. It consists of several
amp li fy ing stages coupled through bandpass filters.
The frequencies employed for I.F.
amplification vary from 15 to 60 Mc/s,
30 Mc/ s being a popular figure.
The band-width depends upon the
application. Amplitude modulation communication receivers require only narrow
band-widths in the order of 10 kilocycles
per second. For frequency modulation
a maximum band-width of 200 Kc/s has
been adopted as a standard. For radar
and television , however, where the intelligence has to be transmi·tted through
wave-forms involving very high video frequency components, much broader bandwidths are needed. For these require-
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Fig. 8..
Diagram of a duplexing system for common
aerial working in a pulse4, radar system.
This may be applied to two wire, co-axial
or wave , guide feeder systems.

ments the band-width may be from 0.5
to 5 Mc/ s.
The product of amplification and bandwidth is constant for any given valve
and stage coupling device. The theoretical limit of this produc.t has been
shown to be Gn

11 c
the mutual conductance of
the valve, and
C = the capacitance across the
anode circuit of the valve.
The overall band-width for "m"-tuned
stages is
Where Gn =

The inter-stage coupling networks may
be either single-tuned or double-tuned,
the former being simpler from the manu facturing viewpoint. For high stage gains
double-tuned networks are necessary. To
maintain band-width in high gain amplifiers, stagger tuning is sometimes employed, although alignment of staggerruned amplifiers is complicated.
For optimum performance the mutual
conductance of .the valves employed
shoul~
'? e high, and
the
tuning
capaotance should be small. Inductance
tuning by metal slugs is ..used and wiring
capacitances are kept to a minimum.
The tube capacitances should be small.
Special miniature resistors and condensers
have been developed for use in l.F. amplifiers.
Coils are usually wound on
trolitul formers.

U .H.F. are the American 6AC7 and
6AK5, and the English EF50.
Fig. 7 illustrates a typical l.F. amplifier
using 6AK5 valves.
If more than one band-width is required of a receiver, it is usual to provide a single band-pass filter, w'hich may
be inserted in series to reduce the band·
width.

Gain Control
Tfle gain of an l.F. amplifier may be
varied by means of the grid bias on
variable mu. valves or by variation of
screen voltage. The former method re/
quires a smaller control voltage.
Automatic gain control is frequently
employed. This is effected by a diode
which rectifies the carrier · and controls
the bias on one or more stages. A D.C.
amplifier is sometimes employed to render the control more sensitive.

Valves suitable for l.F. amplifiers at

(Continued on page 46,)

( 2k , 1 ) 2
times the band-width for one stage. Thus
for eight stages (which are necessary to
attain about 120 db gain), an overall
band-width of 3 Mc/s will be the result
of each stage, which has a band-width of
,.. 10 Mc/s.

Fig. 9.-25 cm. T·R switch and crystal mixer coU:pled to a co·axial transmission line.
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A.R.R.L.-AND THE AMATEUR
The internationally known amateur organisation-the American Radio Relay League has, and is still playing a leading
part in electronics, research into the U.H.F. spectrum and
genera·! radio c:ommunications.
Through all the 34 years since it was
formed in May, 1914, the A.R.R.L.-as
the league is known to all its membershas been the organised body of amateur
radio in America and abroad. In addition to being •its guardian against attack
by foreign government or commercial interests, it is undoubtedly the leader in
the technical progress of the world's most
fascinating hobby.
One often wonders
in reflecting over the past quarter of a
century where amateur radio would be today were it not for the good work done
by a few who administer the league from
West Hartford, Connecticut.
Since inception, the A.R.R.L. has consistently and rigidly adhered to its policy
" of, by and for amateur radio." It is the
amateurs own association, owned and controlled by its members. From top to bottom it is an amateur organisation; its
members, its directors, its officers and the
staff at H .Q. all hold amateur radio "tickets." As a result, it is unique among
societies.

The A.R.R.L. today is recognised as the
official spokesman for amateurs and amateur radio in the United States and
Canada. Unofficially it is the world
spokesman. Its recommendations usually
form the basis for amateur regulations
promulgated· by the American Governments. Prior to any change being made
in regulations the league is always consulted by the Federal Communications
Commission, a similar body to the wireless
section of the Post Master General's Department in Australia. Th e president of
the league, Mr. George W. Bailey, W2KH,
is president of the world amateur radio
body-the International Amateur Radio
Union."

Founded in 1914

There are many thousands of radio
stations of various classes now on the air,
and more are constantly being added in
practically every country· of the world.
Even Tibet and Pitcairn, two of the really
rare countries now have two instead of
the pre-war one! The competition for
space on the air among the various services is intense.
This competition-the
necessity for every class of station to
demonstrate that it is operated in the
maximi.im of public interest, convenience
and
necessity-forces
amateu:r radio,
through the A.R.R.L., to maintain a
united front in order to preserve its
rights. It is for this reason alone every
amateur radio body throughout the world
should be loyal to the A.R.R .L. due to
its strength and respect in Adrica and
Abroad.

Founded back in 1914 by a group of
amateurs headed by the late Hiram
Percy Maxim- whose call sign WlA W is
now u sed by the league's own station as
a tribute to this wise old man who held
No. l post from 1914 until his death in
1936-it is and always has been a noncommercial organisation : It is neither
sponsored nor owned in any part by a
commercial radio firm or publishing
house. It is owned solely by the members, who join this great organisation.
These members elect 15 directors on a
regional basis for two-year terms of office
and the directors lay clown the policies
of the league, determine its attitude towards proposed radio legislation and hire
the p aid secretary, treasurer and communications manager. These men give
th~ir full time to amateur radio .
The directors themselves receive no
salary, nor do the president or vicepresident. In fact to ensure that the ·
league sh all always be an amateur organisation, without commercial taint, its constitution specifies that no one engaged in
the sale, ren ta! or manufacture of radio
apparatus or literature can be a director.

By
ROTH JON~S
VK3BG

Such unity is necessary at all times, but
it becomes of overwhelming importance
under conditions such as are existing tod ay. Amateur radio represents probably
the only way private individu als can communicate with each other beyond the

* See K2UN 's Challenge to the World"Radio Science," August, 1948.

r?.nge of their senses without using facilities controlled by some corporate or government interest. Such a power represents a tremendous responsibility ori the
part of the individual. In time of war
it invites severe restriction . Only because
of strong organisation and loyal support
of most amateurs to the A.R.R.L. has this
great hobby maintained integrity of such
a high order that it has not been successfully challenged.
A further attempt by large overseas
commercial interests failed miserably during the recent telecommunications conference at Atlantic City (U.S.A.). Many
oversea Governments tried their best to
get larger channels for their short wave
stations to broadcast propaganda, but it
was of no avail.

..

Active Group
During the war when all licences were
cancelled the A.R.R.L. did not go to
sleep and wait for it to finish. Instead,
among other things'

* It inaugurated the A.R.R.L. Neutrality
Code, which was largely instrumental
in avoiding a shut-down in the
Autumon, 1939, through official desire
to avoid endangering neutrality.

* It

undertook an expanded internal
policing programme to guard against
illegal operation under cover of
pseudo-amateur status, thus avoiding
severe restrictive regulation through .
fear of espionage carried on under
cover of amateur operation.

* Itas offered
the services of amateur radio
a body to the various g?vernment
agencies.

* Its

representatives conferred with federal officials during the May-June, 1940,
crisis (outbreak of total war) to arrange minimum regulatory restrictions
during the new "non-belligerent"
phases of U.S. war participation.

* It1941secured
exception for the 1940 and
A.R.R.L. field days under the
portable ban ordered in June, 1940.

* Itquency
secured exception for ultra-high fre·
mobile operation under the
portable ban.
(Continued on page 46.)
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A page of radio servicing hints and notes of practical value to the radio serviceman and technician.

Blue Glow in Valves
Modern valves sometimes have blue
glow tendencies, and it is not always
realised that this phenomenon can occur
in two different ways. One of these is
detrimental to the performance of the
set, whilst the other is not.
The kind of blue glow which does not
matter at all is -that which · appears on
the inside of the glass bulb. This is
actually caused by electron bombard·
ment, and it can vary considerably in
intensity when strong or weak signals
are being received.
The second kind of blue glow is similar
to that seen in the old type soft detector
valve, and its presence is simply due
to the fact that there is too much gas
in the bulb. The blue glow, due to
softness, always appears in the neighbourhood of the electrodes and not on the
inner surface of the bulb.
This is quite definitely a bad thing
in the modern set-in which a soft valve
<:an find no place. It leads to distortion
:as well as variations in performance, and
any valve which suffers from this fault
·should be regarded as a certain candidate
for the dustbin.
If you are no·t qui.re sure after a visual
inspection whether the harmful or harmless blue glow is occurring, you can make
-certain with a magnet. Hold it close to the
·outside of the bulb and move it slowly.
The harmless blue glow caused by the
·electron bombardment will be found to
·change position as the magnet is moved,
whilst the undesirable blue glow due to
the softness will remain completely unaffected as the magnet travels about.

Soldering Aluminium
It is possible to solder direct to an
aluminium base if the surface can be
kept clean to prevent re-formation of
-0xides.
One method of accomplishing this is
as follows:Float a pool of fluxless solder on the
surface to be soldered and move the tip
of the. iron back and forth in the pool,
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at the same time applying firm pressure.
The vigorous scraping motion loosens
the aluminium oxide and this floats to
the top of the solder.
- The surrounding solder readily adheres
to the pure aluminium surface since
now .the air is excluded, thus preventing
o;_idation. This method will also work
with other metals that form the troublesome oxides, provided these oxides can
be scraped off.

Home Made Radio Cement
A good grade of radio cement can be
easily made at a small cost from acetone
and celluloid. Experimenters and servicemen will find a cement of this kind
extremely handy for cementing speaker
cones, insulMing bases, repairing valve
bases, etc.

RADIO SERVICEMEN!!
Contributions, preferobly of a
practical nature, will be accepted for this page. Payment will
be made for all items published.
A small amount of acetone obtainable
from any chemist should be placed in
a suitable bottle, preferably one with a
brush attached to the cork-a discarded
finger nail polish will serve admirably.
The celluloid strips are then dropped
into the acetone where they slowly dissolve .to form the cement.
If the cement becomes too thick, simply
add more acetone-if too thin, add more
celluloid.

Aligning Hint
Frequently when aligning a receiver
with two or more i.f. stages, it will be
found that the set will break into oscillation as the stages are brought into
resonance. This problem may be eliminated by applying degeneration to each
stage in the following manner.
Disconnect the cathode by-pass con-

<lensers of the i.f. stages and remove the
grid returns for these stages from the
A.V.C. line or ground and connect them
to the cathodes, leaving the condensers
disconnected. This reduces the sensitivity
enough to check oscillation. Upon completing the alignment, replace the original connections and the sensitivity of
the set will return to normal.

Transformer Repairs
If one-half of .the secondary of a
vibrator transformer opens, the output
voltage usually drops to a value too low
for satisfactory operation. An emergency
repair can often be effected by parallelling the plates of the rectifier valve, thus
reducing the internal resistance. Connect
the open side of the buffer condenser to
ear-th. Additional filter capacity may be
used to increase the filtering and add a
few volts to the output.

Protecting Drawings
When constructing a piece of apparatus
from a schematic drawing which is to be
kept, cover the diagram with a sheet of
tracing paper tacked to your workbench or held on a clip board.
In this way, connections may be crossed
off the tracing paper, as they are wired,
and the drawing will remain clean. This
is especially helpful when building
several copies of the same circuit; as the
paper can be changed easily and always
checked against the original schematic.

BUILD YOUR OWN F-M
TUNER!!
As reguJar F -M transmissions will
soon become a part of our broadcasting system, NOW is the time to build
up a suitable unit to tune into this
new band.
Full constructional details for a
modern 6 valve F-M tuner unit designed to cover the 88-108 Mc. band
were given in the August, 1948 issue
of RADIO SCIENCE.
Obtain your copy by writing direct
to the Subscription Department, Box
5047, G.P.O. Sydney, and enclosing 1/in postal note or stamps.
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LATEST UNIVERSITY nSUPERCHECKE'R"

The complete unit is housed in an attractive brocade finished cabinet measuring 14! x 8lj- x 8:J-. The front panel is
of etched brass with raised nickel plated
ilnes and letters on a deep red background.

Latest addition to the University range of test equipment is the new
"Superchecker", which combines the functions of a signal tracer and an
AC-DC Vacuum Tube Voltmeter.
The circuit comprises a two stage tuned
_ R-F amplifier, a diode detector, and a
. two stage A-F amplifier, feeding into a
loud speaker. It has an inbuilt power
supply which operates on 230-260 volts,
40-60 cps.
The tuning range of the R-F circuits
is:- (1) 175 kc. to 490 kc. (2) 550 kc .-1550
kc. (3) 1.5 to 4.0 Mc. (4) 6.3 to 18 Mc.
The V.T. Voltmeter which measures up
to 550 volts AC or DC has an input resistance of 11 megs on the DC range and

JO megs on the AC range. A cavity type
RF multiplier in the input circuit used
in conjunction with the VTYM enables
stage gain measurements to be made. Of
special interest is the centre zero scale
which enables either positive or negative
voltages to be measured with respect to
the chassis without the necessity of reversing the test prods or operating a reversing switch.

The VTVM and tracer may be used
1imultaneously for
observing signals at
two distinct points
in a receiver and
this often greatly
facilitates the location of intermittent
faults. All indications are provided
on a large illuminated rectangular
meter scale measuring approx. 4i x
4 inches.

Additional information on this unit
may be obtained by writing direct to the
manufacturers-Messrs. Radio Equipment
Pty. Ltd., 5 York Street, North, Sydney.

NEW F-M ANTENNA
Following the recent r elease of the . complete range of F-M tuner units, 10.7 Mc_
I-F's and special ratio detector coils,
Slade's Radio now advise that a special
F-M dipole is available.
Consisting of two copper rods, cut to
resonate at 92 Mc., the dipole is already
mounted on a suitable base. It is fitted
with 75 feet of 75 ohm twin lead-in, and
other than erecting it in a suitable place,
is completel y ready for attaching to the
F-M Receiver input.
Further details of this equipment can
be obtained by writing direct to Slades
Radio Pty. Ltd., Lang Street, Croydon.

New AC-DC Valve Range
Of particular interest to the radio.
trade, is the recent announcement of the
Amalgamated Wireless Valve Coy. to include a range of Marconi AC-DC valves
in their list of preferred types for 1949.

"RADAMETA" MODULATED OSCILLATORS
A new range of modulated oscillators is now being marketed
by Radameta Test Equipment. Available in five different
models this portable unit will give an unbroken coverage
from 11 Okc. to 42mc.
The use of a Colpitts circuit ensures
stable operation, with an accuracy of better than 2 per cent. The high frequency
encl of each band is tuned by means of
high "Q" trimming condensers, and the
low frequency encl by means of iron cores.
Each band is checked at all major divisions to ensure high accuracy. A large,
directly calibrated semi-circular dial,
makes the reading of the instrument a
simple operation.
These oscillators are available with the
following specifications:
R068.-A .C. 195' to 255 volts, 40 to 60
cycle, modulation 50 cycle.
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R078.-Above model with built-in
vibrator.
R088.-A .C. 195 to 25 volts, 40
cycle, 400 cycle modulation.
R098.-Above model with built-in
vibrator.
R0108.-Ilattery model, 400 . cycle
Jation .

6 volt
to 60
6 volt
modu-

These valves are scheduled for early
arrival in this country and in view of
their excellent operating characteristics it
is considered they will find a ready application in Australian receivers requiring
this type of . valve.
The complete
types:-

range

comprises

five

X76M-Triocle Hexocle.
W76-Variable Mu H.F. Pentode.
DH76-Double Diode Triode.

All are fitted in a metal box finished in
black brocade.

KT71-0utput Tetrode.

For further information on this equipment all enquiries should be directed to
Radameta Test Equipment, Fowler Road,
Guildford, N.S.W.

Additional information regarding these
valves can be obtained by writing to
Amalgamated Wireless Valve Coy., 47 York
Street, Sydney.

U76-Half Wave Rectifier.
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TRAN S-T ASMAN
By

J.- F.
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4YZ CELEBRATES TENTH ANNIVERSARY
On Monday, August 2, the southernmost
radio station in the world 4YZ Invercargill,
celebrated its 10th anniversary with a
special four hour programme. Actually, the
programme was to celebrate the anniversary
of the transmitter at Dacre.
The story of 4 YZ dates back to September .
5, 1937, when the New Zealand Government
purchased the former 4ZP for the sum of
£1500.
The National Broadcasting Service
continued to operate as 4ZP, "The Voice of
Southland" until November 1. when the call
sign was changed to 4YZ. Tests were then
carried out for a suitable transmitter site
for the new station . Dacre, 15 miles north
<Jf Invercargill, on the Main North Road
was approved, and the buildings to house
the transmitter and staff began in November of that year.
A modern 5000 wait transmitter was supplied and installed by Amalgamated Wireless (Australasia) Ltd.
The two 325 feet
steel towers support the fo lded top half
wave antenna, the principal radiation · coming from the vertical lead.
Ten miles of
coupled wire was buried for the earth
system.
The aerial and earthing systems
were specially designed to reduce fading and
increase the reception area of the station.
An emergency studio is located at Dacre,
and is used when a breakdown occurs at
the main studio, or if the two landlines to
Invercargill fail.
The former hall owned
by the United Friendly Societies in Tay
Street was purchased and converted into
the studios and offices.

Heard in the United States
Station 4YZ is heard over a wide area,
and reception reports have been received
from New Zealand, Australia and the United
States of America . The most distant report
came from Walnutport, 60 miles north of
Philadelphia, the writer stating that 4YZ
was the second strongest signal from the
South Pacific area, the best being 4YA and
the third, lYA.
The staff in 1937, consisted of Mr. J. F.
Skedden, s tat ion TQ._anager, tw~ announcers
and two technicians-today, the staff num ..
hers over 20.
The programme department
has bui lt up the library of recordings from
a few thousand to over 22,000.

Anniversary Programme
The anniversary programme covered the
history of the station and programmes. Extracts from popular serials which have been

broadcast over 4YZ during the past 11 years
were recalled, including the first episode of
"Dad and Dave."
One of the highlights
of the evening was the station staff's version of this serial as it would be broadcast
in 1998.
Outstanding sporting events broadcast by
the station were also covered, including racing, trotting and the history of the Ranfurly Shield. The development of the children's session and religious broadcasts, the
rise in popularity of "Listener's Own," the
housewives' sessit>n and the local talent prog rammes were featured .
The programme opened with a message
from the Minister in charge of Broadcasting, Mr. Jones, and a message from the
Director of Broadcasting, Professor J. Shelley. Further greetings were broadcast from
the Mayor, Mr. A. Wachner, two former
station managers, Mr. J. F. Skedden (now
of 3YA), and Mr . H. C . Trim (now of lYA).
The present manager, Mr. H. A. S. Rollinson also spoke.

New Zealand readers are invited to contribute any items concerning radio, broadcasting, DXing and amateur radio activities
far inclusion in this section. All
'letters should be forwarded- direct
to: Mr. J. F. FOX, 41 Bird Street,
St. Kilda, Dunedin, S.2. N.Z.

Royal Tour-Radio Controlled
Cars
"Several cars conveying the Royal party
during next year's tour of New Zealand wiJI
be equipped with two-way radio for intercommunication ,'' said the Postmaster-General ,
Mr. Hackett, recently. "This two-way radio
contact will facilitate the movement of the
Royal convoy, and it will enable not only
closer co-ordination of movement but also
give added safety. Post Office engineers have
planned the equipment to be used. It is of
standard type, identical wi t h that installed
in the cars of the traffic inspectors of the
Transport Department.
/
Radio Science was informed by the Post
and Telegraph Department that the arrangements are still in their preliminary stage
and the technical details cannot be published
yet .
The equipment used in the patrol cars of
the Government Transport Department are
ex-American aircraft ARC5 transmittersreceivers. These sets have an output power
of 15 watts and the patrol cars transmit on
3280 kilocycles.

Milford Track Communications
A comprehensive plan to improve telecommunication facilities in the Milford Sound ..
Eglinton Valley-Lake Te Anau area is an•
nounced by the Postmaster-General (Mr.
Hackett) . Tl•e plan provides for the installation of a radio link giving radio-telephone
toll communication between Milford Sound
and Te Anau. This will be done by installing modern radio-telephone equipment.
A high-grade metallic telephone toll circuit
is in course of erection between Te Anau
and Lumsden. In addition, a single-channel
carrier telephone outlet will be provided directly from Te Anau to Invercargill. A radiotelephone link between Glade House and Te
Anau has already been installed by the Post
Office for the Tourist Department.
The new scheme, when completed w ill, in
conjunction with the Tourist Department's
Glade House radio link and the existing telephone lines in parts of the area, bring all
main points through which tourist parties
move into communicat ion with each other.
At points where a direct toll telephone outlet will not be provided, arrangements have
been made to pass messages and telegrams.

Frequency Modulation
When interviewed recently by Radio Science,
the Minister in Charge of Broadcasting, the
Hon. F. Jones, stated that there was no possibil ity of frequency modulation being intro.
duced into New Zealand .
The subject has been discussed between
the broadcasting offic-ials and the Minister,
and it was decided that the circumstances
did not justify frequency modulation broadcasting.

Radio Aids for Aircraft
Radio aids for aircraft are now in operation on the main trunk air route between
Auckland and Dunedin. The provision of the
radio aids enables pilots to fly blind without
a gl impse of land, and will be helpful in
maintaining the air services during bad
weather.
Radio ranges transmit a beam which forms
a Jane of sound 10 miles wide. The pilot
hears a steady note which changes to a
warning morse s ignal should he fly off his
course.
At Whenuapai, New Zealand's overseas
airport, four transmitters are incorporated in
the radio range which was installed during
the war. The sound tracks from Whenuapai
extend to Waipapakauri in the north and to
Rukuhia and New Plymouth in the south.
Another track reaches far into the Tasman
and is of benefit to overseas aircraft. Apart
from this, radio ranges are installed at New
P lymouth, Porirua and Harewood, and fan
markers at Mangere and Christchurch, with
homing beacons located at Rukuhai, Wanganui, Palmerston North, Ohakea, Paraparaumu
and Kaikoura.
National Airways Corporation air liners
using the main trunk route are equipped
with the radio aids, while the installation of
t he equipment at the flying control centres
is proceeding satisfactory,

)
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ON THE BROADCAST BAND
· DX AUSTRALIAN STATIONS
In addition to the many overseas signals now being
heard on the normal broadcast or medium-wave bands,
stations operating from within the Commonwealth - also
provide interesting DX for many enthusiasts.
The two-hour time difference between our
East and West coast gives the listeners a
splendid opportunity to log signals from
these stations. West Australian stations, for
example, a.re on the air long after most of
the Eastern stations close their night transmissions, whilst signals from Eastern stations may be heard in the West before local
stations begin their morning programmes.
In fact, with such a small number of stations in operation in W.A., listeners in that
State are generally able to tune the Eastern State programmes without interference
at practically any time of the night.
Transmitting the A .B.C. Interstate (or
light) programme, 6WF Perth, 690 kc. is
audible after 4KQ Brisbane (having moved
from 650kc. Sept. 1st, of course) concludes
its evening programme.
6WF can usually
be heard until 2.00 a.m ., when it closes down
with r egional relay stations 6WA Wagin,
560kc. (the bes t signal from W.A. here from
after 3GI c loses at midnight), 6GF Kalgoorlie, 720kc. and the comparatively new 6GN
Geraldton, 820kc. 6WN Perth, 800kc . carrying the A.B .C. main national programme,
leaves the a ir nightly at 1 a.m. and is also
heard at fair level at most locations in the
Eastern States.
W.A. Commercial stations heard after midnight include 6PR Perth, 880kc. in relay to
the 2kw. GTZ Dardenup, 1340kc. and the
new 6CI Collie, 1430kc. 6IX Perth, 1240kc.,
with 6WB Katanning, 1070kc. and 6MD Merredin., llOOkc. with the same programme.
6PM, also with studios in Perth, is another
heard fairly well, 1130kc. in relay generally
with another 2kw. transmitter, 6AM Northam on 980kc.
Relay stations frequently
close down a little earlier than the Perth
stations, allowing one to hear the latter

without any chance of confusion with re1ay
units. 6KG Kalgoorlie, 121Qkc. and Geraldton 1370kc. are others to listen for.
Only two Australian Stations remain on
the air all night-2UW, 1110kc. Sydney,
with its 24-hour a day service (which, incidentally brings its 750 watt transmitter
operating from the tower in the City into
service from around midnight to 6.30 a.m .,
replacing the lkw unit some 8 miles away
at Homebush Bay), and 3AK Melbourne, 200
watts, 1500kc. which begins service at 11.30
p.m. week nights, earlier Sunday, closing
down at 7 a.m. week days, 4 a.m. Sundays .
Stations operating from distant centres
on the same channel as a transmitter
located not far from one's listening p ost
seldom fails to attract interest, due to the
difficulty usualJy experienced before finally
compiling a reception report. 4CA Cairns,
sharing 1010kc. w ith 4MB Maryborough and
7EX Launceston is no exception to this and
so the few w ho possess vefifications from
4CA usually speak with pride of its addition
to their collection. Jus t prior to sunset is
often a good time to lis ten for stations on
s hared channels. At our listening post, for
example,
2MW-1470kc.
Murwillumbah,
reaches us at fine level around 5.30 p.m.,
while 3CV Maryborough prevents good reception from this one from about 6 o'clock .
Late at night is also good on occasions, as
one station may close leaving the channel
clear for a s tation still remaining on the
air.

By
ROY HALLETT

LATEST AMERICAN STATION NEWS
Although at the time of ·writing we have
had no experience of what this season may
offer as far as signals from North America
and Europe are concerned, we expect some
interesting reception Quring the month of
October. Despite the increased radio interference from static, etc., during our summer
months, signals from North America around
midnight, and those from Europe around
sunset. are very often received at most locations at good strength.
It should be remembered four time zones
are in operation in U.S.A. and should a
report be sent in v,vhich Pacific time has
been shown to a station in say, the Mountain
time zone then confusion may result, and
an otherwise correct report refused verification. As an example, 11 p .m. AEST corresponds to--5 a.m . Pacific standard time, 6 a.m.
Mountain time, 7 a .:pi. Central, and 8 a.m.
Eastern S.T.
Generally, "Midnight Americans" heard here are in the three former
zones.
As previous ly mentioned, particular care
should be taken to identify correctly a particular station, since shared channels are
very frequent in the U.S.A. Also, in some
cases, stations operate on a basis not as yet
in use here, being permitted to operate only
during limited periods, whi le other stations
on the same channel have similar permits
for alternate periods .
On 820kc., for example, at certain times WFAA D'alias, Texas,
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50kw. leaves the air and WBAP Fort Worth,
also in Texas and witlo. 50kw takes the air.
This particular chanegover has been heard
taking place but without hearing the announcements it would have been impossible
to realise we were not listening to the same
station during the entire period, there being
no apparent break in continuity .
Try for some of these, around 11 p.m. and
midnightCBK Watroux, Sask. Canada CM) 540kc.
KFRC San Francisco, Calif. U.S.A. 610kc.
(P).

KFI Los Angeles, Calif. 640kc. (P).
KPO San Francisco, Calif. ' 680kc. (P) and
watch out for KABC San Antonio, Texas
(C), on this same channel.
KIRO Seattle, Wash. 710kc. (P).
XEX Mexico City, Mexico, 730kc. (C).
KECA Los Angeles, Calif. 790kc. (P).
XELO Ciudad, Juarez, Mexico, SOOkc. (C).
English language programmes often.
XEMO Tijuana, Mexico, 860kc. (P).
KHJ Los Angeles, Calif. 930 kc. (P).
KFWB Los Angeles, 980kc.
KNX Los Angeles, 1070kc.
One of the
stronger generally.
KSL Salt Lake City, Utah l160kc. (M).
Signals from this area should also be good
at night on frequencies between 1500 and 1600
kc . and also from as early as 7 p.m., as at
present these signals are not cut off by any
local transmitters.

READERS' RE'PORTS
Following our recent reference to recep ..
tion of privately operated two-way radio
communications service, Mr. Dave Harding,
Lakemba, has logged Wellington (N.Z.) Police
radio, on approximately 1700kc., sending the
usual calls to police cars in the area, etc.
This one suffers from interference from
VKG Sydney, when that station is in operation.
Some interesting information has been forwarded from Mr. B. Sanyal, Indian Government Welfare Officer in Sydney, in reply to
a request for certain information dealing
with radio in his country.
After hearing
Dacca's 1167kc. station operating from what
is now Pakistan territory, we believed several other stations familiar to local DXers
may also be operating from Pakistan territory, and this has now been confirmed by our
friend, Mr. Sanyal. Lahore and Pashawar,
he advises are also now in Pakistan territory. Stations in both these Cities, operating on 886 and 629kc. respectively, are being
heard fairly well at present.
Our sincere thanks to Mr. Sanyal for the
prompt and thorough attention to our request, and also for his offer of additional
information .

Mr. Art Cushen is hearing quite a batch
of good s ignals from India, Pakistan and
other Asiatic countries at present at his
listening post in Invercargill, South ·Island,
N.Z.
"Radio Pakistan", 1167kc. is quite
fair level with its 1.30 a.m. (AEST) news,
while All India Radio stations r un a bulletin
at the same time, which this DXer hears on
1333kc. from the station at Jullunder-one
of the lower power units, reported earlier in
this section, with only 250 watts. On 1290
kc. a station at Shillong, Assam, India is
being heard well with the 1.30 news from
Delhi. This one is heard till after 2 o'clock.
'{:i

'{:i

-er

Mr. Bryan Richardson has sent information concerning the September re-shuffle in
New Zealand, which has proved an interesting addition to our batches of notes on the
subject. This reader has just received veri..
fications from KRON and KPOA, and is
hearing some interesting signals with KGMB,
KNX, etc. coming in well, just after N.Z.'s
sunset.
Mr. Dudley Philips has written from
Gympie, Queensland, to tell us that after
reading our recent pages he has been able
to indentify a station he has been hearing
on the 1500 to 1600kc. part of band as
XERF. XERF (1580kc.) has been tuned in
several times at Mr. Philip's listening post,
being heard from 8 p.m., and also on occa..
sions around 5.30 to 6 p.m. He logged another American station on approximately
1600kc. one evening just prior to 6 o'clock,
but has not been able to definitely identify
it at the time of writing. We look forward
to his further log with interest.
'{:i

'{:i

-er

Mr. J. Johnston, Manly, looks forward to
his copies each month with keen iitterest.
With his 5v. receiver working from an inverted L aerial 90ft. loRg, erected above a
60ft. block of flats, our friend has been
quite successful of late logging stations in
N.Z., Asia and North America .
JOAK,
Tokyo has been heard opening at 5 a .m.
and also around 11 p .m.
Several reports
have been sent to N.Z. stations, listening
having been done around 4 and 5 a.m. when
these stations are heard free from interference from locals and are commencing
their early morning transmissions .
Our
friend has also been able to log 2YA and
3WV (Horsham, Vic., 580kc .) at fair level
at midday, which is certainll; not always
p :.ssible here in Sydney.
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BY TED WHITING

RECEPTION CONDITIONS IMPROVING
Excellent conditions have obtained on
all bands during the past month, and we
are hopeful that from the experience of
previous years, that such conditions will
continue throughout oui: warmer seasons.
It will be noticed that as summer approaches, that there is a falling-off in
the strength of the stations heard in daylight hours, but this falling-off is more
than compensated by the increase in the
level of the stations heard from 4 p.m.
In the section of the station list published in this issue, will be found many
sta.tions to be heard on almost any type
of receiver in the evenings, and we will
be very appreciative of any logs sent
in to us.
Many stations have been heard recently,
including a few of the rarer ones, comments on which will be found in the
body of the notes.

Your Log Book
One of the important adjuncts to the
listening post is und:iubtedly the LOJ
Book, placing on record as it does tile
activities of the post, and providing a
reference which is invaluable in determining the bands which it may be expected
will yit:id results from time to time. Apart
from a II this, it is necessary to keep a

record of your listening so that at your
leisure yoh tan write the reports to
stations received.
A book may be ruled so that the
columns will contain such information .-.~
Date, Time, Frequency, Call Sign, and
Location, Signal Strength, Fading, with
space provided for details of the programme and other general information. A
daily entry shou ld be made concerning the
weather and general conditions of reception, and any change in the equipmrnt
used may a lso be noted.
Those readers who, in sending repor• s
to the writer are doubtful as to the information mast interesting to us, are assure.J
that all a'Vai lable information is of interest, obvious,Iy the weather conditions
are generally known, but other details are
invaluable.

READERS' REPORTS
Readers desirous of submitting
Short Wave reports for inclusion
in these notes, should ensure
they reach our Short Wave Correspondent not later than the I st ·
of each month. Address oll letters to:-Mr. Ted Whiting, 16
Louden Street, Five Dock, N.S.W.

STATIONS NOW BEING HE'ARD
INDIA:
VUD8 21510kc. News and music in early
afternoon, 1.45 p.m.
VUD7 15160kc. Good signal in musical programme and news in English, 7 .45 p.m.
VUD9 15350kc. Another fine signal at 8
p.m., with news and programme details.
VUD5 15190kc. More programme and frequency details at 1.30 p.m.
VUD3 9670kc. Transmission of news tn
Hindustani, fine signal.
VUD4 11850kc. News and music in English
at 11 1r.. m.
VUDll 15290kc. Similar
programme
at
1.80 p.m .
VUDlO 17830kc. Heard at 1.45 p.m . in service to Chinese listeners in Far East.
VUB2 7240kc. English news followed by
music at 10.30 p.m .
VUV 3335kc. and 6170kc. Located at HY·
derbad, s cheduled on 3335kc.: noon-2.10
p .m ., 2.30-6 .30 p.m., 9.30 p.m.-4 a .m. ;
on 6170kc . : 10.30 p.m.-3.30 a.m .
CHINA:
XTPA 11650kc. Chinese music 7.30 p,m.,
and news in English, 11.15 p.m.
XGOA 5985kc. Oriental type programme,
8.15 p .m.; news in English, 11-15 p.m.
XLRA 11500kc. Another heard
in local
programmes at 8.30 p.m.
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XGOA 17765kc. At 7 p.m., with English
news and music, requires reports.
XGOA 9730kc. Mixed menu of Oriental
and western fare.
XGOY 6140kc. News irr English at 11 p.m.
followed by music.
XMTA 12217kc. Good signal at most locations at 7 p.m.
XGOY 7150kc. On edge of amateur frequencies, good signal through evenings.
XGOA 11230kc. Music, followed by Chinese
news at 8 p.m.
XNCR 9390kc. Frequency
variable,
fair
level here at 9.15 p .m.
XGOY 15170kc. News in English at 9 p .m .,
weather reports.
XKPB 9500kc. New station using 200 watt
transmitter, 10.3G-11.30 a.m., 1-2 p.m.,
7.30 p.m .-12 .55 a.m. Located at ShansiTaiyuan, Shansi.
XOPB 12120kc. Located at Chekiang, 500
watts .
Schedule: · 10.39 a.m.-1.30 p.m.,
3.30 p.m.-12.30 a.m.
CANADA:
CFRX 6070kc. Weather reports at good
strength at 8.45 p .m., music follows.
CBLX 15090kc. A good one at 10 p.m. ;
news, music and weather reports .
CKNC 17820kc. Fine transmission in French
at 10.45 a.m., music follows.

CHLS 9610kc. Heard well at 7.45 p .m.,
music and "Canadian Chronical."
CKCS 15320kc. United Nations' service at
1.30 v .m., fine signal.
CHOL 11720kc. Another heard at 7.!5 pm.,
good level.
PHILIPPINES:
KZBU 6100kc. English news at 11.15 p.m.,
good at 10.15 p.m. with local programme.
KZRH 9640kc. News and music, "Star Entertainment" 7.45 p.m.
Also heard at
good level at 8 a.m.
KZFM 11840kc. English news and musical
programme at 8 p.m.
KZOK 9690kc. Local programme, good signal at 7.15 p.m.
KZFM 9620kc. Also good on this frequency
with local programme, 7.30 p.m.
Voice of America, Manilla, heard on 11890
kc. and 15380kc. at 7 p,m,; fine signal.
THE EAST:
SEAC 17730kc. 11etails of frequencies given
a t opening of service at 10.30 a.m.
SEAC 15120kc. Also in same service from
Ceylon, good signa1s.
Singapore 6770kc. Music and news at 8.15
p.m. Watch this one for changes to be
made in near future.
Kuala Lumpur, Malaya 6030kc. French and
English used. Programme for local listeners at 10.15 p.m.
YDC, Java 15145kc. Dutch news at 10 a.m.,
'good music as in old days from this one.
YHN 10840kc. Music and English commentaries at 8.45 p,m.
YCN3 8090kc. In a bad spot this one, heard
at 10.45 p .m.
JKC, Tokio 7250kc. Japanese news and mu·
sic of western type at 9 p.m.
JVW4 9560kc. Similar type programme at
8 p.m. Best signal from Japan.
JKF 9650kc. English type programmes at
7 p.m., a lso local services in Japanese.
WLKS 61()5kc.
Services transmitter, heard
with "Hit Parade", 9.30 p.m.
YDZ 4895kc. Diak, Borneo. Signs at midnight in English.
HLKA 7935kc. Heard 8.30 p.m. in Korean
programme.
Schedule:
noon·3
p.m.,
6.30-11.SO p .m., 7.30-9 .SO a.m. Se;id reports to Commanding General, USAMGIK,
APO 235-2, C/ o. Postmaster, San Francisco.
SOUTH AND CENTRAL AMERICA:
XEHH, Mexico 11875kc. Fine signal with
news in Spanish at 11.45 a.m., music
follows.
XEWW, Mexico 9500kc. Fine signal when
heard at 2 p .m. and again at 11 p .m.;
all in Spanish. Verifies, but is slow.
XEQQ. Mexico 9680kc. Heard at 3 p.m.,
with good musical program1ne ; also announ ces in Spanish.
XEBT, Mexico 9620kc. One of the strongest
at 3.30 p.m., similar service in Spanish.
XENN, Mezico 11782kc. "Radio Mundial",
heard at 11.45 a.m., with news in Spanish and music.
The notes in this issue are compiled from
information supplied to us by the following:
Mr. A. T. Cushen, Invercargil!, N.Z.: Miss
D. Sanderson, Malvern, Vic.: Mr. J. B. Har·
greaves, Sydney, N.S.W.; Mr. B. Penhall,
Merrylands, N.S.W.; Mr. A. D. Addis, Ascot,
Queensland.
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·LISTEN FOR THESE .STATIONS
HRA, Honduras, 9045kc. Now on this frequency, moved from 6048kc.; closes at
2 p.m. Is anyone hearing this one?
OAX2A , Peru , 6000kc. Recently moved from
5620kc.; closes at 2.30 p.m., • with fair
s ignal in N.Z.
OAX4P, Peru, 5985kc.
This one has been
repo rted closing at 2 p.m.
Any com ..
ments?
TGLA, Guatemala, 6295kc.
Slogan of this
one is believed to be "La Vaz de Centro America". Opens on this frequency
at 10.15 p.m.
Managua, Nicaragua, 6300kc.
Opens with
recording of song of the same name at
10 p.m.
It is reported that two more
stations are operating from Managua"Radio America" on 8170kc. and the
other on 8320kc., both s ig ning at 2 p .m.
HC4MN, Ecuador, 9870kc.
"La Voz de
Democracia," Manta.
Heard to 2.30
p.m.
AFRICA:
Capetown, 5880kc. Fair level at 4 p .m . in
N .Z., with news relay from BBC. Reports should be addressed to Box 4459,
Johannesburg.
Radio Africa, Tangiers. Radiates at 11 p.m.. 2 a.m., 5-8 a.m. in French, Spanish and
Arabic, using a power of 1000 watts.
Address is 39, Calle Shakespeare, Tangiers . Frequency is 7080kc.
CR7BU, Lourenco Marques, Portuguese East
Africa, 4810kc. Other outlets are CR7BE
9730kc., CR7AB 3490kc., CR7BV 4930kc.,
CR7BJ 9640kc. All stations are now on
increased power.
EQB, Teheran, 15100kc. French and English news; music at 10.15 p.m.
CNR3, Rabat, 9080kc. All in French; news
and music at 7 .15 a.m. Fair level.
SUX, Cairo, 7865kc.
Service in Arabic at
7.45 a.m.; noisy on this spot, but signal quite fair. 1
OTC2, Leopoldville, 9767kc. Heard in French
at 11.30 a.m., with news and music.
EUROPE:
CS2MK, Lisbon, 11027kc. News and music,
news in Portuguese; good one at 8 a.m .
Monte Carlo, 6038kc. Heard at 8.15 a.m. in
French news, etc. Fair signal.
HER6, Switzerland, 15305kc. Fine signal and
programme of national music at 10.15
·a .m.
HER5,
Switzerland,
11715kc.
News
in
French and music at 4.15 p .m .
Liepzig, Germany, 9730kc. Good signal, with
news ~nd music in German, 2 p.m.
Belgrade, Yugoslavia, 9420kc. Heard at 4
p .m., with male and female announcers,
in French news.
SBP, Sweden , 11705kc. Quite a good one at
5 p.m . : news and music.
PCJ, Holland, 21480kc. News of the Netherlands at 7.45 p.m.; fine signal.
LLG, Oslo, 9610kc.
News in Norwegian:
chu r ch service at 5.15 p.m.; fine signal.
OZG, Denmark, 11805kc.
Coming through
well at times at 5.30 p.m.
This one
will verify in time.
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Warsaw, Poland, 6220kc. News in Polish
and music, at good level.
Listen for
this one at 6.45 a.m.
Rome, Italy, 608akc. Another one which is
heard well at 7 a.m. with news in Italian.
CS2WD, Lisbon, Portugal, 6155kc. This sta·
tion has recently verified, schedule 5.3010 a .m.
Address is Emisora Catholica
Portuguesa, Rue Capelo 5, Lisbon, Portugal.
Radio Stuttgart, 6180kc.
Power now 900
watts, schedule 7.30-10.30 p.m., 2-7.30
a.m. and on Sunday,
p.m.-8 a.m.
Address reports to V. Ziemelis, Chief
Eng.ineer Radio Stuttgart,
Grossrundfunksender, Muhlacker, Stuttgart, Germany.
Frankfurt, Germany, 6190kc.
Schedule now
is 2-5.45 p .m., 7.15-11.10 p.m., midnights a.m.
KZCA, Salzb1.1rg. Power is 300 watts. Verified to A. Cushen recently. Address 'to
T / 3 Robert Graff,
Station
Manager,
KZCA, Salzburg, Austria.
VP4RD, Trinidad, 9625kc.
This one was
for a time heard on 9648kc., but now
are on their assigned freq~ency.
The
signal is quite a good one at 8 p.m ..
News is r ead by a female at 8.15 p.m.
and later at 9 p.m., a BBC relay is taken.
The announcement is Radio Trinidad.
H12T, Dominican Republic, • 9727kc.
Listen
for this one at 8 .15 a .m., with good
musical programme and news bulletins
in Spanish.
Hl4T, Dominican Republic, 5985kc.
Opens
at 9.15 p.m. with march; news and
music follows, all in Spanish.
BllZ, Dominican Republic, "Radio Nacio ..
nal", heard in N .Z. at 8.30 p.m. daily.
Address is Apartado 1092, Cuidad Trujillo, Dominican Republic.

.

.

COCY, Havana, l l 740kc. Excellent level at
2.30 p.m. ..._Chimes and fanfares of
trumpets as interval signals. Transmiss ion in Spanish.
COBC, Havanp., 9370kc. Heard at 9 p.m.;
often interference on this spot; fair
level.
COKG, Havana, 8950kc.
Noise and interference . bad on this frequency also.
Fair signal in news, etc., in Spanish.
Also reported in afternoon at 3.30 p .m.
TGW A, Guatemala, 9760kc. Heard well in
news and music at 2.30 p .m ., closes as
late as 5 p.m . at times.
HCJB, Quito, 9958kc.
Religious transmis- •
sions at 2.30 p.m. on this frequency,
and on 15110kc. at 4.30 p .m . Various
languages used in transmissions.
LRM, Argentina, 6180kc. Fine programmes
in Spanish at 8 .30 p.m.; heard well.
LRYl, Argentina, 9545kc. Also a good s ignal at 8.30 p.m., in same type of service.
PRL8, Brazil, 11720kc. #"Radio Nacional."
Music and chimes as interval signal
during Spanish programme. Heard well,
mostly at 8.15 p.m.

ZYBS, Brazil, 11765kc. Another good one at
8.30 p.m. in Spanish service. All these
stations Verify.
ZYC8, Brazil, 9610kc. A little later at 9.30
p .m ., this one is heard well; usual service.
HPSJ, Panama, 11690kc.
CBS relay of
music an<l news in Spanish; heard at
9.15 p.m .
Listen for this one at 11
a.m.; may be heard on occasions.
CE622, Chile, 6220kc.
In English and
Spanish from 9 p.m. ~ best time is about
9.30 p.m . when signal is quite fair.
HRN, Honduras, 5940kc. Closes at 2 p.m.
with usual announcements in English ..
Power, 1500 watts; heard in N.Z.

CLUB NOTES & NEWS
HURSTVILLE DISTRICT
AMATEUR RADIO CLUB
C.W.A. Rooms,
378 Forest Road,
HURSTVILLE.
President: F. Tregurtha.
Secretary: C. Coyle.
Owing to very bad weather on the 18th
of July, the above Club was forced to
postpone their Field Day, which was to
be held at Carr's Park. The Club will
now hold their Field Day at the same
place, on the 31st of October, 1948, and
it is to be hoped that the clubs who were
invited to the last Field Day will be
able to attend. Hams, would-be Hams
and visitors are cordially invited to attend, as an interesting and enjoyable
day should be had by all. All particulars
ca n be had from the Secretary (LW I326) .
Carr's Park buses leave Kogarah Station
at 15 and 45 past eachhour.
The Club will be transmitting on 40
and 60 metres, and on 144 M / cs during
the day, and would be glad to contact
any station who happen to hear us on
the air.

NEW ZEALAND READERS
Ensure you receive every copy of
RADIO SCIENCE as soon as it is
published by taking out a subscription. This can be made through our
local agents, H. Barnes & Co., 4 Boulcott Terrace, We11ington, any branch
of Gordon and Gotch Ltd., S.O.S.
Radio Ltd., 283 Queen Street, Auckland, C.1., or if you prefer, by writing
direct to our office, Box 5047, G.P .0.
Sydney.
In each case the rates are the same:
12/ - per annum, or 21/- for two
years, post free to any address in the
Dominion.
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For the benefit of those who have no access to a reliable station list we hope to include each month a list of stations by
order of frequency and which, under reasonable conditions, are reliably received in Australia.
Location

Sehedule

Call Sign
YHP
PMS4

Java
Sourabaya

Moscow
Omdurm an
WNRI
HCJB
CS2WI
HCJR
Pnonpenh
Batavia
Moscow
WXFG
XMPA
Tananarive
XOPB
ZNP
GRF

Russia
Soudan
New York
Quito
Lisbon
Colombia
Indo China
Java
Russia
Aleutian Is .
Chin a
Madagascar
China
Aden ·
London

13420kc.
13355kc.
13050kc.
12445kc.
12400kc.
12400kc.
12360kc.
12270kc.
12260kc.
12260kc.
12210kc.
12140kc.
12120kc.
12115kc.
12095kc.

GRV
CEllSO
Damascus
LRS2
Tabriz
FZI

London
Chile
Palestine
Argentina

12040kc.
12000kc.
12000kc.
11990kc.
11985kc.
11970kc.

Audible most of 24 hours ,
9 a .m. and from 10.10 p.m .
3 p.m . and G a.m.
Cwses at 2 p.m.
l.~0 a .m.
3-4.30 p.m.; 8.30-10 p.m.; 2-10.45

HERS
GVY
ZP5
Moscow
GVX

Berne
London
Paraguay
Russia
London
Java
Chungking
San Francisco
Chile
Cameroons
San F rancisco
Russia
Belgium
Honolulu
Man i la
France
Melbourne
Argentine
Mexico
D'elhi
Boston
New York

Audible at 10 a.m.

7.45 a.m.
5.15-7.30 p.m. to Australia, other
transmissions through day.
8.30 p .m.
8 a.m.-1.30 p.m.
ll.40 a.m .- 1.45 p.m., 10.15-10.45
p.m., ll-11 .30 p .m.

Frequency
14630kc.
13600kc.

Brazzaville

News at 12.15 a.m.
Heard nightly in local transmis·
sions.
Good one at any night.
English at 6 a.m.
Closes at 9 a.m.
9.45- ll.45p.m.; 2.30-)UO a.m.
News in French at 7.30 a.m .
Heard at 11 p.m. a n d 9.30 a.m.
Regular at 10.30 p.m.
Heard well, 9 p .m.
Nightly at 10 p .m.
9.30 p.m.-12.30 a.m.
8.15 p .m. and 10.45 p.m . good.
Listen at 2 a.m.
8 p.m . nightly.
2.15 a.m. ; closes at 3 a .m.
3.30-8 a .m . ; 2-7 p.m. ;. 9 p.m.12.15 a.m.

Call Sign
Saigon
XENN
Moscow
OIX3
YDC

Frequency
11780kc.
11780kc.
11775kc.
ll71'5kc.
11770kc.
11770kc.
11770kc.
11770kc.
11770kc.
11765kc.
ll 760kc.
ll760kc.

GVU
WNRA
WGEA
ZYB8
CKRA
VLA8
VLC3
VLB3

Melbourne
Melbourne

l l 760kc.

GSD
Moscow
HVJ
COCY
Moscow
S inJZ:apore
LKQ
KGEX
PCJ

London
Russia
Vatican City
Havana
Russ ia.
Malaya
Oslo
San Francisco
Holland

ll750kc.
ll750kc.
l l 740kc.
11737kc.
ll 737kc.
11735kc.
l l 735kc .
11730kc.
11730kc.

WRUW
WRUL
GVV
CHOL
CEll73
Paris
HE15 "

Boston
Boston
London
Sack ville
Chi le
F rance
Berne

ll730kc.
11730kc.
11730kc.
ll720kc.
ll720kc.
11720kc.
l l 715kc.

FGA
VLG3
WLWO

Dakar
Melbourne
Cincinnati

11715kc.
ll 710kc.
l l 710kc.

ij.15 -9 a.m.; 6.45-8.30 p.m.
9.30 p.m.
1.40 p.m.
1 p.m.-2.40 a .m.; 5.15-6.45 p.m.;
1-2.30 a.m.
4.45-6 a.m . ; reopens at 5 p .m.
5.45-6.45 p .m.; 6.55 p.m.-1 a.m.
8.45-10.15 p.m.; 10.30 p.m .-7.30

WLWR
SPW
Moscow
SBP
GVW
HP5J
XORA
GRG
XGAS
HCJQ
OTC
XPTA
OTC

Cincinnati
Warsaw
Russia
Sweden
London
Panama
Shanghai
London
Changsha
Colombia
Leopoldville
Canton
Congo
Russia
Java

11710kc.
ll710kc.
ll 710kc .
11705kc.
ll700kc .
11690kc.
11690kc.
11680kc.
ll680kc.
ll680kc.
11670kc.
ll650kc.
11645kc.
11630kc.
ll570kc.

10 a :m.-3 p.m.
9-10.20 p.m.
Midnight.
9.30 p.m.
7 a.m .-12.30 p.m.
Opens at 9 p .m.; also 11 a.m.
8 p.m.
Opens at 1.30 a.m . to Africa.
ll p.m.
9.30 a.m .
2-6 a.m .
11 p.m. , News.
6.30-7.45 a.m.
12.15 a.m., news.
News, 10.30 p .m.

Nanking
Hankow

11540kc.
11500kc.
ll440kc.
lll45kc.
lll45kc.
l1090kc.
11030kc.
11027kc.
llOOOkc.
10840kc.
10780kc.
10730kc.
10640kc.
10615kc.

AFRS, 9.45 p.m.
10 p .m .
12 .30-1 a.m.
8 a.m.
Closes at 11 a .m.
Closes at 6 a.m.
Closing at 9.30 p .m.
Closes at 9 a.m.
English, 9.45 a .m.
Nightly.
! -3.30 a.m.
10 p.m. -12.15 a.m.; 1.15-3.30 a.m .
7.30 p.m.
2.30-3.30 p.m.; 6.30-8 p.m.;
1-2 a.m.
7.30 a.m.
4 .30-5 a.m.
Closes midnight.
Opens 4.30 a .m ., in Russian ..
10 p.m.
9.30-1.0 p.m., English .
9 a.m.
Best at 9 p.m.
4 .30-5 a .m.
24 hour service.

wooc

0

11760kc.

a.m.

Germany

11960kc.
11955kc.
11950kc.
11948kc.
11930kc.
11928kc.
11920kc.
11900kc.
11900kc.
11898kc.
11890kc.
11890kc.
11890kc.
11890kc.
11890kc.
11885kc.
11880kc.
11880kc.
11875kc.
11870kc.
11870kc.
11870kc.
11870kc.

WNRA
HER5

New York
Berne

11870kc.
11865kc.

KWIX
GSE
VUD3

San Francisco 11860kc.
11860kc.
London
Delh i
11850kc.

Paris
OLR4A
KZFM
A lgiers

France
Prague
Manila
Algeria

XGOY
KWID
CE1190
Dakar
KWIX
Moscow
Brussels
KRHO
V of A
Paris
VLH4
LRR
XEHH
VUD9
WBOS
WNBI
Munich

VLW3
Perth
XGOA
Nanking
V.'NRX
New York
Uruguay
CXA19
Russia
Moscow
London
GSN
Ceylon
Seae
Mexico
XEBR
Forces Station Libya
HEY5
Berne
Cincinatti
WLWL
San Francisco
KCBF
Schnectady
WGEA
Italy
Milan
Melbourne
VLC7
London
GWH
Denmark
San Francisco
KNBI
Cincinatti
WLWO
Radio Wien
Austria

11845kc.
11840kc.
11840kc.
11835kc.
11830kc.
11830kc.
11830kc.
11830kc.
11825kc.
11820kc.
11820kc.
11820kc.
11820kc.
ll815kc.
11810kc.
11810kc.
ll810kc.
11810kc.
11810kc.
11800kc.
11800kc.
ll 790kc.
11790kc.
11785kc.

Spanish news at 9.30 p.m.
Nightly.
Midnight.
Daily, night and morning.
3.30-9 .30 p .m .
Opens at 9.30 p.m.
5 p.m . and 10.1 5 p .m.
7 p.m.-12 .30 a.m.
Opens midnight.
5.45 a.m.
6.30 p.m
Nightly.
3.30 p .m.
6. 9.15 a.m.
9 p.m. opens.
2 p,m. and 11.30 p.m.
3.15 p.m ., 7.30 p .m ., midnight.
7.30 p.m.
9.30 a.m. and 2 p .m.
2 .15-8 a .m.

2.30 a.m .
4 p .m. and 8 a.m.
Nightly.
4.30-6.15 p.m., 9.45 p.m. -12.15
a.m ., 4.30-9 a.m.
1.30-8.15 p.m.
Nightly.
9 a.m.-4 p .m .
News at 11.45 a.m.
9 p.m. nightly.
9 p .m .-11.30 a .m.
Heard nightly from 8.30 p.m .
After midnight.
1 p .m.-2 a.m., 4.15-8 a.m.
To Australia, 5.15-6.45 p.m.
Closing at 11 a .m.
1.15-6.45 p.m.
11 a.m. o pens.
5.15 a .m ., in Italian.
10-11.45 p.m.
'4 a.m .-m idn ight.
4 p.m. and later.
7 p.m.-2 a.m.
11 a.m.-1 p.m.
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Schedule

Location
Indo China
Mexico
Russia
Finland
Java
New York
J;,ondon
New York
Schnectady
Brazil
Montreal
Melbourne

7 p.m.-12.15 a.m.
News, 2 p.m.
Opens at 1.20 a .m.
3.45 p.m.-7 a.m.
Nightly.
7.30 a.m.
9 a.m.
8.15 a.m.
Afternoon and early a.m.
6-6.30 a.m . ; 7.45-9 .15 a.m.
4-4 .45 p.m.
1-2.15 a.m.
5-6.15 p.m.; 6.30-9.45 p.m.;
midnight-I a .m.
3. 7 p.m.; 1.15 a.m .-1.15 p.m.
Closing at 12.20 a.m.
5.30 p.m.
N ight a n d morning.
Nightly.
3.30-5.30 p.m.; 6 p.m.-3 a .m.
Closes 8 a.m.
3.30-7 p.m.
Mon. to Thurs ., 7-8.30 a .m.; 12.302 p.m.; Sun., 1.30-3 a.m .
News , 8 a.m.
Latin service, 2 p .m.

a .m.

Moscow
PMB
XMAG
XLRA
Batavia
WCBN

wooc
CS9MD
YDH2
CS2MK
YHN
YHN
SDB2
VQ7LO
Java
Tananarive
VP03
ZIK2
PLS
Moscow
Java
XRRA
PSH
HH3W

·suv

wwv

New York
New York
Azores"
Samarang
Lisbon
Java
Java
Sweden
Nairobi

Barbadoes
,.Honduras
Batavia
Russia
Peiping
B razil
Haiti
Cairo
Washington

10605kc.
10598kc.
10360kc.
10290kc.
10280kc.
10260kc.
10220kc.
10130kc.
10550kc.
lOOOOkc.
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U.H.F. TECHNIQUES
(Continued from poge

Automatic Frequency Control

-

For some applications automatic frequency control is desirable. A discriminator generates a d.c. voltage, whose value
depends upon ·the shift of the local oscillator frequency from the desired value.
This d.c. voltage is used to correct the
frequency of the oscillator by means of
a reactance tube or some such device.
A.F.C. is particularly applicable to reflex
klystron local oscillators.

Detectors
Diode detectors are common in U.H.F.
receivers. If a double diode such as the
6H6 is employed, one half may be used
as a source of A.V.C. voltage. It is common to employ the same type of valve
as used for I.F. amplification connected
as a diode, for the sake of uniformity
in valves.
Another type of detector is the cathode
follower or infinite impeda11ce detector,
which has the property of being more
nearly linear ·than the diode. It also has
the advantage of not loading the final
coupling circuit of the I.F. amplifier. It
consists of a triode with the output taken
from the cathode resistor.

Video Amplifiers
For sharp pulses, amplifiers capable of
covering a very wide range of audio .frequencies are necessary after the detector.
These are termed video amplifiers and
consist of several
resistance-capacity
coupled stages. The fidelity or response
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is divided into three ranges of frequencies(a) the middle frequency range, where
effects of the coupling condenser
and shunt capacitance are negligible;
(b) the high frequency range where
the shunt capacitance causes decrease in gain; and
(c) the low frequency range in which
the coupling condenser causes a
decrease in gain.
Poor high frequency response causes a
·rounding-off of the leading edge of the
pulse, whilst bad low frequency response
results in a sloping top on a square pulse,
followed by an overshoot at the end of
the pulse.
This overshoot is sometimes termed ~
paralysis and tiends to prevent the de- ·
tection of small ·signals after strong ones.
If the video signals have to be transferred through a co-axial cable or any
distance, a cathode follower is necessary
to prevent a reduction in the high frr ,.
quency response.

Indkators
In
communication
systems
loudsptlakers or· earphones are used as indicators.
Field strength receivers and aircraft
navigational aids cimploy meters to display the information received.
For radar and television, however,
cathode ray oscillographs are necessary.
The subject of indicators and associated
equipment for these applications is ex-

A.R.R.L.-AND THE AMATEUR
(Continued from page 37.)

* Itportable-mobile·
secured a special ruling allowing
operation during emer·
gencies and on week-ends fO£ testing
of emergency gear.

* Ittemporary
secured a special ruling covering
fixed-station operation under
portable status.

* Itficiency
inaagurated the A.R.R.L. code proprogramme designed to raistl
the general level of amateur code
ability, thereby increasing the value of
amateur radio to the nation as a potential reserve of trained operators.
The radio world owes much to the
A.R.R.L. From a very humble beginning
it has grown to a stage where it dominates
international opinion or certain aspects of
amateur radio through its technical journals. Its work in the ultra high frequency spectrum and latterly on single
side bad transmission is closely linked
with the commercial field.
It never
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wishes to compete with the commercial
world being more content to work together to improve radio generally.
This policy will never change.
One
sees it in the old QST's of the 1920's
when plate modulation was just coming
into its own. It was again evident when
th'e quartz crys~al entered the electronic
field first to stabilise the frequency of
transmitters and some time later to act
as an agent in sharpening the tuning of
a receiver. Today that same sane view
is taken with single sideband transmissions.
Thi.I; article is not meant to be a free
advertisement for A.R.R.L.-it needs none.
It is simply a tribute to an organisation
founded on the principles of democracy,
fa ir play and justice. Amateur radio can
do a Jot in this world of strained inter. national relations ..If the A.R.R.L. has its
way it will achieve this aim.

tensive, but a few points may be mentioned here. B<;ith employ some form of
scan.ning of _!:he cathode ray tube screen
by means of a time base generated by
appropriate circuits. Video signals are
used to modulate the beam of the tube
ei-ther in intensity or in deflection. The
intensity is greater in television tubes,
but for plan position indicators in radar,
longer "persistence" is used than in television.

Aerial Duplexing
In radar applications, the same aerial
is used for transmitting and receiving
the short pulses of r.f. energy. The powerful pulses of the ·transmitter are prevented from reaching the sensitive receiver by means of a duplexing system or
transmit-receiver
(T-R) switch. The
schematic layout of such a system is
shown in Fig. 8. The switches consist
of gas discharge tubes which break down
and "close" under the influence of the
transmitter pulses. Up to 200 Mc-s open
wire lines are employed whilst at microwave lengths, co-axial or wave-guide
lines with rhumbatron cavity discharge
tubes are required.
The R-T switch is needed to prevent
the received signals leaking into the transmitter.
Fig. 9 is a photograph of a 25 Cm. TR
cavity with a co-axial line mixer coupled
directly to it.
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REVIEW

:Jechnicaf
LORAN-LONG RANGE
NAVIGATION
Radiation Laboratory Series. Published
by the McGraw-Hill Book Co. Inc. Stiff
cloth cover, 476 pages. Price approx.
46/6, plus postage.
This volume is the fourth of the Radiation LabQratory Series now being published to record the wartime activities of
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
Written by eleven contributing authors, it
is a comprehensive account of the design
and use of the long range pulse navigation system known as Loran .
As pointed out in the preface, the aim
of this book is "to describe the Loran
system, its principles and its equipment
as they existed at the end of the war,
and to olfer suggestions for their adaptation and improvement for civilian services
in time of peace." This, it will be found,
has been achieved in an admirable and
interesting manner.
The volume is divided into two main
sections. Part I headed "The Loran System" discusses such topics as History and
Principles of Loran, Future Trends, Propagation Characteristics as well as including the methods of calculating Loran
tables and charts. Part II-entitled
"Loran Equipment"-is devoted to a dis-'
cussion of Timers, Switching Equipment,
Transmitters, Antenna Systems, ReceiverIndicators, Special Techniques and Measurements.
This book is undoubtedly the most
comprehensive reference now in available
on the subject, and whilst covering a
specialised field, should be of interest to
all engineers and technicians.

RADIO ENGINEERING
By F. E. Terman, Sc.D., Published by
McGraw-Hill Book Co. Inc., Stiff cloth
cover, 969 pageii. Prices 54/3, plus
postage.
This third edition of a leading standard text, which has an impressive record
of widespread use in many colleges and
universities for over 15 years, hardly requires any introduction to radio engineers.
As in previous editions, this latest volume
gives a comprehensive treatment of all
phases of radio communication with emphasis being placed on fundamental principles rather than current practice.
Since the last revision in 1937, many
advances have been made in the radio engineering field , and as a consequence the
major portion of this text has been re-
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written to include details of these changes.
In particular, emphasis has been placed
on information relating to ultra-high frequencies, microwave techniques and pulse
mode of operation, such as are now being
encountered in television and radar systems.
Whilst it would be impossible to attempt to detail all changes and additions,
it is interesting to note the inclusion of
11 complete new chapter describing circuits with distributed constants. This
summarises the main properties of transmission lines, wave guides and cavity
resonators, and serves to introduce the
reader to microwave phenomena.

LO.RAN.

Long

Range

Whilst hardlv a text for the "novice,"
the ambitious ~tudent will find it is an
excellent textbook, as it presents a lucid,
authorative approach to the ever widening radio and electronics field .

RADIO ENGINEERING.

ANTENNA MANUAL

RADAR ENGINEERING.

By Woodrow Smith. Published by Editors
and Engineers Ltd. Stiff cover, ll06
pages. Price approx. 29/-, plus postage.
The object of this book is to present
in a single volume a comprehensive compilation of antenna, transmission line and
propogation data of particular interest to
all technicians associated with the more
practical aspects of radio communications.
Since this book is primarily intended
for the practical man it will be found
that more emphasis has been placed on
engineering approximations than trying
to present a rigorous mathematical treatment of the subject. Consequently, for
a complete understanding only an elementary knowledge of electric theory and
radio communication is required by the
reader.
Covering all aspects of antenna theory
with numerous practical examples of design and construction, this book should
prove invaluable as a reference text to
all radio experimenters.
All copies made available by Angus & Robertson Ltd., 89 Castlereagh Street. Sydney,
~~!.-.<~~~~,
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Make sure you receive every
copy of "RADIO SCIE~CE" by
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I
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Navigation.

Edited by J. A. Pierce, A. A. McKenzie and R. H. Woodward. A ·complete account of the design and use
of the long-range pulse navigation
system known as Loran. 1st edition. 476 pages, illustrated. 1948.
46/6 (post 10d.)
Volume 1.

By E. K. Sandeman. A textbook
for beginners and a reference book
for experienced engineers and designers of radio equipment and cir·
cuits. 1st edition. 775 pages, illustrated.
77 /6 (post 10d.)
By Donald
G. Fink. Designed specifically to
acquaint engineers and technical
workers in radio and electronics
with the new techniques used in
· radio detecting and ranging of
objects.
1st edition.
644 pages,
471 figures . 1947.
54/ 3 (post 10d.)

THE
CATHODE
RAY
OSCILLOGRAPH IN INDUSTRY.
By W.
Wilson. A text for scientific work·

ers who wish to make the fullest
possible practical use of oscillo·
graph equipment for industrial research. 3rd edition. 242 pages, 191
figures. 1948.
28/- (post 6d'.)
RADIO MAINS SUPPLY EQUIPMENT.
By E. M. Squire.
The

theory and practice of modern
equipment and circuits for practi·
cal radio engineers and radio stu dents. 1st edition. 182 pages, 166
figures. 1948.
18/- (post 4d.)
ANTENNA MANUAL. By Woodrow
Smith. A comprehensive compila-

tion of antenna, transmission line,
and propagation data of vital interest t o those associated with the
more practical aspects of radio
broadcasting and communication.
1st edition. 306 pages, illustrated.
1948.
29/- (post 6d.)
RADIO ENGINEERING. By Frederick Terman.
A comprehensive

treatment covering all phases of
radio communication, with emphasis upon fundamental principles
and basic techniques. 3rd edition.
969 pages, illust rated. 1947.
54/3 (post 1/3)
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J.B. (via Surat, Q'ld.) is a regular reader
<>f RADIO SCIENCE, and is particularly interested in the constructional and experimenters' pages.
A.-Many thanks for your interesting letter and appreciative remarks about the maga:zine. We are pleased to hear of your successes with the small circuits. The lack of
volume in the one valve receiver is probably
<lue to a fault in the reaction winding.
Firstly, you can try reversing the leads to
this, as an incorrect connection would give
the symptoms you mention.
Failing this,
you can try either adding additional turns
or moving the winding closer to the grid
winding, to increase the coupling. Actually,
a combination of these two suggestions will
usually result in improved operation. How<>ver. we would be pleased to hear if you
are able to rectify the fault.

S.A.L.

(Fairfield, Q'ld.) is interested in
and suggests that special communi,cations type receiver suitable for this purpose be described.
DX-i~g,

A.-Thanks for· the suggestion, and it l)laY
be possible to include a receiver of this type
·in our future designs. No doubt such a set
would be quite popular with many of our
ardent S-W listeners.
The mistake in
addressing your subscription copies has now
been rectified and you should have no further worries regarding this.
I.B.T. · (Caulfield, ' Vic.) sends in some sug~
gestions for future articles and these deal
mainly with the subject of acoustics and
audio equipment.
A .-Your suggestions -liave been noted, and
it is hoped to include some special "sound"
articles in the near future.
Probab.l y the
Three Way Speaker system and article on
~ Pickup Resonance effects in the September
· issue will be of interest to you. Your remarks
about the magazine are appreeiated.

TECHNICAL QUERY SERVICE
Readers are invited to send in any
technical problems either dealing with
our circuits or of a general nature.
and an earnest endeavour will be made
to assist you through the medium of
these columns. For convenience, keep
all letters to the point, with questions
set out in a logical order, as space is
rather limited.
All technical enquiries will be dealt
with in strict rotation and the replies
will be published in the first available
issue of the magazine.
Address all
letters to RADIO SCIENCE, Box 5047,
G.P.O. SYDNEY, and mark the envelope "Mailbag".

D.W. (Auckland, N.Z.) intends building up
the Miniminor Portable receiver described in
the · February issue of RADIO SCIENCE, and
asks several questions regarding the aerial
and earth.
A.-Here are the answers
tions,

D.W.

to your ques-

Your first idea for

mounting

the metal plate at the bottom of the cabinet
and connecting this to the earth terminal on
the loop, is quite sound, and as you mention,
would provide a simple external earth when
the set is placed on the ground.

An external

aerial could be provided by sewing the wire
around the carrying strap, and this should
be connected into the circuit, via a standard

K.M.P. (Dapto, N.S.W.) frequently has
difficulty in obtaining his copy of RADIO
SCIENCE and asks if subscription are accepted.
A.-Yes, K.M.P ., a subscription can be
made direct to us if you wish.
The rates
are. 12/- per annum, or 21/- for two years,
in both cases, post free to your address . If
you require any of the earlier issues, these
are still obtainable at the price of 1/- each.
R.H.W. (lnvermay, Tas.) in requesting
some back issues, writes: "I noticed the J unt"
issue at my newsagents and bought same,
and at once was very pleased with the articles
and general data, etc. in your magazine. I
managed to obt~in the April and May issues,
and have lodged an order for any future
ones."

aerial coil.
fact

that

This is necessary because of the
loop

is

now

flexible

and

may

assume different shapes, thus making it difficult to align it accurately.

Also, the coil is

necessary to prevent any serious detuning of
. the

input

grid

experimenting

circuit.

with

this

However,
idea

a

little

should

soon

enable you to adjust things correctly.

We

are pleased to hear you enjoy reading the
n:iagazine,

and

thanks for

the appreciative

remarks.

Careers in

RADIO and TELEVISION
\

A.-The issues requested have been forwarded, and no ~ doubt 'by now will have
been received by you.
We appreciate your
remarks about the magazine and feel sure
that you will find each issue even more in~
teresting than the last.
The circuits and
equipment you mention will be featured in
a future issue, but at the moment cannot
say which issue this will be. We wish you
luck with the ~'Ham" licence exam ., and
would be pleased to hear from you when
you have the transmitter in operation.

SUBSCRIBE NOW!
Make sure you receive every
copy of "RADIO SCIENCE" by
placing a definite order with your
newsilgent.
Subscription Rates are 12/ per year or 21 /:- for two years,
post free to any address in the
Commonwealth.
·
If you prefer, subscriptions may
be made direct to our officeBox 5047, G.P.O., Sydney.
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J.C. (Camberwell, Vic.) is interested in
building up the "All Wave Batiery Two",
and asks whether a 1P5 and 1Q5-GT could
be used in place of the 1 T4 and 3S4 as
shown in the · circuit •.
A.-YeS. J.C., the two valves you mention
could be used in this circuit, providing allowance was made for their larger size.
The
present miniature seven pin sockets would
need to be changed to the standard octal
type, but the remainder of the component
values would remain unaltered.
We would
be pleased to hear of your results with this
small receiver.

i{Service Engineering
NOW!
*Amateur Operating, etc., etc.
Write, 'phone or call TO-DAY.
.We
will send you (without obligating you)
a copy of the big free book "Careers
in Radio & Television."

Australian Radio
Pty. Ltd.

College

E.S. & A. Bank Buildings,
Cnr. Broadway & City . Road
(opposite Grace Bros.).
SYDNEY.
M6391-2
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THEN

A.W.A.

PRECISION
TO

MEET

HAS

A

INSTRUMENT
YOUR

NEEDS

For over a quarter of a century, A.W.A. Loboratories
have been producing a wide variety of precision electronic instruments designed essentially for research and
industry.
A large staff of engineers is constantly engaged in the
development of new and improved types of test instru ments to meet wider ranges of application.
A.W.A. offers
apparatus than
In addition, a
instruments by
available.

the choice of a far greater range of
ever previously available in Australia.
representative selection of high quality
Marconi Instruments Ltd., England, is

An invitation is extended to Electrical and Rodio Engineers, Designers and Manufacturers to coll or write
and discuss any measurement problem with the Company's Test Instrument Engineers.
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Cover iii.

The new Aegis 4-band, bandspread tuning unit illustrated at
right is definitely the answer for the amateur who desires to
build his own communication receiver .. Here are the plain facts
of this latest Aegis triumph:
Band Spread-5 Bands
4 Wave Bands
3.5 4.0 Mc. 80 Metres
550 Kc. - 1500 Kc.
6.9 7.3 Mc. 40 Metres
1500 Mc. 4 Mc.
14.0 - 14.4 Mc. 20 Metres
4 Mc. 11 Mc.
20.5 - 22.0 Mc. 15 Metres
11 Mc . 30 Mc.
27.0 - 30.0 Mc. 10 Metres
Actually constructed in
sub-sections comprising R.F ., Convert"?r and Oscillator stages. Finally assembled in one unit, which
incorporates Band Set and Band Spread condensers, together
with 2 Slow Motion Drive Assemblies 55/1 and directly calibrated Plastic Dial. Valve Sockets for R.F. (6SK7GT) M ixer
(6AC7) and separate oscillator (6SK7GT) stages are already
wired. Concentric air trimmers are used throughout, and the
6 sect.ion "Oak" Type Switch includes shorting banks for all
coils not in use. Aerial Trimmer is brought out to front panel
with '%,in. shaft. Screws for iron core adjustment in all coils
are readily accessible from top of unit, as are also the Trim-

mer screws.
For use with the KC4, we recommend Aegis I.F .'s Type Nos.
J22 and J23, specifically designed for communication work. A
complete set of blueprints for connecting this unit plus a most
comprehensive communications Receiver Circuit are supplied
with each Kit.
See your distributor right away for your
Aegis KC4 Coil Assembly.

DISTRIBUTORS IN ALL STATES
MELBOURNE:
Lawrence & Hanson Electrical
Pty . Ltd .
Replacement Parts Pty. Ltd .
Vealls Electrical & Radio Pty.
Ltd.
Homecrafts Pty. Ltd.
J. H. Magrath & Co.
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SYDNEY:
John Martin Pty.
Ltd.
George Brown & Co.
Pty. Ltd.
Fox & Macgillycuddy
Ltd .
Cook Bros . Pty , Ltd .
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George Procter
(Factory Representative)
Newton, McLaren Ltd.
A. G. Healing Ltd.
Harris, Scarfe Ltd.
Oliver J. Nilsen & Co. Ltd.
Gerard & Goodman Ltd .

BRISBANE:
Chandlers Pty. Ltd.
A . E . Harrold Pty.
Ltd.
B. Martin Pty. Ltd.
PERTH:
Nicholsons Ltd .

TASMANIA:
Lawrence & Hanson
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